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Intro
Part of Oswald’s interrogations have already been addressed in the Anatomy of The
Second Floor Lunch Room Encounter chapter with regards to Oswald’s alibi and his
whereabouts just before, during and just after the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy, inside the Texas School Book Depository in Dallas, Texas.
This paper explores these interrogations in a bit more detail.
Who was there, who escorted him, what did Oswald say during his interrogations and
while being paraded around the DPD’s 3rd floor in front of the world’s press, Oswald’s
requests for legal assistance, the line-ups and so on. And even now there will be bits left
to investigate for an updated version which will be released early 2018. Yet at the same
time I will not address certain aspects either; I will not get into the visit to Mexico City,
the back yard photos, the rifle and the pistol as such. These elements of Oswald have
been researched and debated to death already and do not have much in common with
Prayer Man. I am going to mainly address Oswald’s situation while being incarcerated
there and then.
The reports on Oswald’s interrogations in the Warren Report can be read at Mary
Ferrell’s website. These existing notes and memos cover only a very small part of
Oswald’s questioning while being in custody from the early afternoon of Nov 22nd to the
late morning of Nov. 24th. What has been made available then and in later years will be
discussed in depth later on.
The Warren Report addresses the interrogations, Oswald’s legal rights, the press and
subsequent death of Oswald in Chapter V entitled “Detention and Death of Oswald”.
Like with my first paper Anatomy Of The Second Floor Lunch Room Encounter I suggest
you read their version first before commencing with this paper.

Jesse Curry (L) looks on while Lee Oswald is being escorted out of the Robbery & Homicide Bureau. Elmer Boyd,
wearing a white hat on the right. M.G. Hall behind Oswald. Pic: Jim Murray – Black Star. ROKC Scan of the Richard
E. Sprague archive at the National Archives.
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Timeline of Oswald’s interrogations and transfers.
Nov 22nd.
14:15 - 14:20 "Talked to" by ofﬁcers Gus F. Rose and Richard S. Stovall.
14:25 - 16:05 Interrogation of Oswald, Ofﬁce of Captain Will Fritz.
Present: Fritz, Boyd, Sims and Thomas Kelley, inspector of the Secret Service
15:15 Hosty and Bookhout join Captain Fritz.
16:05 Oswald is being interrogated by Forrest Sorrels of the Secret Service who does this
in the back of Fritz’s office. This lasts up to ten minutes.
Jim Hosty takes Sorrels aside and has a word regarding sensitive information. Hosty of
the F.B.I. is from that moment not involved any more, being present with the
interrogations.
16:10 Oswald’s first line-up with Helen Markham to ID him. He Is escorted by detectives
Boyd and Stovall.
16:20 - 18:20 Second Interrogation of Oswald, Captain Fritz’s Ofﬁce.
18:20 Oswald’s second line-up.
19:00 Manning Clements interrogates Oswald about his personal background.
19:40 Oswald’s third line-up, detectives Boyd, Sims, Hall and Moore are involved with
handcuffing Oswald to his fellow prisoners and escorting them.
19:55 Oswald’s interrogation continued by Manning Clements.
19:55 Third Interrogation, Captain Fritz’s Ofﬁce.
22:00 - 23:20 "Talked To" by Police Ofﬁcer John Adamcik and FBI Agent Manning Clements.
Nov 23rd.
10:30 - 11:30 Interrogation, Capt. Will Fritz’s Ofﬁce. Boyd and Hall of the DPD are inside
the office as well. US Marshal Robert Nash, FBI SA James Bookhout and Secret Service
agents Forrest Sorrels, David B. Grant and Thomas J. Kelley are also present.
Oswald has just been returned to his cell. Assistant jailer Arthur E. Eaves and patrolman
Buel T. Beddingfield are assigned to the suicide watch. Oswald calls in New York and then
a local call.
14:15 Oswald’s first line-up of that day in front of William Whaley and William W.
Scoggings.
15:00 - Oswald is making his first attempt to call John Hurt.
16:30 – 18:30 Interrogation Capt. Will Fritz’s office.
Nov 24th.
09:30- 11:15 Interrogation Captain Fritz’s office. Also present is Harry Dean Holmes.
11:20 Oswald is being transferred and subsequently shot and killed by Jack Ruby.

Like with my previous paper on the Anatomy of the Second Floor Lunch Room
Encounter I have decided to split things up and section them.
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The Settings.
Lee Oswald was captive for about 43 hours until he was murdered by Jack Ruby. He was
interrogated for about 12 hours inside Captain Fritz’s office (which measured 14 x 9.5 ft.)
in the Homicide and Robbery Bureau on the third floor of the DPD station without any
legal representation present.

More than 25 different persons escorted Oswald, attended and/or participated in the
interrogations of him. And at some time 5-6 persons crowded Fritz’s tiny office.
Our main DPD players, who were present during Oswald’s interrogations are:










Will Fritz, Captain of robbery & homicide.
Elmer Boyd, detective.
Richard Sims, detective.
Gus Rose, detective.
Charles Dhority, detective.
Richard Stovall, detective.
Billy L. Senkel,
Fay M. Turner,
Jesse Curry, Chief of Police.

Here is a list of all attendees from the FBI and the Secret Service.
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And then there is Robert Nash of the US Marshals, and we also know that the Texas
Rangers, Highway Patrol men and A.T.F. agents were present as well.

Oswald’s arrival at City Hall is filmed as some of the reporters and camera men are
already there, and this draws in almost everybody else who is in town and gradually from
all over the world, resulting that the third floor corridor is filled to the brim with media
representatives. They are standing feet away from the room Oswald is being
interrogated and they can practically hug him while he is being escorted through the
corridor.


Assistant DA Bill Alexander described it as follows in Larry Sneed’s No More
Silence: “In the meantime, the goddamn media people were arriving in droves.
You could hardly force your way through the halls. If I had had my way about it, I’d
have run them all out, locked the doors, and let just a few people in! But the chief
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of police said, “Oh, no, they’re reporters. We’ve got to treat them decent,” so he
let them in like a bunch of cattle.”

Assistant DA Bill Alexander conferring with FBI Special Agent Jim Hosty (centre of photo holding a newspaper)
and assistant Chief of Police Charles Batchelor on the right inside the homicide and robbery bureau. Photo by
Jim Murray/Black Star. From the Richard E. Sprague Collection at NARA. Scan by ROKC.



Dallas News reporter Jim Ewell in the same book: “By the next day, which was
Saturday, it was almost impossible to make your way down that third floor hallway
where all the detective’s offices were located because all three major networks
had set up cameras there in the intersection of the hallway. They had cables
running down that hallway and out the windows to their sound trucks or their
power sources out on the streets. They had cables dangling three floors down!”

And later on in the same chapter Ewell says:
“That Saturday morning it was hard for Captain Will Fritz, leading the investigation, to
come and go to his office. Everything was so tightly packed up there that it paralyzed
police headquarters even though the detectives still had to continue their regular duties.”
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All photos by Jim Murray – Black Star.
ROKC Scans of the Richard E. Sprague archive at the National Archives in Washington.
Collage by Bart Kamp.
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Aiken Standard and Review April 7, 1967-B.K.
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John E. Reid & The Reid Interrogation Technique.
Before we get to the interrogations and the available records and testimony, I would like
to introduce you to the what is called The Reid Technique.
Bill Kelley brought this particular technique up in 2012 at his blog and Greg Parker, in
even greater detail, wrote an essay regarding the use of the Reid Technique in
conjunction with Fritz’s interrogation style in mind, in 2015.
Reid was a lawyer and former police officer from Chicago at the time he helped establish
modern polygraph techniques in 1947 using what he termed the Control Question
Technique.

John E. Reid. Pic. Getty.

Reid continued to work on interrogation techniques and was often called by police in
various cities to help with the questioning of suspects. The case that made his name
came in 1955, with Reid now running a polygraph consultancy business. Police in Lincoln,
Nebraska summoned Reid to assist in extracting a confession from a forestry worker
named Darrel Parker for the murder of his wife. Reid hooked Parker up to a polygraph
and with every question about the murder, Reid would inform Parker he was lying. As
the interrogation wore on, Reid was making it up as he went along. There was no
evidence to support any of it. And this is something the reader should understand: that
there is no law against lying by law enforcement officials during an interrogation…. They
can make stuff up as they see fit, there is nothing that prevents them from doing so.
Shortly after this case The Reid Technique was now being taught to local and state law
enforcement officials, private security firms and the military as well as to federal
agencies such as the F.B.I., Secret Service and the C.I.A.
The Reid Technique uses:
Factual analysis an inductive approach where each individual suspect is evaluated with
respect to specific observations relating to the crime.
Behaviour analysis The Behaviour Analysis Interview (BAI) is a non-accusatory question
and answer session, involving both standard investigative questions and “structured
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'behaviour provoking' questions to elicit behaviour symptoms of truth or deception
from the person being interviewed.”
And as part of this analysis The Reid Technique consists of:

Confrontation.
The interrogator presents the facts of the case and informs the suspect of the
evidence against them implying in a confident manner that the suspect is involved in
the crime.

Theme Development.
The interrogator creates a story about why the suspect committed the crime. Theme
development is about looking through the eyes of the suspect to figure out why they
did it.

Stopping Denials.
Letting the suspect deny their guilt will increase their confidence, so the interrogator
tries to interrupt all denials.

Overcoming Objections.
Once the interrogator has fully developed a theme that the suspect relates to, the
suspect may offer logic-based objections as opposed to simple denials,

Getting Suspect’s Attention.
The interrogator must procure the suspect's attention so that the suspect focuses on
the interrogator’s theme rather than on the punishment.

Suspect Looses Resolve.
If the suspect’s body language indicates surrender – head in his hands, elbows on knees,
shoulders hunched — the interrogator seizes the opportunity to start leading the
suspect into confession.

Alternatives.
The interrogator offers two contrasting motives for some aspect of the crime.

Bringing Suspect Into Conversation.
Once the suspect chooses an alternative, the confession has begun.

Confession.
The final stage of an interrogation is all about getting a truthful confession that will be
admitted as evidence at trial.

I am not going to apply this technique to the letter of the law on the interrogations of
Lee Oswald back then. I leave it to the reader themselves in what way it was applied and
when. But I did find it important that you ought to be made aware about how some
interrogations followed this technique to get a suspect to confess.
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D.P.D.


Dallas Police Chief Jesse Curry testified during his Warren Commission testimony:

Jesse Curry (L) being interviewed by Tom Pettit of NBC in the 3rd floor corridor. Pic: Jim Murray – Black Star.
ROKC Scan of the Richard E. Sprague archive at the National Archives.

Mr. RANKIN - Did you have anything to do with the interrogation of Lee Harvey Oswald?
Mr. CURRY - No, sir; I did not. I was in the office once or twice while he was being
interrogated but I never asked him any question myself.
Mr. RANKIN - Do you know who did?
Mr. CURRY - Captain Fritz principally interrogated him, I believe.
Mr. RANKIN - Was that his responsibility?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; it was. There were several people in the office. It seems to me we were
violating every principle of interrogation, the method by which we had to interrogate.
Mr. RANKIN - Will you explain to the Commission what you mean by that?
Mr. CURRY - Ordinarily an interrogator in interrogating a suspect will have him in a quiet
room alone or perhaps with one person there.
Mr. RANKIN - Is that your regular practice?
Mr. CURRY - That is the regular practice.
Mr. RANKIN - Tell us how this was done?
Mr. CURRY - This we had representatives from the Secret Service, we had representatives
from the FBI, we had representatives from the Ranger Force, and they were--and then
one or two detectives from the homicide bureau. This was, well, it was just against all
principles of good interrogation practice.
Mr. RANKIN - By representatives can you tell us how many were from each of these
agencies that you describe?
Mr. CURRY - I can't be sure. I recall I believe two from the FBI, one or two, Inspector
Kelley was there from Secret Service, and I believe another one of his men was there.
There was one, I recall seeing one man from the Rangers. I don't recall who he was. I just
remember now that there was one. Captain Fritz, and one or two of his detectives--this
was in a small office.
Mr. RANKIN - Did you do anything about this when you found out there were so many,
did you give any instructions about it?
Mr. CURRY - No; I didn't. This was an unusual case. In fact, I had received a call from the
FBI requesting that they have a representative from there in the hearing room. And we
were trying to cooperate with all agencies concerned in this, and I called Captain Fritz
and asked him to permit a representative of the FBI to come in.
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Mr. DULLES - Who was directing the interrogation, Captain Fritz?
Mr. CURRY - Captain Fritz.



Will Fritz stated during his Warren Commission testimony the following regarding
the circumstances surrounding Oswald’s interrogations.

Mr. BALL. In your report at 138E you have made a statement there of the conditions
under which this interrogation proceeded, haven't you?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes; I did.
Mr. BALL. Will you tell us about that. You can describe it either as you state it here in your
own words, but tell us what your difficulties were?
Mr. FRITZ. I can tell you in just a minute. My office is small as you know, it is a small office,
it doesn't have too much room to begin with.
With all the outer office full of officers who all wanted to help and we were glad to have
their assistance and help, and we appreciate it, but in the hallway we had some 200 news
reporters and cameramen with big cameras and little cameras and cables running on the
floors to where we could hardly get in and out of the office.
In fact, we had to get two police officers assigned to the front door to keep them out of
the office so we could work.
My office is badly arranged for a thing of this kind. We never had anything like this
before, of course, I don't have a back door and I don't have a door to the jail elevator
without having to go through that hall for 20 feet, and each time we went through that
hallway to and from the jail we had to pull him through all those people, and they, of
course, would holier at him and say things to him, and some of them were bad things,
and some were things that seemed to please him and some seemed to aggravate him,
and I don't think that helped at all in questioning him. I think that all of that had a
tendency to keep him upset.
Mr. BALL. What about the interview itself?
Mr. FRITZ. Now the interview itself inside, of course, we did have a lot of people in the
office there to be interviewing a man. It is much better, and you can keep a man's
attention and his thoughts on what you are talking to him about better I think if there
are not more than two or three people.
But in a case of this nature as bad as this case was, we certainly couldn't tell the Secret
Service and the FBI we didn't want them to work on it because they would have the
same interest we would have, they would want to do anything they could do, so we, of
course, invited them in too but it did make a pretty big crowd.

All photos by Jim Murray – Black Star.
ROKC Scans of the Richard E. Sprague archive at the National Archives in Washington.
Collage by Bart Kamp.
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When Oswald was brought in he was first questioned by Detectives Gus Rose and Richard
Stovall.

/
Dallas Morning News Aug. 1963, thanks to Steve Roe.

Stovall described this initial encounter with Oswald in the joint report made up with Gus
Rose and John Adamcik, see the next page.
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Richard Stovall’s W.C. testimony mentions the following before he is sent out by Fritz to
search Ruth Paine’s house and her garage alongside with Rose and Adamcik, which
seemed to be able to produce many different incriminating things over that short time
period.
Mr. BALL. Were you given an assignment as soon as you got down there?
Mr. STOVALL. No, sir; I wasn't--as soon as I got there. I got there and one of my partners,
G. F. Rose, got there about the same time. We were talking to a witness that had seen all
the people standing out there--he didn't actually see anything, so we didn't even take an
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affidavit from him because he didn't see anything. While talking to him, the officers
brought Lee Harvey Oswald into the Homicide Bureau and put him into an interrogation
room we have there at the bureau. After we finished talking to this witness, we went
back there and talked to him briefly.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what was said to him and what he said to you?
Mr. STOVALL. I don't recall exactly--I went in and asked him for his identification, asked
him who he was and he said his name was Lee Oswald, as well as I remember. Rose and I
were both in there at the time. He had his billfold and in it he had the identification of
"A. Hidell," which was on a selective service card, as well as I remember.
Mr. BALL. That's [spelling] H-i-d-e-l-l, isn't it?.
Mr. STOVALL. I'm not positive on that--I believe it was [spelling] H-i-d-e-l-l, I'm not sure.
And he also had identification of Lee Harvey Oswald, and I believe that was on a Social
Security card and at that time Captain Fritz opened the door to the office there and sent
Rose and I to go out to this address in Irving at 2515 West Fifth Street in Irving. That was-I don't know where the Captain got the address, but it was an address where he was
supposed to be staying part of the time.
And from that short interview session with Oswald something important becomes
apparent: Rose and Stovall contradict each other in their Warren Commission
testimonies. Yet they were inside the same room with Oswald!
The W.C. testimony of Gus Rose states:
Mr. Rose. There were some people in the office from the Book Depository and we talked
to a few of them and then in just a few minutes they brought in Lee Oswald and I talked
to him for a few minutes.
Mr. Ball. What did you say to him or did he say to you?
Mr. Rose. Well, the first thing I asked him was what his name was and he told me it was
Hidell.
Mr. Ball. Did he tell you it was Hidell?
Mr. Rose. Yes; he did.
They both state that they asked him for his name, yet Oswald answers in a contradictory
way……..


Sergeant Gerald Hill, one of the officers who had arrested Oswald at the Texas
Theatre, spoke to the press shortly after Oswald’s arrest spoke in great detail
supplying many incriminating details yet not once mentioned the Alek HIdell ID.
And they allegedly found his billfold containing this important bit of evidence!

Gerald Hill inside City Hall’s 3rd floor corridor talking to the press-Screen grab B.K.
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Now Gerald Hill could have forgotten to mention this, but when he is interviewed for a
second time as mentioned In the supplementary volumes of the Warren Report, Hill
states to the newsmen, "The only way we found out what his name was, was to remove
his billfold and check it ourselves; he wouldn't even tell us what his name was." Later in
the interview a reporter asks, "What was the name on the billfold?" Hill replies, "Lee H.
Oswald, 0-S-W-A-L-D."
Again no mention of the name Hidell.
Quite strange.

*****

Buell Wesley Frazier and Gus Rose on the 3rd floor of the D.P.D.
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Gus Rose behind Buell Wesley Frazier. Photo: Jim Murray – Black Star. ROKC Scan of the Richard E. Sprague
Collection at the National Archives.
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Rose, Frazier and others inside Room 317. Photo: Jim Murray Black Star.
ROKC scan from the Richard E. Sprague Archive at the National Archives in Washington.
1. Gus Rose
2. Buell Wesley Frazier
3. Reverend Campbell
4. Linnie Mae Randle
5. Richard Sims
6.

Gus Rose was one of the detectives involved in a later famous case of framing a suspect
which became the subject of the documentary, The Thin Blue Line.
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Buell Frazier describes his interrogation with Will Fritz.

Buell Frazier in the Richmond Times Dispatch. Bear in mind that this was before he had
even learned that his co-worker had been arrested and charged for the assassination
“I was interrogated and questioned for many, many hours,” Frazier said. “Interrogators
would rotate.”
Dallas police Capt. Will Fritz, who was in charge of the homicide department, came into
the room with a typed statement. He handed Frazier a pen and demanded he sign it. It
was a confession. Frazier refused. “This was ridiculous,” he said. “Captain Fritz got very
red-faced, and he put up his hand to hit me and I put my arm up to block. I told him we’d
have a hell of a fight and I would get some good licks in on him. Then he stormed out
the door.”
If you have any reservations about the above scenario, then let me add another. Sadly
not related to Oswald but about 9 years before the JFK Assassination Tommy Lee Walker
was convicted and sent to the electric chair within three months, for a murder he did
not commit. In the D Magazine article When Henry Wade Executed An Innocent Man it
says that Tommy Lee was brought before Captain Fritz, who questioned him for hours,
not about any involvement in the robbery for which he had been arrested, but about
Venice Parker’s murder. Tommy Lee said that Fritz told him he had received a phone call
implicating him in the crime. Fritz had received no such call. Fritz said that there were
witnesses and that police knew what he had done. Fritz had a reputation for being
unusually effective at wringing admissions of guilt out of suspects, and his techniques
worked in this case as well. Years later, we know much more about how often false
confessions occur and what can trigger them—fear, cultural differences, sleep
deprivation, and feelings of hopelessness, all of which played a role in this case. Tommy
Lee said later that he was intimidated when Fritz shouted at him again and again that he
was lying about the murder. He said Fritz asked repeatedly if he had to “bring in the men
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from upstairs” when Tommy Lee balked at signing a confession. He believed that was a
reference to the two officers he’d earlier seen beating a man.


Gus Rose took no notes during Oswald’s chat, but in this article in 1998 for D
Magazine he said the following about what Oswald said.

"The suspect had suffered a small red abrasion over his right eye while scuffling with
officers at the Texas Theatre in Oak Cliff. But the young man didn’t seem dazed or
confused at all. He was angry and arrogant. "I don’t know what I’m doing here," he said.
A homicide detective for only three years. Rose would later gain renown as a skilled
interrogator. Blocking out the hubbub, he turned his attention to the hostile suspect.
"I don’t own a gun," the man said. "I didn’t have that gun. They planted that on me when
they arrested me."
"Have you ever owned a gun of your own?" Rose asked evenly.
"No," he retorted. "I never owned one."

Gus Rose in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence.

Rose is also recognised by James Tague as the officer who took down his statement,
from Larry Sneed’s “No More Silence” (P.111).
I found out years later by accident that the detective that I gave the statement to in
Homicide at police headquarters was Gus Rose. I was listening to the radio one day and
they were interviewing him on his retirement from the Dallas Police Department. He was
asked if he remembered interviewing Oswald and he said, “Yeah, I remember very
distinctly. I was sitting in my office taking a statement from a man that had a minor injury
at the time of the assassination.” At that time I hadn’t known his name. In fact I often
wondered whatever happened to that statement because it never showed up anywhere
later. In any case, while I was in Gus Rose’s office giving him a statement, there was a
commotion to our right as Oswald was brought in. Matter of fact, they put him in the
office next to the one we were in. Mr. Rose told me, “That’s the guy that shot the
policeman over in Oak Cliff.” I said, “I didn’t know there’d been a policeman shot.” He
responded, “Yeah, killed him!” That was the extent of the conversation. There was no
connection to the President.
Gus Rose sits in on the Oswald interrogation session with Captain Fritz on Saturday the
23rd. This is after the ‘find’ of the back yard photographs. Read his HSCA testimony on the
next page.
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Jim Leavelle, who is probably one of the most famous Dallas cops to come out of
this tragedy and like Elmer Boyd is still alive! He is seen on video, a few pages
down, claiming that he interrogated Oswald regarding the Tippit murder, The
strange thing is, is that there is no mention whatsoever of this in his statement
nor his testimony! Nor does any other evidence exist at all that he interrogated
Oswald, besides Leavelle’s own say so in later years after the assassination.

When Leavelle testified before the Warren Commission, he claimed that the first time he
had ever sat in on an interrogation with Oswald was on Sunday morning, Nov. 24th, 1963.
When Joseph Ball asked Leavelle if he had ever spoken to Oswald before this
interrogation (page 269), he stated; "No, I had never talked to him before". Leavelle then
stated during his testimony that "the only time I had connections with Oswald was this
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Sunday morning [November 24, 1963]. I never had [the] occasion to talk with him at any
time..."
Compare the above with a part of a transcript from an interview with Joe Nick Patoski
published in Texas Monthly at least 30 years later.
TM: Where were you on November 22?
Jim: Since my partner was on vacation, I was assigned to cover anything that came in the
office. And all my other cohorts in homicide were given different assignments, some of
them on the street, a lot of them out at the trade mart, and two of them [were] in the
motorcade.
TM: You had work to do on the 22nd. At what point did you come in contact with Lee
Harvey Oswald?
Jim: After he was arrested, they brought him in and set him in the interrogation room
and I talked to him strictly about the shooting of Officer Tippit. I didn't have any idea he
was going to be a suspect in the Presidential assassination.
TM: As the reports of the crime came in, did it seem clear that this guy did the crime?
Jim: We didn't know at the time. 'Course, another thing that we didn't know was
whether he was acting alone or had somebody with him and it took a lot of legwork and
time for us to determine he actually was alone.
TM: So you had an opportunity to interrogate him?
Jim: I talked to him, yeah, about 10, maybe 15 minutes one-on-one before Captain Fritz
and the other officers came back from the book depository, preparatory to going [to]
look for him, and found out he was already there. When the Captain [came] in and asked
me what his name was, and I told him, he asked me where he worked, and he said the
book depository, he said, 'You're the one I want to talk to.' So, in essence, they took my
prisoner away. I lost my prisoner. He and Chief Charles of the Secret Service.
TM: When did you see him again?
Jim: Oh, I saw him off and on for the next day or so, but I didn't talk to him because the
powers that be were talking to him. But I spent my time making a case on it for the
shooting of the officer.
And now read his report on the next page, which is devoid of any mentioning of any
talking to or better yet interrogating Lee Oswald. Leavelle does provide a nice list of all
persons present inside Captain Fritz’s office on Sunday the 24 th. But that is it.
What is worth noting from the piece above is that Oswald’s name by itself did not ring
any bells at all. It was the work place (T.S.B.D.) as such. And that also becomes clear in
Jim Marrs’ Crossfire (page 314) when Kent Biffle of the Dallas Morning News writes his
piece about being inside the depository, while Roy Truly does his alleged roll calls.
“This was confirmed in 1981 by Dallas Morning News reporter Kent Biffie, who recalled
that day in a lengthy article based on his notes of that day.


Kent Biffle wrote:

. . . only two of us [reporters] had arrived at the ambush building [ the Depository] by
this point. . . . Getting in was no problem. I just hid my press badge . . . and went in with
the first wave of cops. . . . Hours dragged by. The building superintendent showed up
with some papers in his hand. I listened as he told detectives about Lee Oswald failing to
show up at a roll call. My impression is that there was an earlier roll call that had been
inconclusive because several employees were missing. This time, however all were
accounted for except Oswald. I jotted down the Oswald information. . . . Neither the
police in the building nor the superintendent knew that Oswald already was under
arrest.
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Leavelle is seen inside the Robbery & Homicide office, sitting next to L.C. Graves, earlier on Nov. 22nd .

In this oral history video from the 6th floor museum, the conversation turns very
interesting at 14:55.

Leavelle walked into the office on the third floor and Oswald was already sitting there.
He claims that he interviewed Oswald for 15 minutes before Will Fritz took him away
from him. Leavelle said he interviewed Oswald only about the Tippit shooting and when
he relayed this info he stated that Oswald was telling lies and so on.
Leavelle himself during his W.C. testimony, used “I do not recall” 30 times in two
testimony sessions and “I don’t remember” 9 times. Quite a few instances of failed
memory when it comes to his actions during that big important day only about 4
months later. But in later years he was able to give precise details surrounding all this
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without any trouble. This btw, is something that seems to be present with almost all
D.P.D. law enforcement officers memories; collective amnesia when it comes to
remembering details of Oswald’s interrogations.
Yet at the same time these D.P.D. detectives managed to make stuff up without any
evidentiary support whatsoever, a great example is that Leavelle said that when Oswald
when asked to produce his ID, he panicked and killed the cop with four shots at pointblank range. There is absolutely nothing present to support this and if from reading
other detectives statements one thing becomes more than abundantly clear, the last
person to panic in Texas was Lee Oswald!
In the next oral history video from 2008 (at 10:45) he also states that Oswald stated “I did
not shoot anybody”

It is pretty clear that Jim Leavelle has been economical with the truth regarding his so
called interrogation of Lee Oswald, this then creates a problem with believing anything
this man puts forward.
In the Nov. 1998 issue of Texas Monthly Leavelle ‘remembers’: “I told him on the way
down, ‘Lee, if anybody shoots at you, I hope they’re as good a shot as you are.’ Meaning
they’d hit him and not me. And he kind of laughed, and he said, ‘Ah, you’re being
melodramatic,’ or something like that. ‘Nobody’s going to shoot me.’
There is no corroboration for any of this from anyone else who was inside that elevator
with these two, not from L.C. Graves or Will Fritz. No mention of any light hearted banter
whatsoever. It is more than likely that Oswald would have protested his innocence once
more again. From the footage that is available when they are coming out of the elevator
not much was being said at all. And again Leavelle’s statement for this T.M. article needs
to be taken with a grain of salt. Better yet it is not to be believed!
“I could see Jack [Ruby] when he came out of the crowd with that pistol, but it took a
little less than a second and a half, or like two seconds, for that to take place. You can’t do
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too much in that length of time.” Memorise this and have a look at the photograph on
page 71, Leavelle had no clue what was happening until the deed was over and done
with.
Another shining example is Leavelle’s involvement with the statement made by Victoria
Adams and its ‘insertions’ after the so called interview. I will go into depth about this in
part 3 about the T.S.B.D.
It has become evident that certain people involved, happen to ‘thicken’ their stories a
tad, Leavelle is a great example, but so is our next detective.



Joe R. Cody, Detective, Burglary and Theft, says the following in Larry Sneed’s No
More Silence.

At that time, we already had a tremendous amount of people in City Hall. Hill, Bentley,
and McDonald asked, “What are we going to do with him?” And I said, “Bring him over
and we’ll put him in Burglary and Theft.” So I talked to him and said, “Now, what is your
name?” He said, “My name is Lee Harvey Oswald.” “Where do you work?” He said, “Texas
School Book Depository.” Then it began to dawn on me what had happened when he
told me where he worked. Initially, I was alone in the little interrogation room with
Oswald. When he told me his name, it kind of rang a bell. The only things that he told me
were his name, which he had been in the Marine Corps, his serial number, and where he
lived and worked. He wasn’t arrogant. In fact, he reminded me of a captured war
prisoner: Just give your name, rank, and serial number. I was sure that he had shot the
officer and was pretty sure that he was the one who had shot the President, and still am.
I figured that we finally had closed the case. It was relatively simple then, but in the years
since, it’s gotten rather complicated.

Thanks to Denis Morissette.
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Cody himself becomes embroiled in some sinister associations, but what is more
interesting is that he is the guy who supposedly sold the gun to Jack Ruby that he used
to snuff Oswald out with

Joe Cody in the “Who Was L.H.O.” documentary.

Cody reconfirms all this at the 40th anniversary “40 people, 40 stories”.
From an interview taken in 1989 comes the following info:
Bob- Mr. Cody, did you have any involvement in the interrogation of Oswald and did you
happen to have an opportunity to observe his actions and moods?
Cody- Well, yes I did. Jerry Hill, Nick McDonald, and Paul Bentley brought him up to the
Office. At that time we didn't know that Oswald was involved in killing the President, but
we did know that he was involved in killing an Officer out there. And they brought him
up to Burglary & Theft and I talked to him a little while. I ask him his name and he told me
and I ask where he worked and he said, the Texas School Book Depository, and that's
when the light dawned. I went across and told Captain Fritz that we had him in there, in
the interrogation room over there. I think Jim Leavelle talked to him later. (Leavelle
sitting on the bed shakes his head, yes) That's how we knew that Oswald was involved in
the shooting of the President.

So now Cody did the talking at first, then Leavelle and then Fritz? And what about Rose
and Stovall?
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Lieutenant T.L. Baker confirms that Rose and Stovall spoke to Oswald first.
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Captain J. Will Fritz is our main player in this chapter. Shortly after Fritz’s and
Boyd’s arrival at the station they were notified that the man they were looking
for was already in custody. He did not record any of the sessions, and he claimed
later on that they tried on two separate occasions, before the assassination, to
obtain a tape recorder, but the requests were not honoured as becomes evident
during Fritz’s WC testimony.

Mr. Ball. Did you have any tape recorder?
Mr. Fritz. No, sir; I don't have a tape recorder. We need one, if we had one at this time we
could have handled these conversations far better.
Mr. Ball. The Dallas Police Department doesn't have one?
Mr. Fritz. No, sir; I have requested one several times but so far they haven't gotten me
one.
Nor did he bother asking for any sound recording equipment from any of the many
reporters out in the hallway less than 20 feet away! Add on that many of the females,
who were typists, inside the Robbery & Homicide office were not asked to type anything
during these interrogations either. It was just Fritz’s way to record an interrogation with
just a few notes, still due to the magnitude of this case he should have recorded it.


Bill Alexander in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence: Captain Fritz and I worked closely
on numerous cases for years as well as on this particular case. The Dallas police and
Fritz in particular were chastised by many for not recording the interrogations of
Oswald. What most people don’t realize is that we had Miranda in Texas before the
Miranda decision. Nothing that he said to us would have been admissible. Under
Texas law at that time, the only [admissible] statements of a man made under
arrest would be in writing after he’d been warned that he did not have to make
any statement which could be used in evidence against him. He therefore
voluntarily made his statement reduced to writing and signed it in the presence of
a witness. In that first interrogation that I attended, Captain Fritz wanted
information and Oswald wouldn’t give him a statement.



Elmo T. Cunningham, Lt., Forgery Bureau in the same book by Larry Sneed No
more Silence, gives a few good insights into Fritz’s M.O.: “There was always a
problem between Will Fritz, captain of the Homicide and Robbery Bureau, and the
chief of police ever since I was in the department. Fritz would usually make the
announcements to the press as to where an investigation stood and whether or
not he had a suspect in custody or one in mind. This was not information that
usually went to the chief. Every morning, on workdays at 9:OO o’clock, the chief
would hold a staff meeting during which the chief of detectives, patrol, vice, and
different commanding officers would brief the chief on what was going on. Fritz
sometimes let the chief of detectives know where he stood, but not in any detail.
The chief would call Fritz about a case and he’d say, “Well, we’ve got a suspect,” or
“We’ve got a man in custody,” or “We’ve filed him on the case,” that type of thing.
But it was always brief. Most of the information they got I suspect came from the
newspapers as to what Fritz was doing. Fritz was not a great man for writing
reports or letters. He didn’t believe in writing, and his reports on the investigations
were usually very brief. He would make up some of the case reports we filed with
the district attorney which would contain a very minimum of information such as:
“E.L. Cunningham can testify that he arrested the suspect and had him identified
in the line-up,” or something of that nature. That was about the extent of it. So all
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the district attorney could do was to talk to me and find out what I could testify
to; it wasn’t on the report.

Elmo T. Cunningham in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence.

As a general rule, the chiefs left Fritz alone. In fact, I suspect that he liked Curry and got
along better with him than any other chief that he served under because Curry left
him alone. Before Hansson was made chief, there was a lot of support to make Will
Fritz chief because a lot of people liked him. He had a lot of publicity because he had
cleared some difficult cases and some big cases which had gotten nationwide publicity
which no one thought would be cleared. But Fritz wasn’t an administrator. He was an
outstanding investigator and a super interrogator, but he was not an administrator in
any sense of the word. He told me that he didn’t particularly want to be chief, but he
said, “Now these people that’s passed the word around that I turned it down are
wrong. I wasn’t offered the job. If I’d been offered the job, I’d have probably taken it.”
To my way of thinking, Fritz was absolutely, beyond any question of doubt, the
greatest interrogator I’ve ever heard talk to a person. He was a thorough, good
investigator, and a good man. He was also a hard man and an unforgiving man. There
was a saying that, once you got on his list, you stayed there. But if he liked you, there
wasn’t anything he wouldn’t do for you. If he liked an officer that was working for
him, and he thought that that officer was doing the best that he could, there was no
way that he would ever fail to stand behind him. Now if he thought the officer was
not doing his best, he got rid of them, and he did it himself. He wouldn’t put the man
down in front of or to anyone else, but he would handle it personally. I think a lot of
the techniques he used in interrogation just came naturally, and some of them he
developed himself. For instance, when he was talking to a man or woman, he never
let his eyes stray away from their faces. He looked them right in the eye and right in
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the face the whole time he talked to them so that he noticed the least little quiver of
a lip and raising or lowering of the eyelid and so on.”

Thanks to Denis Morissette.



Carl Day discusses Fritz in No More Silence:

Carl Day, holding up the Carcano rifle, in the 3rd floor corridor. Pic.: Ft Worth Star Telegram.



“Captain Fritz was frustrated in trying to make his investigation because he wasn’t
allowed to handle it the way it should have been handled. The old man was an
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excellent investigator, an excellent interrogator, and had been doing that work for
many years. He wasn’t very good with filling out reports or other paper work; he
had somebody else do that for him. But I think that he would have worked things
out and that we would have had a case to present in the trial. We had the facilities
here to make the investigation, and if we didn’t, we used the FBI laboratory or the
state laboratory in Austin.”

Meme by: Stan Dane.

“Interrogation Of Lee Harvey Oswald” (box 5, folder 3, item 3) report. In that report on
page two Fritz already makes a classic mistake by saying that Oswald usually worked
on the second floor, whereas that should have been the first floor instead. He
corners Oswald even more as a suspect with that wrong assertion and also makes
the 2nd floor lunch room encounter more of an event that could have happened,
whereas it did not!
The second floor was just offices, and the lunch room on that same floor was
designated for office employees and management only. Other than getting a soda
pop from the machine, the labourers had no other business being in there. Oswald
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and the other co-workers had their lunch in the Domino room, on the first floor,
which was at the back (the north side of the building). Oswald, according to Fritz,
states that he had his lunch on the first floor when JFK got shot. Furthermore Fritz
refers to the back stairway when Marrion Baker supposedly apprehended Oswald.
But the biggest lie is reserved for Fritz stating that Oswald was in the lunch room
when Baker encountered Oswald.
On page 6 of this very same report Oswald again reiterates that he ate lunch with
two coloured boys, one named Junior (which refers to James ‘Junior’ Jarman).
The fact that Fritz never officially verified this claim properly is telling.

Will Fritz, with Gus Rose behind him on the right. Pic.: Ft. Worth Star Telegram.
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He surmises the first interview in his WC testimony as follows:
Mr. BALL. Who was present when you talked with him?
Mr. FRITZ. At that time, when I first brought him in there, there would be Sims and Boyd
and probably one or two officers from the office, I am not sure, just who else might have
been there. I know those two, I am sure, I believe those two were there. Just about the
time I started talking to him, I had just started to question him, I got a phone call from
Mr. Shanklin, Gordon Shanklin, agent in charge of the FBI calling for Mr. Bookhout, and I
asked Mr. Bookhout to go to pick up the extension.
Mr. BALL. Was Mr. Bookhout there?
Mr. FRITZ. He had just come into the lieutenant's office and Mr. Shanklin asked that Mr.
Hosty be in on that questioning, he said he wanted him in there because of Mr. Hosty
knowing these people and he had been talking to them and he wanted him in there
right then. So, I got up from my desk and walked over to the lieutenant's office and
asked Mr. Bookhout to come in, the reason I asked both of them to come in and Mr.
Bookhout is in my office most of every day and works with us in a lot of cases and asked
him to come in with Mr. Hosty.
Mr. BALL. So Bookhout and Hosty came into your office?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Was anyone else present?
Mr. FRITZ. I don't remember whether there was anyone else right at that time or not.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what you said to Oswald and what he said to you?
Mr. FRITZ. I can remember the thing that I said to him and what he said to me, but I will
have trouble telling you which period of questioning those questions were in because I
kept no notes at the time, and these notes and things that I have made I would have to
make several days later, and the questions may be in the wrong place.
Mr. BALL. What is your best memory of what you said to him when he first came in?
Mr. FRITZ. I first asked him as I do of most people something about where he was from,
and where he was raised and his education, and I asked him where he went to school
and he told me he went to school in New York for a while, he had gone to school in Fort
Worth some, that he didn't finish high school, that he went to the Marines, and the
Marines, and finished high school training in the Marines.
And I don't remember just what else. I asked him just the general questions for getting
acquainted with him, and so I would see about how to talk to him, and Mr. Hosty spoke
up and asked him something about Russia, and asked him if he had been to Russia, and
he asked him if he had been to Mexico City, and this irritated Oswald a great deal and he
beat on the desk and went into a kind of a tantrum.
Mr. BALL. What did he say when he was asked if he had been to Mexico City?
Mr. FRITZ. He said he had not been. He did say he had been to Russia, he was in Russia, I
believe he said for some time.
Mr. BALL. He said he had not been in Mexico City?
Mr. FRITZ. At that time he told me he had not been in Mexico City.
Mr. BALL. Who asked the question whether or not he had been to Mexico City?
Mr. FRITZ. Mr. Hosty. I wouldn't have known anything about Mexico City.
Mr. BALL. Was there anything said about Oswald's wife?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir. He said, he told Hosty, he said, "I know you." He said, "You accosted my
wife on two occasions," and he was getting pretty irritable and so I wanted to quiet him
down a little bit because I noticed if I talked to him in a calm, easy manner it wasn't very
hard to get him to settle down, and I asked him what he meant by accosting, I thought
maybe he meant some physical abuse or something and he said, "Well, he threatened
her." And he said, "He practically told her she would have to go back to Russia." And he
said, "He accosted her on two different occasions."
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And later on
Mr. BALL. How long a time did you sit with Oswald and question him this first time?
Mr. FRITZ. The first time, not but a few minutes.
Mr. BALL. That was the time Hosty and Bookhout were there?
Mr. FRITZ. That is right. But sometimes when I would leave the office to do something
else, it is hard to imagine how many things we had happening at the one time or how
many different officers we had doing different things without seeing it but we were
terribly busy.
I had called all my officers back on duty and had every one of them assigned to
something, so going back and forth kept me pretty busy running back and forth at the
time of questioning.
I don't know when I would leave, I suppose Mr. Bookhout and Mr. Hosty asked him a few
questions, but I don't believe they questioned him a great deal while I was gone.
Mr. BALL. You said just a few minutes, what did you mean by that, 15, 20, 25?
Mr. FRITZ. It would be pretty hard to guess at a time like that because we weren't even
quitting for lunch so I don't even know, time didn't mean much right at that time. For a
few minutes, you would think 30 or 40 minutes the first time.
Mr. BALL. Thirty or forty minutes?
Mr. FRITZ. I am guessing at that time.
And
Mr. BALL. Did you ask him what happened that day; where he had been?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. What did he say?
Mr. FRITZ. Well he told me that he was eating lunch with some of the employees when
this happened, and that he saw all the excitement and he didn't think--I also asked him
why he left the building. He said there was so much excitement there then that "I didn't
think there would be any work done that afternoon and we don't punch a clock and they
don't keep very close time on our work and I just left."
Mr. BALL. At that time didn't you know that one of your officers, Baker, had seen Oswald
on the second floor?
Mr. FRITZ. They told me about that down at the bookstore; I believe Mr. Truly or someone
told me about it, told me they had met him--I think he told me, person who told me
about, I believe told me that they met him on the stairway, but our investigation shows
that he actually saw him in a lunchroom, a little lunchroom where they were eating, and
he held his gun on this man and Mr. Truly told him that he worked there, and the officer
let him go.
Mr. BALL. Did you question Oswald about that?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir; I asked him about that and he knew that the officer stopped him all
right.
Mr. BALL. Did you ask him what he was doing in the lunchroom?
Mr. FRITZ. He said he was having his lunch. He had a cheese sandwich and a Coca-Cola.
Mr. BALL. Did he tell you he was up there to get a Coca-Cola?
Mr. FRITZ. He said he had a Coca-Cola.
And:
Mr. BALL. And you asked him again, didn't you, what he was doing at the time the
President was shot?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. What did he say?
Mr. FRITZ. Well, he told me about the same story about this lunch.
Mr. BALL. He mentioned who he was having lunch with, did he not?
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Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir; he told me he was having lunch when the President was shot.
Mr. BALL. With whom?
Mr. FRITZ. With someone called Junior, someone he worked with down there, but he
didn't remember the other boy's name.
Mr. BALL. Did he tell you what he was eating?
Mr. FRITZ. He told me, I believe, that he had, I am doing this from memory, a cheese
sandwich, and he also mentioned he had some fruit, I had forgotten about the fruit until
I looked at this report.
Mr. BALL. Did he say that was in the package he had brought from home?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir; there was one reason I asked him about what was in the package, we
had had a story that had been circulated around the meantime about some chicken
bones, I am sure you heard of that, and I wanted to find for sure what he did have in his
lunch and he told me about having--he told me they did not have any chicken out there
and I also talked with the Paines and they told me they didn't have any chicken in the
icebox, they did have some cheese.
Mr. BALL. But he said he had had lunch with Junior?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir; and with someone else.
Mr. BALL. Did you find out that there was an employee named Junior, a man that was
nicknamed Junior at the Texas School Book Depository?
Mr. FRITZ. Probably we have it here, some of the officers probably did, we had all these
people checked out. I didn't do it myself probably.
And with that any attempt at verifying this, is killed off………………if you read Fritz’s
testimony it sounds like he is reciting from his Nov 23rd report right in front of him.

Captain J. Will Fritz standing in front of the doorway of the homicide and robbery bureau. Photo Jim
Murray-Black Star. ROKC Scan from the Richard E. Sprague archive at the National Archives.



Harold Weisberg does an excellent analysis on Fritz’s W.C. testimony. I suggest
you read it. But be warned, it is a 50 pager!

The following page shows another Martha Joe Stroud document, from August 20th 1964
and originally posted by Robin Unger. Stroud was an assistant Dallas D.A. (in this case for
Barefoot Sanders) and worked as a liaison between Dallas and the Warren Commission.
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She became known for her documentation at first when Barry Ernest dug out her letter
in 1999, mentioning Victoria Adams and Dorothy Garner.
This document is about Fritz who wishes to make changes to his statement and has
trouble committing to signing it.
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Jesse Curry states in his book (p. 73) Retired Dallas Police Chief Jesse Curry
Reveals His Personal JFK Assasssination File by Jesse Curry (1969)

The result of the three or four hours of interrogation was completely disappointing.
Oswald denied any knowledge of the assassination. He even denied shooting Officer
Tippit. The following hours of interrogation were also fruitless. I have always wondered
whether or not Captain Fritz could have obtained crucial information from Oswald if he
had been allowed to spend two or three hours alone with him under normal interrogative
conditions. By 7:00 p.m. on November 22, 1963 we were satisfied that enough evidence
had been accumulated to warrant the filing of a charge of murder against Lee Harvey
Oswald for the death of Police Officer J. D. Tippit. Shortly after this Oswald was transferred
from the Homicide Bureau to the fifth floor of the City Jail. As he came down the hall of
the third floor from the Homicide Bureau newsmen were allowed to take photographs. A
few words were exchanged as he was rushed into the private jail elevator. When asked
about the assassination Oswald commented, "I don't know where you people get your
information. I haven't committed any acts of violence."
In his W.C testimony Curry discusses a few more snippets of Oswald’s interrogation.
Mr. DULLES - Could I ask a question?
What was Oswald's attitude toward the police? Have you any comment on that?
Mr. CURRY - The only things I heard him say, he was very arrogant. He was very--he had a
dislike for authority, it seemed, of anyone. He denied anything you asked him. I heard
them ask once or twice if this was his picture or something, he said, "I don't know what
you are talking about. No; it is not my picture," and this was a picture of him holding a
rifle or something. I remember one time they showed him and he denied that being him.
I remember he denied anything knowing anything about a man named Hidell that he had
this identification in his pocket or in his notebook, and I believe a postal inspector was in
this room at the time, too, and someone asked him about the fact that he had a post
office box in the name of Hidell and he didn't know anything about that. He just didn't
know anything about anything.
Fritz summarised his views on Oswald and interrogations during his WC testimony as
follows:
Mr. FRITZ. You know I didn't have trouble with him. If we would just talk to him quietly
like we are talking right now, we talked all right until I asked him a question that meant
something, every time I asked him a question that meant something, that would
produce evidence he immediately told me he wouldn't tell me about it and he seemed
to anticipate what I was going to ask. In fact, he got so good at it one time, I asked him if
he had had any training, if he hadn't been questioned before.
Mr. DULLES. Questioned before?
Mr. FRITZ. Questioned before, and he said that he had, he said yes, the FBI questioned
him when he came back from Russia from a long time and they tried different methods.
He said they tried the buddy boy method and thorough method, and let me see some
other method he told me and he said, "I understand that."
Fritz claimed to have not written any notes during these interrogations, he told the
Warren Commission, while recounting the interrogations, that “...I kept no notes at the
time, and these notes and things I have made I would have to make several days later...”
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what you said to Oswald and what he said to you?
Mr. FRITZ. I can remember the thing that I said to him and what he said to me, but I will
have trouble telling you which period of questioning those questions were in because I
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kept no notes at the time, and these notes and things that I have made I would have to
make several days later, and the questions may be in the wrong place.
But it seemed that he did take some notes as they surfaced in late 1997. They were
handed over by an anonymous donor to the ARRB and published.

Daily Herald Suburban Chicago November 22, 1997.
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It is highly doubtful that these notes represent contemporary notes during the
interrogations. The notes mention “the deceased” meaning Oswald was already in a pine
box. Doughty handing the evidence over to the FBI which did not happen until very early
in the morning .of the 23rd and there is no DPD record of fingerprinting the rifle on the
22nd.
Yet at the same time: Harry Dean Holmes, the U.S. postal inspector who participated in
the last interrogation of Oswald before Oswald got killed on November 24th, wrote a
report in which he stated that Fritz asked Oswald about the Hidell I.D. card, and Oswald
“flared up and stated ‘I’ve told you all I’m going to about that card. You took notes, just
read them for yourself, if you want to refresh your memory’ But Oswald could have been
referring to anyone in that room.
Then there is Henry Wade who in 1967 states that Fritz did “none of the old Q&A” He also
states he took no part in any of the questioning. Yet during his Oral History interview
with the 6th floor museum he claims the opposite.

While looking at the reproductions if Fritz’s interrogation notes below. Bear in mind that
page 1 and page 4 are back to back so there are no blank back pages for them with
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scribbles.

This first page above is key to Oswald’s whereabouts during and just after the shooting.
At the top it states the co-presence of Bookhout and Hosty and then underneath in the
right colomn it says:
“Claims 2nd floor coke when officer came in” Although this may seem clear cut it isnt. It
doesn’t place Oswald on the 2nd floor at all, it says that he had a coke from the 2nd floor
when Baker came in.
“To first floor had lunch” Strenghents the claim that Oswald had the coke from the 2 nd
floor and had made his way down to the first. Oswald stated that he had lunch inside the
Domino room. You have to ask yourself how did Oswald know that James Jarman and
possibly Harold Norman were inside that very same Domino Room or passed through
picking up their lunches before they made their way up to the 5th floor. No attempts to
further investigate this angle were taken.
In the same colomn Fritz writes “out with Bill Shelley in front” which can only be
Oswald’s answer as to where he was during the shooting or when the motorcade passed
by.
Again how did he know that Bill Shelley was standing outside in front? It has been well
documented, with Shelley’s statements that he left those steps immediately after the
shooting and went back inside through the side entrance minutes later and not to be
seen outside again until being filmed escorting Danny Garcia and Bonnie Ray Williams to
a squad car outside the TSBD after 1 PM. Oswald knew where Shelley was while the
motorcade passed the building.
This tightens Oswald’s alibi even more, that he was on the first floor himself as well.
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On the morning of the 23rd “says two negr. came in.
………… + short negro.
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“Denied shooting shooting Pres says didn’t know Gov. shot”
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In the video above Fritz is seen in front of the cameras on the 23rd and gives the
following statement: "There is only one thing I can tell you. Without going into evidence.
This case is cinqued. This man killed the President. There is no question in my mind
about it." He brushed aside all other questions. Overall this was a false claim since the
evidence at that time was very weak. Better yet there was nothing present that could
put Lee Oswald on the 6th floor at that time while the motorcade passed by. If one thing
was certain it was that Fritz did nothing to investigate Oswald’s alibi, in which he clearly
stated to be on the first floor when it all went down.
The evidence they did have was ‘confiscated’ by the FBI who had it all sent to
Washington, D.C. for further testing and analysis. This by itself would have delayed any
“judgement” regarding his guilt by at least a few days, but Fritz and Wade worked the
cameras real good…………….

Will Fritz in front of his office. Screengrab B.K.
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The Irving Daily News Nov. 24 1963.

Meme by: Stan Dane.
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Aiken Standard And Review April 7, 1967.
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Richard Sims, with Dallas police since 1948 and homicide since 1957. And who was
with Fritz at the Trade Mart when things kicked off.
He probably is the most forgetful person of the whole bunch. Harold Weisberg
noted this already decades ago: “Sims is another case of a man who remembers
nothing, is not asked searching questions to find out, in fact he does remember
anything, or why he doesn't remember anything. He is exceedingly careful to say
nothing involving any superior. He remembers Oswald was questioned, he
remembers he Questioned Oswald, he remembers none of the questions he asked
and none of the answers Oswald gave.”

Richard Sims to the left and behind Lee Oswald at the press conference.

Sims’ Warren Commission testimony is a careful lesson in1 understanding how the old
boy network works. With the interrogation in mind I have highlighted some of his
testimony, and it is downright obvious that Sims just plays dumb.

Richard Sims, thanks to Denis Morissette.
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Marlin G. Hall was mostly responsible for escorting Oswald back and forth
between Fritz’s office and the line-ups or to collect him from jail. His reports
from Nov 22nd and 23rd are giving a pretty precise picture as to the transfers.

M.G. Hall on the right during one of Oswald’s corridor transfers. Screenshot B.K.
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Hall to the very left of Oswald during the press conference.



Detective Charles Dhority, one of the few homicide detetcives who did not wear
the customary white hat, in his Warren Commission testimony.

Mr. BALL. Do you remember what was said?
Mr. DHORITY. I couldn't remember all that was said.
Mr. BALL. Did you make any notes?
Mr. DHORITY. No, sir; I didn't.
And here Dhority displays the same type of amnesia attributed to Boyd and Sims, and
Ball leaves it at that.
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Charles Dhority to the left of Oswald. Screenshot by B.K.

Charles Dhority holding Oswald’s hand after he has been shot by Ruby, Jim Leavelle to Dhority’s right.
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Charles Dhority holding Oswald’s hand while he is being stretchered towards the ambulance in the
basement of the DPD. Jim Leavelle and L.C. Graves are in front of Dhority.
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Detective C.W. Brown, who was Charles Dhorithy’s partner was near room 317 a
lot

C.W. Brown in between Henry Wade (left) and Will Fritz (entre) and Jesse Curry with his back to the lens on the
right Photo: Jim Murray – Black Star from the Richard E. Sprague collection at the National Archives. ROKC Scan.

I shall paste some of the relevant Warren Commission testimony here below.
Mr. BELIN. What did you do then?
Mr. BROWN. I talked to Captain Fritz and I asked him what he wanted me to do. He said
for me and Detective B.L. Senkel to gather up--there was about five employees there on
the sixth floor, with him, and take them to city hall and get affidavits from those people,
where they were at the time of the shooting.
Mr. BELIN. Go ahead.
Mr. BROWN. Where they were at the time of the shooting, and what they were doing,
what they heard or saw during this incident.
Mr. BELIN. Did you go do that then?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELIN. You left the sixth floor right then?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; Detective Senkel and I took these employees to the city hall, and in this
group of employees I was talking to a Mr. Shelley, and got an affidavit from him, when
the officers brought in Lee Harvey Oswald.
And there were several cameramen following these boys also in front of them, and they
opened the door to where I was interviewing; Mr. Shelley looked up and he said, "Well,
that is Oswald. He works for us. He is one of my boys."
Mr. BELIN. What did you do or say?
Mr. BROWN. We got up and got out of the room so they could put Oswald in there in the
room we were using.
We just had two small interview rooms there, and I let them put him in there.
Then as we got outside, of course, the phones were ringing. I answered the phone. It
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was Captain Fritz. He was still at the scene on the sixth floor of the School Book
Depository, and I told him that the officers had just brought in a suspect that had shot
the police officer, and told him about Mr. Shelley telling me that this boy that was
identified was Lee Harvey Oswald, was also an employee there.
He said, "I will be right up in a few minutes."
Mr. BELIN. Where was Captain Fritz at this time?
Mr. BROWN. He was still at the scene of the shooting, at the Texas School Book
Depository. He called from there.
Mr. BELIN. Then what did you do?
Mr. BROWN. I told him it looked like we might have the boy that was responsible for that.
He said, "Okay, I will be up in a few minutes."
Mr. BELIN. What did you mean by "that," for the assassination?
Mr. BROWN. For the President's assassination. That was my own personal opinion at that
time.
Mr. BELIN. Then what did you do?
Mr. BROWN. Then after the confusion died down a little bit, I got Mr. Shelley back in
another room, the other room that was not occupied at this time, and finished my
affidavit with him in regard to what he did, saw, or heard at the time of the
assassination.
Mr. BELIN. All right, did Shelley say anything more about Oswald at the time you talked to
him?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; after he mentioned that he was an employee there, that he had been
training him--see, I had taken the affidavit from him in regard to what he was doing
personally--then after they bring Oswald in, he tells me that he was responsible for him
and was his own personal supervisor. I immediately got an affidavit from him in
conjunction with what his work consisted of, when he was employed, and what he was
doing, and what type work he did there.
Mr. BELIN. Did he indicate where Oswald was, at the time of the shooting?
Mr. BROWN. No; he did not know where Oswald was at the time of the shooting.
Mr. BELIN. Did he say whether or not he had ever seen Oswald subsequent to the time of
the shooting before he saw him in the police department?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; he saw him that morning. He gave him some stuff to do.
Mr. BELIN. I mean after the time of the shooting of the President?
Mr. BROWN. No; he did not see him.
Mr. BELIN. Did he say where he, Shelley, was?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; I have it in his affidavit. I don't remember where he said he was.
Mr. BELIN. But you took an affidavit from him?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; I did. I don't have that report with me.
Mr. BELIN. We have a copy of it here, but we are going to take the deposition of Mr.
Shelley and we will get it then.
Mr. BROWN. All right.
Mr. BELIN. Now, also, I believe your partner, Mr. Senkel took an affidavit of Bonnie Ray
Williams, is that correct, at that same time?
Mr. BROWN. That's right; yes, sir.
Mr. BELIN. He was a Negro employee?
Mr. BROWN. That's right.
Mr. BELIN. Why did you take his affidavit?
Mr. BROWN. He was there employed. He was getting the affidavit from every employee in
the building that day, for the reason of where they were, what they saw, and what they
heard then during this assassination.
Furthermore Brown is also involved with quite a few line-ups.
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C.W. Brown on the right next to Oswald on their way to a line-up. CNN The 60’s: The JFK AssassinationScreengrab B.K.



Elmer Boyd who departed the TSBD alongside with Captain Fritz was present at the
majority of Oswald's interrogations (at least six of them), and he goes in fairly great
detail during his Warren Commission testimony.

Elmer Boyd seen leaving the TSBD with Will Fritz descending the stairs. Pic.: William Allen - Portal Of Texas
History.
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Mr. BALL. What did you do when you got there?
Mr. BOYD. Well, we went in and there was a good many people there-I don’t recall
who all was there-I know we talked to Lieutenant Baker, and he told us that the man
that shot Tippit was in the interrogation room and about 5 minutes or so after we
were in the office, we took Lee Harvey Oswald out of there and brought him into
Captain Fritz’ office and he talked to him in there.
Mr. BALL. Tell us about what time of day that was?
Mr. BOYD. I believe it was around 2:20 when we took him out in there; yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. And who was there in the room with Oswald at that time?
Mr. BOYD. With Oswald at that time?
Mr. BALL. You took Oswald into Fritz’ office about 2:20?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL,. Who was there besides Oswald?
Mr. BOYD. Well, Captain Fritz, and let me see, there was some FBI agents.
Mr. BALLL. Do you remember their names?
Mr. BOYD. I know one came in just shortly thereafter and I remember Mr. Bookhout
and Mr. Hosty came in right after we got in there.
Mr. BALL. And who else was there?
Mr. BOYD. Mr. Hall and Mr. Sims: M.G. Hall is our other partner.
Mr. BALL. He’s your other partner?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. And Sims was there, and was there a Secret Service man in there?
Mr. BOYD. Let me see-I think there was a Secret Service man there, but I don’t recall-I
don’t know what his name was.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what was said?
Mr. BOYD. Well, I don’t remember exactly what was said.
Mr. BALL. Well, in general, what was the substance of what was said?
Mr. BOYD. Well---Mr. BALL. Give me the substance.
Mr. BOYD. Well, I knew Captain Fritz asked him his name.
Mr. BALL. What did he say?
Mr. BOYD. I think he told us his name. I think when he asked him-I’m sure he told him
his name because he would talk for a while and then he would quit.
Mr. BALL. Did he ask him where he lived?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir; I think he asked him where he lived.
Mr. BALL. What did he say?
Mr. BOYD. He said he lived over on Beckley.
Mr. BALL. Did he give the address?
Mr. BOYD. I believe that he said, well, I know he gave an address-I know he gave an
address but he didn’t say if it was north or south-I remember that-he didn’t say if it
was North Beckley or South Beckley and I remember another thing-Mr. Hosty came in
and identified him himself, you know, as he came in.
Mr. BALL. What do you mean “identified him”?
Mr. BOYD. He took his identification out of his pocket and put it down there in front
of him and told him who he was with.
Mr. BALL. He told Oswald his name and who he was with?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. What else happened?
Mr. BOYD. Well, they participated in the interrogation-Mr. Hosty asked him some
questions and he was pretty upset with Mr. Hosty.
Mr. BALL. What do you mean by that, what gave you that impression-what happened?
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Mr. BOYD. Well, just by Oswald’s actions, he said he had been to his house two or
three times talking to his wife and he didn’t appreciate him coming out there when
he wasn’t there.
Mr. BALL. Is that what he said to Hosty?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Anything else?
Mr. BOYD. I don’t recall-I know Mr. Hosty asked him several questions and finally he
jumped up and hit the desk, Oswald did, and sat down, and like I say, he was pretty
upset.
Mr. BALL. Was he handcuffed at that time?
Mr. BOYD. Yes; I believe he was handcuffed.
Mr. BALI,. Was he handcuffed with his hands behind him?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir.
Mr. BALL. Had his hands been handcuffed behind him before he came into the room?
Mr. BOYD. I couldn’t say if they had or not-they could have been.
Mr. BALL. Do you know whether the handcuffs were changed after he got in the
room?
Mr. BOYD. They could have been changed after he got in the room-I’m not certain.
Mr. BALL. Who changed them?
Mr. BOYD. I don’t recall.
Mr. BALL. Now, when Oswald jumped up and struck the desk, he struck the desk with
what? With his hand?
Mr. BOYD. With his hands.
Mr. BALL. What did Hosty ask him before that?
Mr. BOYD. He had asked him about a trip to Mexico City?
Mr. BALL. Who did?
Mr. BOYD. Mr. Hosty.
Mr. BALL. What did Oswald say?
Mr. BOYD. He told him he hadn’t been to Mexico City.
Mr. BALL. What else?
Mr. BOYD. I don’t recall just exactly-I think that the words that he used when he was
talking to Mr. Hosty was that he had been out there and accosted his wife, I believe
that’s the words that he used and like I said, after he talked to him, he said he didn’t
appreciate him coming out there to his house.
Mr. BALL. What was it that Hosty said before Oswald got up and struck the desk with
his hand-what question did he ask?
Mr. BOYD. I don’t remember what the question was. I know it had something to do
with-let me see--I’m not sure if he was still talking to him about his wife or the trip to
Mexico City.
Mr. BALL. You remember he did ask him if he took a trip to Mexico?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Oswald said he had not?
Mr. BOYD. He said he had not been to Mexico.
Mr. BALL. And what did Hosty say to that?
Mr. BOYD. He asked him if he denied being to Mexico City-I’ve just forgotten-it wasn’t
too awful long before that-I don’t recall just exactly what time that he said---I know it
was something recent.
Mr. BALL. What did Oswald say?
Mr. BOYD. He said he had not been there.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember anything else that was said?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir not right offhand-I don’t.
Mr. STERN. Did he ask him anything about Russia?
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Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir; something was asked him-I don’t recall who asked him about that,
and he told us about going over to Russia, I believe he was there in 1959, or
something like that-about 1959. I’ll tell you, I didn’t keep notes in there because of
the fact I was sitting right beside Oswald-right in front of him more or less.
Mr. BALL. Did anybody keep notes?
Mr. BOYD. I saw the FBI man writing-they had a little book-across the table over
there.
Mr. BALL. Did you have any microphones in there to record the conversation?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir.
Mr. BALL. Do you as a practice record the interrogations of your prisoners?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir; we don’t.
Mr. BALL. How long did this take--how long was he questioned at this time?
Mr. BOYD. Let me see-we took him down to the first show up right after 4 o’clock, I
think I have the exact time here-4 :05 is when we left.
Mr. BALL. Was he in Captain Fritz’ office from the time you took him in there-what
time was that?
Mr. BOYD. At 2 :15-2 :20.
Mr. BALL. From 2 :20 until 4 o’clock?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
A few excerpts:
Mr. BALL. You stayed there, didn’t you?
Mr. BOYD. Yes.
Mr. BALL. And you heard what was said?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Tell us what you heard.
Mr. BOYD. Well, I know Mr. Nash asked him a question or two.
Mr. BILL. What were they?
Mr. BOYD. I don’t recall what questions he asked.
Mr. BALL. Who else asked questions?
Mr. BOYD. Captain Fritz talked to him and-let me see-I don’t remember if Mr.
Bookhout, it seemed like Mr. Bookhout asked a question or two. I believe all of them
asked him something.
Mr. BALL. Do you know what they asked?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what Oswald said?
Mr. BOYD. Well, let me see-no, sir; I can’t recall what he said; like I say, I didn’t keep
notes there because I was sitting right near Oswald.
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Elmer Boyd, leaning against file cabinet, inside Robbery & Homicide Bureau. Pic. Jim Murray – Black Star.
ROKC Scan Richard E. Sprague Collection from the National Archives.

During his HSCA testimony Elmer Boyd states: the notes he took ( whereas durig his W.C.
testimony he did not take any notes!) during the interrogations were transposed into
his statement
Boyd, who is still alive was recently interviewed by Stephen Fagin of the 6 th Floor
Museum.
I have edited the interview with regards to relevance to Oswald, the interrogations and
movements inside the DPD.

The full interview can be viewed HERE.
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During this interview he says that Oswald denied shooting everybody. Oswald also stated
that he had struck an officer and that he struck him back which he should have. This
latter statement is not corroborated by anyone else at any given time.
At 1:51 the question arises regarding Oswald’s whereabouts during the assassination,
and pay careful attention to Boyd’s mannerisms and body language (his hands) once it
comes down to discussing this! This is from someone who was present during about half
a dozen of these sessions of interrogations and also escorted Lee Oswald inside the
building. The bit where he ought to be forthcoming and he just isn’t. Again collective
DPD amnesia has kicked in……..
At 10:40 Boyd states that the DPD could have found out a lot more if Will Fritz would
have had Oswald to himself without the interference of the FBI and the Secret Service.
Something many have already made mention of, and something that could be doubted
unless Fritz had the room and corridors to himself and his companions to kick the living
daylights out of Oswald.

Elmer Boyd escorting Oswald from a Fritz interrogation session.



L.C. Graves makes mention of Holmes and the happenings around the Sunday
morning interrogations of Oswald: “Around 9:30 Leavelle and I were sent upstairs
and brought Oswald down to Captain Fritz’s office which was rather small,
probably about nine feet by twelve. I don’t remember all that were in on the
questioning, but Mr. Holmes of the postal service was there and probably Mr.
Bookhout with the FBI and Captain Fritz. There may have been others but I don’t
recall offhand. We just went on out and started looking through our papers and
whatever because we knew they weren’t going to be in there long, and we didn’t
want to clutter the room any more than necessary. Besides, you could never get a
word in edgeways anyway, so we just left out. I never entered the room during the
questioning. We could see in the room and when everybody got up and left, we
went back in.”
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L.C. Graves is on the left side of Oswald while escorting him alongside with Jim Leavelle when he is being shot by
Jack Ruby.
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Detective John P. Adamcik talks to Oswald as well, this is while Fritz is gone.
During his Warren Commission testimony the following exchange occurs:

John Adamcik on the right while Lee Oswald is being escorted.

Mr. BELIN. Then what did you do?
Mr. ADAMCIK. Well, this was fairly late. I guess it was around 10 o'clock when we got back,
so apparently it was around 9 when we started taking them to Irving, and got back about
10. We just dropped them off at the house and went on back to the office.
Mr. BELIN. What did you do when you got back to the office?
Mr. ADAMCIK. Went to the office and I stayed there a while, and I guess it was around 11
o'clock, I mean the interrogation room in the captain's office, and spent about 15
minutes.
Mr. BELIN. Why did you go in the interrogation room?
Mr. ADAMCIK. Well, at that time I think somebody else just finished talking to him, and I
think the captain had to go see somebody or something, and nobody was in the room at
the time, and he told us to go on in there for a little while and see whether we could talk
to Oswald. I think Detective Montgomery went in there with me, I am not sure.
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Mr. BELIN. Were you the only two in there at that time?
Mr. ADAMCIK. Yes; I think so. The ID Bureau came in there and either fingerprinted him or
done something. When they came in there, I left. It was just a short period of time.
Mr. BELIN. Do you remember any conversation that took place there?
Mr. ADAMCIK. No; except I asked him whether he drove a car. I did ask him that. And I
remember him saying something that he didn't.
Mr. BELIN. That he did or did not?
Mr. ADAMCIK. That he did not. And I asked him how long he was in Russia and whether
he liked it there, and I remember him telling me how long he was there. I think it was
two years, or something like that.
Mr. BELIN. Well---Mr. ADAMCIK. I don't remember exactly what he said, and he liked it okay, and that is
just about it.
Mr. BELIN. Did you talk about the assassination at all?
Mr. ADAMCIK. No; it wasn't anything at all concerned with the assassination.
Mr. BELIN. Did you ask him any questions?
Mr. ADAMCIK. We did.
Mr. BELIN. Like what kind of questions?
Mr. ADAMCIK. Like where were you at the time this assassination occurred; and he just
wouldn't say anything.
Mr. BELIN. Did he just keep quiet?
Mr. ADAMCIK. He just sat there and stared straight ahead.
Mr. BELIN. Didn't talk at all?
Mr. ADAMCIK. No.
Mr. BELIN. Did he ask for an attorney while you were there?
Mr. ADAMCIK. Not in my presence.
Mr. BELIN. Did you ask him any questions about Officer Tippit's murder?
Mr. ADAMCIK. No; I don't believe that I did.
Mr. BELIN. Anyone else there that did?
Mr. ADAMCIK. I didn't hear anybody.
Mr. BELIN. All right, then what happened?
Mr. ADAMCIK. Well, I just stayed at the office until about 2 o'clock in the morning.
Mr. BELIN. Ever see Oswald again?
Mr. ADAMCIK. I seen him being led out of the office from the interview, I believe. I didn't
go down there.
Mr. BELIN. What interview?
Mr. ADAMCIK. I think they had--I don't know whether it was an interview or some kind of
press conference down in the assembly room.
Mr. BELIN. When would that have been?
Mr. ADAMCIK. It would have been about midnight.
Mr. BELIN. Do you know if Oswald requested it or if someone else did?
Mr. ADAMCIK. I don't recall.
Mr. BELIN. Then what happened?
Mr. ADAMCIK. I stayed in the office after Captain Fritz and the other men came back. He
told us to go on home and come back the next morning about 10 o'clock.
*****
On THE Next page a collage of a set of photos of Oswald’s finger prints and paraffin tests
which were paraded around the third floor corridor for the world’s press to see. Captain
George Max Doughty, Detective J.B. “Johnny” Hicks and Sergeant William E “Pete” Barnes.
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The whole thing is playing out like a dog and pony show in front of the gathered press
inside the corridor.

Jim Murray Black Star. ROKC Scans of the Richard E. Sprague Archive at the National Archives in Washington.
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Lonnie Hodgkins, a reporter says he was inside the Homicide & Robbery Bureau and
talked to Oswald. Hodgkins who worked for the Dallas Times Herald and also the Dallas
Morning News is also the person who put forward the story that Oswald was an FBI
informant and discussed this with Henry Wade and Bill Alexander and to this day not a
shred of evidence has been put forward.
Jim Leavelle and Jim Hosty have their say as well. But besides opinions and conjecture it
does not amount to much. Hodgkins appears to be someone with an agenda as well.
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Dallas Sheriff.
The Dallas sheriff at that time, was Bill Decker. Decker, like Fritz was regarded as a
legend. Decker (his real name James Eric) was part of the posse that gunned down
Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow.


Elmo L. Cunningham says in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence (P.274).

“Bill Decker, the sheriff of Dallas County, had that. In fact, Fritz and Decker were similar in
many ways. They were two different types of people, but they were able to generate a lot
of respect and admiration from the people they dealt with. Decker had a way of handling
people and got their respect. He wasn’t as good an interrogator as Fritz, but he had access
to people, being in the jail down there, and I never knew of a prisoner that didn’t think
that Decker hung the moon. They just felt like he was a man that they could talk to, and
they did talk to, and they told that man things that you wouldn’t believe. If anybody in
his jail knew something, Decker would find out about it.
There was never any doubt about who the sheriff was. Decker started out running the jail
elevator. He was not an educated man; in fact, he came from a very poor family. But he
probably knew more about human nature than 99 percent of the psychiatrists in Dallas.
Decker was more of an outgoing person than Fritz was.”

Bill Decker talking to reporters in front of the Texas School Book Depository. Photo by Jim Murray-Black Star.
ROKC scan of the Richard E. Sprague Archive at the National Archive.

Decker’s WC Testimony:
Leon D. Hubert: Now, when did you make any efforts to take custody of Oswald?
Bill Decker: I can’t tell you that as to when – the homicide occurred and the boy was
taken in custody in the afternoon and that was on a Friday – I’m not going to tell you for
certain because there was so much and on Friday afternoon we were taking statements
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in my office you know – this thing happened, occurred just across the street from my
office and we moved all the witnesses when we were on the ground there at the scene,
all the witnesses we could locate I was working there and I had Inspector Sawyer, who is
there with me, and also Heitman of the FBI and my assistant chief deputy, and every
witness, just as we picked up a witness that had any information at all, we sent him
directly across the street to my office and reduced his statement to writing. Then, I
talked to Fritz after he arrived. We had by then located the gun and the ammunition, my
officers had located it in the building, and was awaiting the arrival of the scene searchers
and also the arrival of my scene searchers and Fritz arrived and then I talked to Fritz and
then we went across the street and he phoned and that’s when I learned Oswald had
been formerly employed there at that building. And, Fritz went to the city – now, here’s
something I’m uncertain about – whether I talked to him that afternoon or the next day
about this removal, I cannot tell you because there was so much happening and so much
press in our hair, I couldn’t say, but I did discuss with him and advise with that I wished
to be notified when he started to move this boy, so that I would have my security in
shape to receive him when he arrived there.
Leon D. Hubert: You think that was no later than Saturday, the 23d?
Bill Decker: Oh, no; it wasn’t. I don’t think it was any later than that – no.
Leon D. Hubert: In other words, as I understood you, you couldn’t tell whether it was on
Friday or Saturday, but it could not have been Sunday?
Bill Decker: No; it wasn’t Sunday. I remember there were different conversations on
Sunday, different conversations on Saturday and different conversations on Saturday
night.
Leon D. Hubert: Well, now, perhaps if you can, you can tell us about these various
conversations, if you remember them – who they were with and about what time?
Bill Decker: Well, on Saturday, the homicide, I believe, if I’m correct – now, the date of the
homicide of Oswald was what?
Leon D. Hubert: It was Sunday the 24th.
Bill Decker: The 24th – Sunday. Friday, after we had completed our investigation and
gotten our files together to some extent, we then closed shop, shall we say, and went
back into our routine work, and on Saturday arrival at our office we then again, I’m
reasonably sure that was the day, we talked about moving Oswald but I just don’t
remember. That’s one of those- ‘things you just don’t remember the date.
Leon D. Hubert: But you talked to Fritz?
Bill Decker: That’s when I talked to Fritz.
Leon D. Hubert: What did Fritz tell you, do you know?
Bill Decker: He said he would notify me when he was ready to move.
Leon D. Hubert: He wasn’t ready at that time?
Bill Decker: He wasn’t ready at that time, witnesses were being brought in, he was still
interviewing witnesses. Now, then, later that afternoon the rumour was out that they
were going to bring him down – of course, we had rumours, rumours, rumours all the
day, because we had worldwide press and they were in the city hall, you couldn’t get in
the city hall for them and they were running back and forth down to our pressroom, and
this word was here that they were coming, so late that afternoon, on Saturday, Jim Kerr
was the first man that brought me the date of the 10 o’clock transfer Sunday morning.
Jim Kerr is associated with channel 5, and there were several of the pressmen in my
office and members of my staff and we were discussing it and later in the evening, later
about 9 o’clock it was getting on to be, and he notified us they were going to move in
and I think I then confirmed that with someone in the city and they said yes – the next
morning at 10 o’clock and then I went to my home...
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Leon D. Hubert: Have you been given any warning by the FBI that they had received a
message, or had the message been received, I think, by your office, that some attempt
would be made by a group to injure Oswald?
Bill Decker: That’s along 12:30 or 1 o’clock in the morning – that’s when that occurred.
That’s when I got on the telephone, you see, sir–I’m sure that you don’t understand this,
but, you know, but no man – it makes no difference how long he is an officer, ever
imagined that he could work on an investigation the size of this one and therefore, of
course, you realize that my officers and I’m sure some of the city officers, myself
included, were working under just a little bit of pressure. Anyway, this thing you are
talking about came to me from my office man, Sergeant McCoy, and he had received a
call from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Milt Newsom, who stated to him that this
boy was going to be killed and that he had good information. He relayed that message
to me at my home, and I asked him had the city been notified and he said, “Yes.”

Bill Decker inside his office. Photo by Jim Murray-Black Star. ROKC scan of the Richard E. Sprague Archive at the
National Archives.
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Roger Craig, a deputy sheriff, was in Dealey Plaza when the shooting happened.
He is captured by Jimmy Darnell signalling in the rail road yard shortly after the
assassination.

Craig’s relevance with this segment of the case is that he claimed that he saw Lee
Oswald leave the TSBD and run down the grassy slope to get into a Nash Rambler and
make his escape that way which of course completely contradicts the official story of
Oswald leaving in 3 minutes, after the shooting had finished, from the Depository,
going back to his room and grab a pistol and changed his shirt then make his way
towards 10th and Patton. “Take care” of J.D. Tippit and then make his way to the Texas
Theatre.
When Craig heard of Oswald’s arrest over the police radio, he called Will Fritz and told
him of the man he had seen running from the scene. After the description, Fritz said,
“That sounds like the man we have in custody. Come down and see if you can identify
him.” Fritz met Craig outside his office in the City Jail building. He looked through
the glass and told Fritz that that was the man he had seen escape. The two men
entered the little room where Oswald was being interrogated and Oswald is being
confronted with this by Fritz, “This man saw you leave.” Oswald’s temper flared up
and he replied that”I told you people I did.” Fritz said, “Calm down, son, we are just
trying to find out what happened. What about that CAR.”* Oswald answered, “That
STATION WAGON* belongs to Mrs. Paine, don’t try to get her involved in this.” Craig
distinctly remembers. But this is something that was denied by Fritz and that he only
and possibly could have met up with Craig in the outer office only.
In his WC testimony on June 9th, 1964 Fritz declares: “I don’t remember the name
Roger Craig, but I do remember a man coming into my outer office and I remember
one of my officers calling me outside the door of my private office. I talked to this
man for a minute or two, and he started telling me a story about seeing Oswald
leaving the building. I don’t remember all the things that this man said, but I turned
him over to Lt. Baker who talked to him. Lee Harvey Oswald was in my office at this
time. I don’t remember anything about Lee Harvey Oswald jumping up or making any
remarks or gestures to this man or to me at this time, and had I brought this officer
into my inner office I feel sure that I would remember it. There were other officers in
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the inner office at the time, and I have found no one who knows about the remarks
that you have asked about.”
All in all a bit odd this “stranger” treatment, since Craig and Fritz worked as
colleagues for about 8 years from the same building.
Bill Decker went as far to call Roger Craig a liar when Barry Ernest had an interview
with him in July 1968. The next photograph is from Jesse Curry’s book in which Roger
Craig pointed himself out as the man on the far right inside the Homicide and
Robbery Bureau and Craig happens to stand in front of the window shuttered by
blinds in which Oswald was being interrogated by Fritz.

There is of course the element of claiming that “I was there” by certain people, which
I already pointed out earlier in this paper, but in Craig’s defense I happen to believe
him regarding this. There are more pointers that Oswald left the TSBD much later
than the “official” 3 minutes which I have already brought up in my previous paper
Anatomy Of The Second Floor Lunch Room Encounter.
Fritz’s unbelievable testimony in front of the WC cements my beliefs even more.
MR. BALL. Did you ever know a man named Roger Craig, a deputy sheriff?
MR. FRITZ: Roger Craig, I might if I knew which one he was. Do we have it here?
BALL. He was a witness from whom you took a statement in your office or some of
your men.
FRITZ. Some of my officers.
BALL. He is a deputy sheriff.
FRITZ. One deputy sheriff who started to talk to me but he was telling me some
things that I knew wouldn’t help us and I didn’t talk to , him but someone else took
an affidavit from him. His story that he was telling didn’t fit with what we knew to be
true.
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BALL. Roger Craig stated that about 15 minutes after the shooting he saw a man, a
white man, leave the Texas State Book Depository Building, run across a lawn, and
get into a white Rambler driven by a coloured man.
FRITZ. I don’t think that is true.
BALL. I am stating this. You remember the witness now?
FRITZ. I remember the witness; yes, sir.
BALL. Did that man ever conic into your office and talk to you in the presence of
Oswald?
FRITZ. In the presence of Oswald?
BALL. Yes.
FRITZ. No, sir; I am sure he did not. I believe that man did come to my office in that
little hallway, you know outside my office, and I believe I stepped outside the door
and talked to him for a minute and I let someone else take an affidavit from him. We
should have that affidavit from him if it would help.
BALL. Now this man states that, has stated, that he came to your office and Oswald
was in your office, and you asked him to look at. Oswald and tell you whether or not
this was the man he saw, and he says that in your presence he identified Oswald as
the man that he had seen run across this lawn and get into the white Rambler sedan.
Do you remember that?
FRITZ. I think it was taken, I think it was one of my officers, and I think if he saw him
he looked through that glass and saw him from the outside because I am sure of one
thing that I didn’t bring him in the office with Oswald.
BALL. You are sure you didn’t?
FRITZ. I am sure of that. I feel positive of that. I would remember that I am sure.
BALL. He also says that in that officeFRITZ. Yes, sir.
BALL. After he had said, “That is the man,” that Oswald got up from his chair and
slammed his hand on the table and said, “Now everybody will know who I am.” Did
that ever occur in your presence?
FRITZ. .If it did I never saw anything like that; no, sir.
BALL. That didn’t occur?
FRITZ. No, sir; it didn’t. That man is not telling a true story if that is what he said. Do
you have any— could I ask a question, is it all right if I ask a question?
MR. McCLOY. All right, go ahead.
BALL. Go ahead.
FRITZ. I was going to ask if we had any affidavits from any of our officers that would
back that up? If they did I never heard of it.
BALL. If you are here tomorrow.
FRITZ. It is something I don’t know anything about.
BALL. If you are here tomorrow I would like to show you the deposition of the man
for you to read it.
FRITZ. I am sure I would know that. The only time I saw the man hit the desk was
when Mr. Hosty talked to him and he really got upset about that.
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Roger Craig’s story makes it to the front page of the Fort Worth Star Telegram the
next day, this of course creates a few issues with the “story” that is being put
together and released by the D.P.D. and the D.A.’s office. Most of all Craig being
inside Fritz’s office ID-ing Oswald as the man he saw getting into the Nash Rambler is
becoming hotly disputed between Fritz and Craig as I have shown earlier with the
documents above.

Fort Worth Star Telegram Nov. 23rd. Craig’s story makes it to the front page.

Craig becomes gradually a liability for the Sheriff’s Department and they fire him after he
cooperates with the Garrison investigation. There is plenty more on this at Dave
Ratcliffe’s website which includes Roger Craig’s unpublished manuscript.
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USPS.


Harry Dean Holmes a Postal Inspector, and informant of the FBI was present on
Sunday morning the 24th just before Oswald was to be transferred and got a one
way ticket to martyrdom instead. Holmes makes it sound that he was there Friday
and Saturday as well, but no paperwork is present to support that.

Harry Dean Holmes. Source: No More Silence by Larry Sneed.

In case you were wondering why the USPS were to be involved with the interrogations
of Lee Oswald is because the mail order of the rifle and Oswald’s P.O. Box. Although there
is only physical evidence that Holmes was present on the Sunday the morning of the
24th, leaving his wife at church btw, and seeing whether he could be of any help. Low and
behold Will Fritz calls him in for the interrogation of Oswald that Sunday morning. One
needs to ask themselves whether what value Holmes’ presence were to have in this
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interrogation. More importantly is how this rhymes with the rest of the so called picture
painted by many of his colleagues, that Fritz just needed to be alone with Oswald for a
while to obtain the confession he wanted ,yet could not get it after that many hours
with all those others present! Fritz himself complained about this, yet he called Holmes
in.



Charles Dhority in his Warren Commission testimony testified that Holmes took
notes during the interrogations.

Mr. BALL. Now, were you present at some time on the 24th when Oswald was in Captain
Fritz' office?
Mr. DHORITY. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. That would be Sunday, November 24.
Mr. DHORITY. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Tell us about what you did that day, on the 24th of November.
Mr. DHORITY. Well, on--I went up to jail along with Leavelle and Graves and got him and
brought him down to Captain Fritz' office that morning.
Mr. BALL. Who was present in Captain Fritz' office that day?
Mr. DHORITY. Well, Captain Fritz and Mr. Kelley and Mr. Sorrels.
Mr. BALL. Mr. Sorrels of the Secret Service?
Mr. DHORITY. And Mr. Holmes.
Mr. BALL. And Holmes is what?
Mr. DHORITY. Of the Post Office Department.
Mr. BALL. What time did you bring him into Fritz' office?
Mr. DHORITY. About 9:30 in the morning.
Mr. BALL. What time did you leave there?
Mr. DHORITY. Oh, I imagine it was shortly after 11 o'clock when Captain Fritz gave me the
keys to his car and told me to go get it down there in front of the jail office to move
Oswald down to the County in.
Mr. BALL. What was said there in Fritz's office that day---do you remember any of the
conversations?
Mr. DHORITY. There was a lot of conversation.
Mr. BALL. What did they talk about--the people in there?
Mr. DHORITY. Well, they were talking to Oswald and Mr. Kelley talked to him and Mr.
Sorrels talked to him--I don't think Mr. Holmes talked to him too much. I think he
recorded most of the interviews, as well as I remember.
In Holmes’ report from Nov. 24th and handed to the FBI (SA Charles T. Brown Jnr.) on Dec.
17th.
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Holmes, in his affidavit he stated that Fritz asked Oswald about the Hidell I.D. card, and
Oswald “flared up and stated ‘I’ve told you all I’m going to about that card. You took
notes, just read them for yourself, if you want to refresh your memory’.
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In the S.F. Chronicle of Jan 19th 1978, shown below, Holmes repeats that Oswald
emphatically denied having any knowledge of the Kennedy shooting.

San Francisco Chronicle Jan 19 1978.

Holmes’ Warren Commission testimony contains some important clues. Actually he gives
the game away regarding Oswald’s whereabouts and actions during and just after the
shooting, in the sense that he was not as tight lipped as Fritz and co. were. And that
Holmes must have missed the ‘memo’ regarding D.P.D.’s collective amnesia when it
came to Oswald’s interrogations and more importantly his alibi.
Read the coloured sections carefully.








Oswald talked about the commotion and went out to see what this was about.
Holmes places Oswald’s encounter with the policeman and Roy Truly near the
front door of the building.
Upon persistent re-questioning where Oswald was during the encounter Holmes
describes the encounter happening in the vestibule.
Holmes also fails to uphold the coke story to such an extent that no one is able to
determine where Oswald bought it and what he actually did with it, It is as shady
as Roy Truly’s multiple story varieties where Oswald exactly was standing when
encountered by Baker (sitting down in a booth drinking a coke, standing next to
the vending machine and so on).
The police man asked Oswald to “step aside” which rings more true for
something happening near a front door and steps than inside a lunch room. This
phrase was also used by Holmes in his report.
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In Larry Sneed’s No More Silence Holmes says the following about the usage of his so
called abilities using his memory: “There was no tape recording of the interrogation or
stenographer or anyone taking notes. That was the way that Fritz operated. The
interrogation itself was rather informal with Captain Fritz being in charge. He would
ask Oswald various questions and pull out different things such as the map with the
X’s on it and the card that had been taken out of Oswald’s billfold that had A.J. Hidell
on it and things like that. Then he would say, “Well, Sorrels, do you have anything you
want to ask him?” But Kelley and Sorrels had very little to ask; they didn’t have the
documentation that I had. We were free to ask or interject anything we wanted. Of
course, we were all experienced interrogators, and when you went to trial in those
days, especially in federal court, you had to show any notes you took to the defense.
So they got to look at every note that you had against their client. But we old-time

investigators would just do it by memory. I could still quote nearly every word that
boy said to this day and that’s been over twenty years ago. That’s the way I was
trained to interrogate anybody, and so was Fritz. If they’re telling the truth, you’d
talk to them by the hour, and if they couldn’t tell it the same way twice or a third
time, or a tenth time, you’d catch them because you’d know exactly what he had
said the first time. You didn’t need notes; you didn’t need a secretary or a
stenographer. Of course, you do now, but back then you really had to use your own
wits to convict people. Think about this for a second! Harry Holmes’ wit to convict
people, innocent or not.
At the time, I spent half the time in federal court, and especially through usage, I
always had a good memory. You had to have to get through medical and dental
school and work eight hours a days as I did. I would take post office schemes that took
an ordinary person 30 to 60 days to learn; I’d learn it in five or six and make a 100 on
the test which included 1,000 or 1,200 different addresses. Much of my work dealt with
memory, and memory is just training: repetition, do it and practice.
Eventually I got to where I could go into federal court maybe six months after I’d
interviewed somebody without a note of any kind and quote every detail of that
conversation or confession of what took place or who did what. It was just training.
You practiced at it and developed a memory.
With traveling all the time and staying in motels all over the country, whenever I’d
go to bed at night, before going to sleep, I’d say,. “Well, let’s see, I got up this morning
and got out on the left side of the bed, put on my left sock first, then my right, then I
went to the bathroom, came back, put on my trousers, then went back and shaved.” I
could tell you exactly what I ate for breakfast, what the girl looked like that waited on
me. “When I got in my car, I went off to my right and the light was red and had to wait
a minute.” I could tell you what every light was all day long everywhere, every little
detail. By keeping in practice by just reviewing what I did that day, it was just like I had
written it all out, and I’ve done that for years.”

Thankfully things have moved on for the better and people use notebooks, audio and
video recordings and computers.
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F.B.I.


James Hosty had a file on Oswald, he had tried to, at least twice, get in touch and
managed to only talk to Lee’s wife Marina in early Nov.

Jim Hosty (holding newspaper) talking to Bill Alexander inside the Homicide and Robbery Bureau.
ROKC Scan of the Jim Murray contact sheets of the Richard E. Sprague Collection at the National Archives.

Hosty himself arrived before 3 PM and revealed to Lieutenant Jack Revill in the basement
of the DPD that Oswald had been in Russia. Before I get to his part in the actual
interrogations I’d like to mention a bit more about this, as it led to Hosty’s downfall and
also his exclusion from being further present from those same interrogations after the
22nd. Yes Bookhout was the guy who showed up almost daily at DPD HQ, it was Hosty
who had Oswald’s file and out of the twelve hours of interrogations Hosty was only
present for two.
The story goes as follows: Jim Hosty meets up with Jack Revill and V.J. Brian in the DPD’s
basement, who have just returned from the TSBD, this is the same parking garage Ruby
snuffed Oswald two days later.
They start talking about the suspect. When the name Oswald comes up Hosty says “I
knew it” and describes Oswald’s recent past, and here comes the hotly disputed bit: that
Oswald was capable of doing this. Revill makes up a report about this pronto, as per
Captain Gannaway’s instructions. These instructions were cover your rear instructions…..
And this is where Hosty gets into hot water, as Jesse Curry starts talking to the press
about this and Hoover gets wind of this and he is no happy bunny and calls Gordon
Shanklin who in turn calls Curry to get this retracted right away or there will be hell to
pay since this all brings Hoover’s beloved FBI into disrepute.
The retraction does come, eventually……but the damage has been done and while Curry
is Chief of Police the cooperation between the FBI and DPD is virtually non-existent.
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Jack Revill-Thanks to John Woods.
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James Hosty in the Englewood Sun July 17, 2002-B.K.

James Hosty in the 90;s-Screengrab B.K.
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Report by detective V.J. Brian backing up what Jack Revill already stated in his report to
Captain Gannaway with regards to Hosty’s statements upon arrival at City Hall just before
3 P.M.
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Jack Revill’s HSCA testimony goes in good detail about this particular episode.
Mr. DODD. And you stated there that you knew James Hosty?
Mr. REVILL. I knew him well.
Mr. DODD. Could you tell this committee, without going through an elaborate
questioning process, in your own words, tell us of your encounter with James Hosty on
November 22, 1963, where it occurred, and what James Hosty told you when you ran into
him, approximately the time you ran into him?
Mr. REVILL. Of course, this will be based on memory. Basically, what occurred on that
date, after searching the School Book Depository, finding the weapon and other
evidence, I departed the Depository and returned to the Police and Courts Building
accompanied by three detectives who worked in the intelligence unit. As I entered the
ramp off of Main Street into the Police and Courts Building-Mr. DODD. This is the same ramp?
Mr. REVILL. The same ramp. I was followed, or either I followed James Hosty, a member of
the FBI. We both parked our cars-Mr. DODD. You weren't following him specifically, he just happened to be coming into
the building?
Mr. REVILL. He just happened to be coming into the building. We both parked our cars.
He approached me, and again from memory, he commented to the effect that Lee
Harvey Oswald, a Communist, had killed President Kennedy.
Mr. DODD. What time of day was this? If I told you that in your testimony in 1964 you had
said it was approximately 2:30 in the afternoon, would you argue?
Mr. REVILL. I wouldn't argue. It was at a time after Oswald had been taken into custody at
the Texas Theater but before his arrival at the Police and Courts Building.
Mr. DODD. Were you aware of the fact that Lee Harvey Oswald had been arrested?
Mr. REVILL. No, sir, not at that time.
Mr. DODD. Were you aware that Mr. Hosty knew that Lee Harvey Oswald had been
arrested at that time?
Mr. REVILL. No, I assumed he did based on his statements to me.
Mr. DODD. You said, and I will quote, you said in 1964, I will quote your response to Mr.
Rankin, just so you can refresh your memory and you can correct it if you would like, this
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is your testimony: "And Mr. Hosty ran over to me and he says, Jack, as I recall these
words, a Communist killed President Kennedy. "I said, What?
"He said, Lee Oswald killed President Kennedy. "I said, Who is Lee Oswald?
"He said, He is in our Communist file. We knew he was here in
Dallas.
"At that time Hosty and I started walking off, and Detective Bryan as well as I recall, sort
of stayed back and so forth."
Then he also states to you that at that time, according to your testimony in 1964, that
they knew, that he knew, Jim Hosty knew, that Lee Oswald was capable of killing the
President . You became upset at that?
Mr. REVILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DODD. Is that a fair-Mr. REVILL. That is a fair-Mr. DODD [continuing]. Assessment of the conversation and your reaction?
Mr. REVILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DODD. Why were you upset?
Mr. REVILL. Because we had worked with the Bureau on identifying people who posed
not so much physical threats to Mr. Kennedy but those people who would attempt to
embarrass him, and also those who would harm him. We had shared information but on
this particular person, for some reason, Mr. Hosty had not shared the information with
us.
Mr. DODD. This was not normal operating procedure. In fact he had in the past
Mr. REVILL. Well, in dealing with the FBI, local law enforcement, most of it is of a personal
relationship with the agents and my relationship with Mr. Hosty was that we shared
information but in this particular case he had not.
Mr. DODD. Did he tell you why he-how he drew the conclusion that Mr. Oswald was a
Communist?
Mr. REVILL. No, sir. What happened, after making this statement or these remarks to me,
I asked him what he was going to do with the information, and he said he wanted to talk
to Will Fritz, who was the Captain of Homicide. I asked him if he knew Captain Fritz
and his response was no, so with that I accompanied Agent Hosty to the third floor
homicide and Captain Fritz was not present at the time, some of his staff were.
I left Mr. Hosty in that office and returned to the second floor, to the Special Service
Bureau office.
Mr. DODD. You are sure of that?
Mr. REVILL. Yes, sir, I am sure.
Mr. DODD. There was extensive questioning as to which route you took.
Mr. REVILL. Yes, sir. I don't walk up three flights of stairs when there is an elevator.
Mr. DODD. This was all about 2:30?
Mr. REVILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DODD. In the afternoon?
Mr. REVILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DODD. Prior to the time Lee Harvey Oswald had arrived at the police station?
Mr. REVILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DODD. Can we just suspend for 1 minute?
Could I ask you if in fact later at a subsequent time in your conversations with Jim Hosty,
you ever explored with him how it was that he happened to have drawn the conclusions
he had, how he happened to develop a file on Lee Harvey Oswald?
Mr. REVILL. No, Sir. After, I believe, that night, Chief Curry went on TV and announced
that the FBI had information to this effect. Later, it is my understanding that the
statement was-he made a retraction, and from that day I don't recall ever talking to Jim
Hosty again. I may have but I don't recall . And I do know that we never discussed it.
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Mr. DODD. You said you wrote up a report?
Mr. REVILL. Yes, Sir.
Mr. DODD. Pertaining to the Hosty conversation?
Mr. REVILL. Yes, Sir.
Mr. DODD. You signed it that afternoon according to your testimony in 1964 and you
state then, you said, "yes sir, at the time I was hoping it would never come up."
Mr. REVILL. This is true.
Mr. DODD. Would you tell this committee why you hoped it would never come up?
Mr. REVILL. Because Jim Hosty was a friend of mine and I knew that Hoover would crucify
him.
Mr. DODD. Crucify him for what?
Mr. REVILL. For making that statement. Whether or not it was true or not, Hosty made
the statement to me and I relayed the information to my captain at the time, Pat
Gannaway, shortly after our conversation, and he instructed me to reduce it to writing.
At that time I told him if I do, Jim Hosty will be crucified or penalized by the Bureau, and
to that he said, "I don't care, you put it on paper." I put it on paper.
Mr. DODD. Which, is he going to be, crucified for telling you or crucified for not following
in the normal operating procedures of sharing that information with the Dallas Police
Department?
Mr. REVILL. It is not normal operating procedure for the FBI to share that information
with you. As I mentioned to you earlier, the information local law enforcement gets from
the Federal Bureau of Investigation is primarily based on personal contact between an
agent and the officer.
Mr. DODD. So he more than likely would have been crucified by the Director for
admitting to the Dallas Police Department that they had information in the security file
on someone who they perceived as capable of assassinating the President?
Mr. REVILL. I can only assume that, sir.
Then it leaks out via chief blabbermouth Jesse Curry, to which Hoover responds by
calling Gordon Shanklin to have him call Curry and retract what he has said inside the
third floor corridor of the DPD. This is not happening and from then on until Jesse
Curry’s departure from the DPD, the collaborative relationship between the DPD and the
FBI is put on ice.
Hoover writes an emphatic denial to the WC, and Hosty does the same in his statement.
But behind closed FBI doors in the meantime, Alan Belmont writes to Clyde Tolson that
the Dallas Bureau is to deal with the DPD at ‘arms length!’. See the next two pages for
this document.
In the end Hosty is one of the very few who is admonished and is transferred to Kansas
City and also docked one month’s pay by Hoover. There are more documents about this
particular episode at the Mary Ferrell website.

Jim Hosty during the HSCA hearings.
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Will Fritz made it sound it was all cool between the law enforcement agencies
during his W.C. testimony and mentions Bookhout especially since he was the
liaison between the DPD and the FBI.
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Mr. BALL. Did you--do you feel any resentment toward the Secret Service or the FBI men
because they were in your office?
Mr. FRITZ. Oh, no, no, because I work with them all the time.
Mr. BALL. You do?
Mr. FRITZ. Mr. Bookhout is in my office with the FBI. My books are all on the outside and
they check my books as often as I do.
Mr. BALL. Well, do you think you could have done a better job perhaps if there hadn't
been some investigators?
Mr. FRITZ. I don't know, that would be kind of a bad question.
Mr. BALL. I mean questioning Oswald.
Mr. FRITZ. Maybe they would have done better if I hadn't been there.
Mr. DULLES. How was the cooperation, was it pretty good between the Secret Service
and the FBI?
Mr. FRITZ. We got along fine with the Secret Service and FBI a hundred percent.


Carl Day a DPD Lieutenant stated in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence:

“Prior to the assassination we had always had excellent relations with all the FBI men.
Some of them I’d worked with for years. But there was friction between the police
department and the FBI for a year or two after that. During the early course of the
investigation, they couldn’t make up their minds who was going to do what. I still got
along fine because I worked with them, but with the higher-ups they seemed to have
gotten crossways. Chief Curry was supposed to have been perturbed with the FBI for not
letting them know that Oswald was in town. Hell, I don’t see any reason for getting
crossways with anybody about it, but it did happen. I never quite understood how all that
happened; it was a confusing thing. The great problem with the investigation was that
there were too many people involved. The Dallas Police Department and the Texas courts
had jurisdiction. Since it was not against federal law to shoot the President at that time,
the FBI, the national police force, didn’t really have any jurisdiction, and as a result had
not been in on the original investigation. Taking it up after it had already started, it looks
to me like they would have been at a handicap getting the evidence second hand. To me,
it would have been much better if this investigation would have been handled in a
routine manner all the way through without all the confusion. But other people such as
the Secret Service were also vitally interested. We tried to cooperate with them, especially
Forrest Sorrels, in every way we could. But there were too many sitting on the side just
trying to get information for their future. But again, there were too many fingers in the
pie. It was hard to conduct an investigation where you had such confusion.”





In his HSCA testimony Jesse Curry makes it clear that while he was Chief of Dallas
police no men were invited by the FBI to their academy after the JFK
assassination. When Curry resigned, in 1966, Dallas Police was being invited again.
This testimony overall shows Curry’s side of the story in great depth.

Vincent Drain makes mention of this whole matter in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence as
well. “Just after the assassination, Hosty was alleged to have told Jack Revill of the
Dallas police that he had known about Oswald and that he was capable of the
assassination. The only thing I know about it was that the Dallas Police Department
was getting a lot of heat on this thing. Hosty says that he didn’t say it; Revill says he
did, and Revill knew that Hosty handled security. Hosty may not have said it, then
again he may have. I knew both men very well and liked both of them very much.
Revill was a very fine officer, but I think that naturally he would try to protect his
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chief. What would make me question this to a degree, and I’m not defending Hosty, is
that Hosty was one of the most conscientious, dedicated individuals that I’ve ever
seen in the FBI. He was a very dedicated Catholic and was very, very pro-Kennedy. I
believe that if Hosty had thought that Oswald was capable of an assassination that
everybody in the town would have known about it. But only the two of them know
whether or not it’s true. I wouldn’t say that it is, and I wouldn’t say that it isn’t.”
Hosty and Bookhout are issuing a joint report from that first day. The second record
pertaining a transcript of Oswald’s interrogations comes from Bookhout alone on the
24th, after Oswald has been shot. Hosty had been ordered away from the building. Yet it
was he, who was the guy with the file on Oswald….
But let’s go back to the 22nd and the interrogation. And it seems that James Hosty is not
having a good day as it is not only Hoover’s wrath he is about to receive, but also the
chief suspect’s:
Shortly after Hosty and Bookhout joined Fritz interrogating Oswald, Oswald became
pretty hostile towards Hosty: "so you are Hosty......"

Hosty’s Warren Commission testimony goes into depth about the interrogations and its
settings, and the “so you are Hosty” remark.
Mr. STERN. I show you a two-page document marked Commission No. 832 for
identification. Can you identify that?
Mr. HOSTY. Yes, sir. This is an interview form which I made for my interview with Lee
Harvey Oswald on the 22d of November 1963. It was dictated as the form will indicate, on
the 23d of November 1963.
Mr. STERN. Let me ask you there, Mr. Hosty, about your practice in reducing to formal
form your notes of interviews. This happened the next day?
Mr. HOSTY. Right.
Mr. STERN. Is that faster than usual because of the circumstances?
Mr. HOSTY. Because of the circumstances. We have to reduce them to writing within 5
days.
Mr. STERN. In 5 days?
Mr. HOSTY. Five working days.
Mr. STERN. Did you retain the notes of this?
Mr. HOSTY. No. After the interview is reduced to writing, I get it back and proofread it. My
notes are then destroyed because this is the record.
Mr. STERN. And in this particular instance did you destroy your notes of this?
Mr. HOSTY. Yes, sir.
Mr. STERN. Now you say that you are required to reduce your notes of an interview to
writing within 5 working days.
Mr. HOSTY. Right.
Mr. STERN. Did that happen with respect to the interviews you conducted on October 29,
November 1, and November 5?
Mr. HOSTY. To make this a little clearer, this would be an interview of a subject, not of a
witness, unless this witness has something that was quite pertinent to the investigation.
Routine-type matters do not have to be put on these interview forms, but pertinent
interviews would be. Now everything in this case after the assassination was declared to
be pertinent. All interviews, regardless of how insignificant, were to be put on these
forms.
Mr. STERN. But the interviews you conducted at the beginning of November and the end
of October were not within this rule?
Mr. HOSTY. No; because they were not an interview of the subject or anything that
contained anything of major importance.
Mr. STERN. Do you yourself destroy the notes?
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Mr. HOSTY. Yes.
Mr. STERN. Do you recall specifically destroying the notes of your interview?
Mr. HOSTY. Yes, sir; in the wastebasket.
Mr. STERN. Your interview of Oswald, on November 22, you put the notes in the
wastebasket?
Mr. HOSTY. Right..
Mr. STERN. Do you recall specifically what you did with the notes of your interviews of
October 29, November 1, and November 5?
Mr. HOSTY. After I reduced them to writing, such as I did here, and I got the form back, I
proofread it, then I threw them away.
Mr. STERN. And you testified that the notes of your end of October early November
interviews were transcribed after November 22, is that correct?
Mr. HOSTY. Right
Mr. STERN. Were the notes destroyed after you transcribed those interviews, also after
November 22?
Mr. HOSTY. Yes.
Mr. STERN. Did you give any consideration to retaining the notes in view of the turn that
the case had taken?
Mr. HOSTY. No.
Mr. STERN. The intervening assassination?
Mr. HOSTY. No; because this is the record and the notes would not be as good as this
record, because the notes are not written out fully as this is. It would just be
abbreviations and things of that type.
Mr. STERN. And you received no instructions about retaining notes?
Mr. HOSTY. No; we had no instructions. We were following the same rule we had always
followed.
Mr. STERN. Why don't you tell us now, turning to your memorandum of the November 22
interview of Lee Harvey Oswald, what transpired from the time you first entered Captain
Fritz' office.
Mr. HOSTY. As this interview form will show, the interview commenced at 3:15 p.m. I am
certain of that time because I checked my wristwatch, and Agent Bookhout checked my
wristwatch. We both agreed on the time, 3:15. We came in and identified ourselves as
agents of the FBI. I told Oswald my name and he reacted violently.
Mr. STERN. How do you mean?
Mr. HOSTY. To both Agent Bookhout and myself. He adopted an extremely hostile
attitude towards the FBI.
Mr. STERN. Was it the FBI or the name Hosty?
Mr. HOSTY. Both. He reacted to the fact that we were FBI, and he made the remark to me,
"Oh, so you are Hosty. I've heard about you."
He then started to cuss at us, and so forth, and I tried to talk to him to calm him down.
The more I talked to him the worse he got, so I just stopped talking to him, just sat back
in the corner and pretty soon he stopped his ranting and raving.
Mr. STERN. What was he saying? Please be specific.
Mr. HOSTY. Well, he said, "I am going to fix you FBI," and he made some derogatory
remarks about the Director and about FBI agents in general. I don't specifically recall the
exact wording he used.
Representative FORD. Had this been the attitude that existed prior to you and Bookhout
coming into the---Mr. HOSTY. Apparently not; apparently not. I couldn't say because I wasn't in the room.
We walked into the room. I immediately identified myself, told him I was with the FBI,
and was a law-enforcement officer, and anything he said to me could be used against
him. He did not have to talk to us.
Senator COOPER. Can you describe the tone of his voice and his manner?
Mr. HOSTY. I beg your pardon, sir?
Senator COOPER. Can you describe the tone of his voice?
Mr. HOSTY. He was highly excited. He was very surly, I think would be about the best way
to describe him, very surly; and he was curt in his answers to us, snarled at us. That
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would be his general attitude.
Representative FORD. Did he use profanity?
Mr. HOSTY. Yes, sir. I can't recall any specific statements he made, however.
Mr. McCLOY. Did he complain that you had been abusing or harassing his wife in
anyway?
Mr. HOSTY. He made the statement, "If you want to talk to me don't bother my wife.
Come and see me." He didn't say that I had abused his wife in any manner, and I hadn't.
He did criticize me for talking to her. He said, "Come talk to me if you want to talk to
me."
Representative FORD. Is that why he knew your name, because of your conversations
with her?
Mr. HOSTY. Yes; apparently.
Mr. STERN. Had you ever seen Oswald before?
Mr. HOSTY. Not until that time. That was the first time I had seen him.
Senator COOPER. Can you remember what he said about the FBI specifically?
Mr. HOSTY. He called us gestapo, secret police, we were harassing people. It was along
that line. I don't recall the exact wording.
Mr. STERN. Was he handcuffed at this time?
Mr. HOSTY. He was handcuffed behind him. After he calmed down he asked Captain Fritz
if they could remove the handcuffs. Captain Fritz ordered one of his detectives to
remove them from the rear, and they handcuffed him in front.
Mr. STERN. This happened right after you came into the room?
Mr. HOSTY. Shortly after we came in the room.
Mr. STERN. Before or after his outburst?
Mr. HOSTY. After his outburst; after he had calmed down.
Mr. STERN. Please continue.
Mr. HOSTY. Captain Fritz actually conducted the interview. Agent Bookhout and myself
sat back in the corner and observed. Captain Fritz asked Oswald if he had ever owned
the rifle. He denied he had ever owned a rifle. He said that he had seen the
superintendent of the School Book Depository with a rifle in his office a couple of days
before the assassination, but that he had never had a rifle in the building. He then told
Captain Fritz that he had been to the Soviet Union and resided there for 3 years, and he
had many friends in the Soviet Union. Captain Fritz then showed him a piece of paper
which had "Fair Play for Cuba" on it, and Oswald admitted to Captain Fritz that he was
secretary for the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in New Orleans a few months ago.
He told Captain Fritz that the Fair Play for Cuba Committee had its headquarters in New
York City. Captain Fritz then showed Oswald a marksman's medal from the Marine Corps,
and Oswald admitted that this was his medal, that he had received a sharpshooter's
medal while in the Marine Corps.
Mr. McCLOY. Was it a sharpshooter's or a marksman's? There are two different types, you
know.
Mr. HOSTY. I believe it was a sharpshooter, sir. He then told Captain Fritz that he had
been living at 1026 North Beckley, that is in Dallas, Tex., at 1026 North Beckley under the
name O. H. Lee and not under his true name.
Oswald admitted that he was present in the Texas School Book Depository Building on
the 22d of November 1963, where he had been employed since the 15th of October.
Oswald told Captain Fritz that he was a labourer in this building and had access to the
entire building. It had offices on the first and second floors with storage on third, fourth,
fifth and sixth floors.
Oswald told Captain Fritz that he went to lunch at approximately noon on the 22d of
November, ate his lunch in the lunchroom, and had gone and gotten a Coca Cola from
the Coca Cola machine to have with his lunch. He claimed that he was in the lunchroom
at the time President Kennedy passed the building.
He was asked why he left the School Book Depository that day, and he stated that in all
the confusion he was certain that there would be no more work for the rest of the day,
that everybody was too upset, there was too much confusion, so he just decided that
there would be no work for the rest of the day and so he went home. He got on a bus
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and went home. He went to his residence on North Beckley, changed his clothes, and
then went to a movie.
Captain Fritz asked him if he always carried a pistol when he went to the movie, and he
said he carried it because he felt like it. He admitted that he did have a pistol on him at
the time of his arrest, in this theatre, in the Oak Cliff area of Dallas. He further admitted
that he had resisted arrest and had received a bump and a cut as a result of his resisting
of arrest. He then denied that he had killed Officer Tippit or President Kennedy.
Mr. STERN. The memorandum says, "Oswald frantically denied shooting"
Mr. HOSTY. It should be emphatically, I believe, rather than frantically. I think this
probably should be "emphatically denied."
Mr. STERN. Is this your memorandum?
Mr. HOSTY. Yes, sir.
Mr. STERN. It is signed or initialled both by you and by Mr. Bookhout.
Mr. HOSTY. Right. The procedure is that when there are two agents involved, they both
must approve it, so there can be no discrepancies.
Mr. STERN. But you dictated it.
Mr. HOSTY. I dictated it and he read it and we both approved it.
Mr. STERN. Have you been over it recently in preparation for your testimony?
Mr. HOSTY. Yes, sir.
Mr. STERN. Is it accurate? Is there anything you would like to add to it?
Mr. HOSTY. I think it is correct as it stands.
Mr. McCLOY. I didn't hear you repeating your testimony that he denied ever having been
in Mexico.
Mr. HOSTY. Oh, yes; he was being questioned about his activities outside or the United
States, where he had been outside of the United States. He told Captain Fritz that he had
only been to Mexico to visit at Tijuana on the border, and then he did admit having been
in Russia.
Mr. McCLOY. He only admitted to having been at Tijuana in Mexico?
Mr. HOSTY. Right.
Mr. McCLOY. Not to Mexico City.
Mr. HOSTY. Not to Mexico City; that is right.
Representative FORD. There was no recording made of this interrogation?
Mr. HOSTY. No, sir; it was notes I took. Agent Bookhout and I took notes, and we dictated
from the notes the next day.
Mr. STERN. Did you ask him any questions?
Mr. HOSTY. No; like I say, he was acting in such a hostile condition towards us that we did
not. This was Captain Fritz' interview anyway. We were just sitting in as observers.
Mr. STERN. Did you tell Captain Fritz at this time any of the information you had about
Oswald, about his trip to Mexico, for example?
Mr. HOSTY. No.
Mr. STERN. About his being in touch with the Russian authorities seeking a visa?
Mr. HOSTY. No.
Mr. STERN. About his previous residence in the Soviet Union?
Mr. HOSTY. Oswald himself told Captain Fritz of this. I didn't have to. Oswald came right
out and told him.
Mr. STERN. About the affair in New Orleans and his arrest there?
Mr. HOSTY. No.
Mr. STERN. Did you subsequently tell Captain Fritz?
Mr. HOSTY. No; I didn't tell Captain Fritz; no.
Mr. STERN. Was any of this information provided to the Dallas police as far as you know?
Mr. HOSTY. I provided it to Lieutenant Revill earlier, as I pointed out. He would have been
the person I would have furnished this information to as the head of the intelligence
section. He would be the logical and correct person to give this information to.
Mr. STERN. Was that the extent of your advice to the Dallas police?
Mr. HOSTY. Right.
Mr. McCLOY. Did you tell Chief Curry that you had a file?
Mr. HOSTY. No, sir; I haven't talked to Chief Curry in several years. Of course I don't deal
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with him too much on a chief level.
Mr. STERN. Wouldn't it be difficult for Lieutenant Revill to have gotten this information
from you under the conditions that you described, running up the stairway and the rest
of it? Do you think he heard enough of this?
Mr. HOSTY. Well, that is true, he might not have. But you see Oswald then proceeded to
tell himself, he told the police all this information, so there was no point in me repeating
it when he himself, Oswald, had furnished it directly to the police.
Mr. McCLOY. But you did tell Revill that you had a file on Oswald?
Mr. HOSTY. No; I didn't tell him I had a file; no, sir.



L.D. Montgomery, homicide detective, in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence: “I only
recall sitting in on one of them. On that occasion, Bill Senkel and I were there
when the Cap. and others were looking at Oswald’s little address book which
contained the license number of the FBI agent who had been following him. It was
rather comical! Oswald looked up at Mr. Hosty, the FBI agent, and said, “You’re the
one that’s been harassing me and following my family!’’

Montgomery in front of the TSBD with the large sack, supposedly used to hide the weapon in.
Standing next to Marvin Johnson.

On the next two pages Hosty’s and Bookhout’s statements to this particular aspect of
the case, it’s interested to note the “I’m gonna fix you, FBI” which is not supported by
Bookhout or anyone else present at those interrogations. If Oswald had spoken out in
such a way no doubt it would have been recorded and pointed out by Fritz .
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As shown above Hosty’s stay during Oswald’s interrogation is noted from 3:15PM to 4:04PM, after which Hosty
goes back to FBI HQ and does not return for any of the interrogations of Lee Oswald as told during his HSCA
testimony.
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And this is also documented in the following 4 page FBI teletype report, which is
unsigned.
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As you can derive from the above document Hosty only stays present during the first
actual interrogation of Oswald by Fritz.
In his W.C. testimony he states that he sees Secret Service agent Forest Sorrels take
Oswald to the rear outside from Fritz’s office where he was interrogated in prior at
16:05.
Mr. HOSTY. Yes, sir; at approximately 6 p.m. on the 22d of November 1963, Special Agent
in Charge Forrest V. Sorrels of the United States Secret Service entered Captain Fritz'
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office with about five or six Secret Service agents. He then proceeded to interview Lee
Harvey Oswald, I was not present during this interview.
I did see him take Lee Oswald to the rear of Captain Fritz' outer office and interview Lee
Oswald. It appeared to me that Forrest Sorrels of the Secret Service had appeared for the
purpose of representing the United States Secret Service in this investigation. I was
aware at this time that the FBI did not have Jurisdiction over this matter, that is, the
assassination of the President of the United States, and that if any Federal agency did
have jurisdiction, it would be the United States Secret Service. As I later determined, no
Federal agency had jurisdiction over this assassination.
When Forrest Sorrels concluded his interview with Lee Oswald, I called him aside and
advised him that there was some additional information on Lee Oswald which the FBI
headquarters in Washington could furnish to the headquarters of the Secret Service in
Washington, and that there were two items, and that I did not feel that I could give them
to him directly since they were secret in nature.
Mr. STERN. Was anyone else present during this conversation?
Mr. HOSTY. As I said, this took place in the outer office of Capt. Will Fritz. There were
about 30 or 40 people milling around out there. There were three or four Texas Rangers.
There were perhaps a dozen Dallas police officers. There were, as I said, five or six Secret
Service agents.
There were three other FBI agents besides myself, various clerical personnel from the
police department who were assigned to the homicide division. I recognized two postal
inspectors. I directed this conversation to Mr. Sorrels. I called him to one side and
directed this to him directly.

*****

According to Hosty’s HSCA testimony, Will Fritz led the interrogation, but was fed
information by Hosty about Russia, Marina, his trip to Mexico City, F.P.F.C. and so on. This
is all perfectly understandable. If there was any documentation available it would have
become public in no time.
Hosty took notes himself during the interrogation, but claimed he had torn them up
after he had typed up his report, jointly with James Bookhout. But the hand written
notes re-appeared when Hosty published his book Assignment Oswald. Think of this
what you may.
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“First floor outside office” could relate to where Oswald was when the motorcade passed
by.
Although Hosty has sectioned his notes, none of the phrases are related to each other
inside these compartments if you care to compare all of his notes.
Then there is something on the right that got Ed Ledoux’s attention: “Chose to go home
because of confusion” but the question here is who gave him that choice, and our
money is on Bill Shelley. And this matter was also broached by Thomas J. Kelley of the
Secret Service.
Larry Haapanen wrote an extensive piece on these notes in 2001 and wrote that there is
nothing in the notes to suggest any ulterior motive for suppressing them.
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Hosty writes in his book Assignment Oswald, about an exchange of how the questioning
went while Oswald was in custody.

Okay now, Lee, you work at the Texas School Book Depository, isn’t that right?
Yeah, that’s right.
When did you start working there?
About October fifteenth
What did you do down there?
I was just a common labourer.
Now, did you have access to all floors of the building?
Of course.
Tell me what was on each of those floors.
The first and second floors have offices. The third and fourth floor are storage. So are
the fifth and sixth.
And you were working there today, is that right?
Yep.
Were you there when the president’s motorcade went by?
Yeah.

Where were you when the president went by the book depository?
I was eating my lunch in the first floor lunchroom.
What time was that?
About noon.

Were you ever on the second floor around the time the president was shot?
Well, yeah. I went up there to get a bottle of Coca-Cola from the machine for my
lunch.
But where were you when the president actually passed your building?
On the first floor in the lunchroom.
And you left the depository, isn’t that right?
Yeah.
When did you leave?
Well, I figured with all the confusion there wouldn’t be any more work to do that
day.

*****

James Hosty and James Bookhout state in their joint Nov 23rd report: “OSWALD stated
that he went to lunch at approximately noon and he claimed he ate his lunch on the first
floor in the lunchroom; however he went to the second floor where the Coca-Cola
machine was located and obtained a bottle of Coca-Cola 'for his lunch. OSWALD
claimed to' be on the first floor when President JOHN F. KENNEDY passed by his building”.
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James Bookhout, with more than 20 years under his belt and who was the
liaison between the DPD and the FBI had arrived at the DPD station before Will
Fritz. Actually he witnessed Oswald being brought in from his arrest at the
Texas Theatre. Bookhout is instructed to wait for Hosty to arrive and they ask
Fritz if they can join the questioning, which happens at about 3:15 PM.

James Willingham Bookhout.

Fritz mentions the goings on in his WC Testimony
Mr. BALL. You mentioned that Hosty, the first day he was there you said that he said he
knows these people. Did he tell you that he knew Oswald?
Mr. FRITZ. Well, I will tell you, he wasn't talking to me really.
Mr. BALL. What did he say to Oswald?
Mr. FRITZ. That was the agent--what did Hosty say to Oswald?
Mr. BALL. Yes.
Mr. FRITZ. Or what did---Mr. BALL. Did Hosty say?
Mr. FRITZ. I thought you meant what about Shanklin said to Hosty.
Mr. BALL. Did Hosty say to you that he knew Oswald?
Mr. FRITZ. I heard Mr. Shanklin tell Mr. Hosty on the telephone. I had Mr. Bookhout pick
up the telephone and I had an extension.
Mr. BALL. What did he hear?
Mr. FRITZ. He said is Hosty in that investigation, Bookhout said no. He said, "I want him in
that investigation right now because he knows those people he has been talking to,"
and he said some other things that I don't want to repeat, about what to do if he didn't
do it right quick. So I didn't tell them that I even knew what Mr. Shanklin said. I walked
out there and called them in.
According to Bookhout’s WC testimony the interview was in progress for about 5 or 10
minutes. Yet in his joint statement with James Hosty dated Nov 23rd he states that time
period to be undetermined. It is actually after quite some time before these two joined
Will Fritz. No one wanted to upset Hoover so for these to pull up a chair while Will Fritz
was well into the interrogations would have been unacceptable, yet that is what
happened.
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Bookhout was aware of Lee Oswald’s work address, so why he did not go direct to the
TSBD is something that can be regarded as one of many of the JFK assassination
enigmas.
Oswald frantically denied killing Dallas Police Officer JD Tippit or President John F.
Kennedy.
Frantically denied…….

Then things take a turn for the worse; Hosty is pulled away from the front row seat, as
told earlier. And James Bookhout is the main FBI agent present on the 23rd.
In the solo report by James Bookhout on Nov 24th things are turned around a bit,
actually quite a lot really, but not for the better. This report is written after Oswald’s
death.
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“Oswald stated that on November 22, 1963, at the time of the search of the Texas School
Book Depository building by Dallas police officers, he was on the second floor of said
building, having just purchased a Coca-Cola from the soft-drink machine, at which time a
police officer came into the room with pistol drawn and asked him if he worked there. Mr.
Truly was present and verified that he was an employee and the police officer thereafter
left the room and continued through the building. Oswald stated that he took this Coke
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down to the first floor and stood around and had lunch in the employee’s lunch room. He
thereafter went outside and stood around for five or ten minutes with foreman Bill
Shelly.”
And there is your second floor lunch room encounter.
All of which is rather odd, first of all he mentions "officers" while Baker was the only
policeman in that building for a fair amount of time (5 mins is reasonable to assume) as
everyone else on the force was busy in the rail road yard.
Secondly Oswald had purchased a coke, which from a timing perspective makes it
already interesting, but more importantly is that neither Truly nor did Baker see
anything in his hands, they both testified to this fact.
Thirdly, in this report, Oswald stood around and had lunch after the shooting, and even
stood outside with Bill Shelley for 5/10 mins after having his lunch. So how long was he
in that building? According to this second report for quite some time, which makes one
wonder how the bus/cab ride transpired, changing his clothes and grabbing his gun and
walk towards 10th and Patton and blow Tippit away transpired. This cannot be achieved
at any time from a timing perspective from Bookhout’s report. It looks like that this
second report is spreading falsehoods and cannot be trusted at all.
Harold Weisberg sums Bookhout’s testimony for the W.C. nicely in his essay .”Bookhout
managed to not remember anything that Oswald had said that might have provided
police agencies with clues in the event anybody else might have been involved. He
managed not to remember anything Oswald said in his own defense.
And that is the main gist with James Hosty and James Bookhout, both lied through their
teeth during the investigations and while submitting their reports.

*****

During Bookhout’s Warren Commission testimony Oswald’s “involvement” with the
killing is being brought up and so are Bookhout’s notes as well.
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L.D. Montgomery mentions Bookhout in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence: S.A.
Bookhout asked me, "What did you do?" I told him, “You were right there,
Bookhout. We handcuffed Oswald; we walked around to the elevator, got on the
elevator to go down. Where’d you go? You were right there with us?” He got a
little funny and said, “I walked back to the squad room and turned up the
squawk box.” I said, “Why?” I don’t remember the exact wording of his
response, but it was something to the effect--“to hear the shooting. Didn’t you
know that the chief had received a call during the night that Oswald was going
to be shot?” “Hell, no,” I said, “I didn’t!” I was pretty angry at the time.
His whole response, I thought, was very odd.



Manning Clements, interrogated Oswald on his own. But his questions were of
a different nature. He would ask for biographical data, physical descriptions and
background data instead.

In his Warren Commission testimony Clements indicates that Oswald was not at all
hostile or resentful. And answered all questions, except when asked about the Hidell
ID. Manning Clements’ interview is interrupted 2x once to take Oswald away for a
line-up. I do not know what the reason for the second interruption was.

Mr. STERN. Did he seem hostile or resentful or irritated by the fact that you were an FBI
agent?
Mr. CLEMENTS. He did not state that, if that were the case. He was courteous, responsive
as to any question. Volunteered little information.
Mr. STERN. But volunteered very little information. Did he seem a person in command of
himself?
Mr. CLEMENTS. He seemed to be in command of himself both physically and mentally. He
had what appeared to me to be a slightly haughty or arrogant attitude.
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Vincent Drain in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence

I just stayed long enough to watch it taxi down the runway and take off then
returned to the Dallas Police Department because one of my duties was liaison with all
the local departments which included the district attorney, the chief of police, and
the local head of the Secret Service. At the police department, I was with Henry Wade,
the district attorney, and the chief of police during the rest of the afternoon. There it
was a three-ring circus because the White House Press Corps was there and, if you’ve
ever dealt with them, you’ve really got something to deal with. Later that evening
Oswald attended a so-called press conference. The reason that he was brought to the
show-up down in the basement was really more for the purpose of demonstrating to
the press that the allegations that the police had beaten up Oswald were untrue. I first
knew about it when the District Attorney Henry Wade and I were talking to the Chief
of Police, Jesse Curry, and Curry said, “Let’s go down to the show-up.”

So Wade, Curry, and I walked down to the basement where it was being held and stood
partially in the doorway. The press was already there including Jack Ruby, who was sitting
on the second row. That was on Friday night, the night of the assassination. I can’t recall
just what all he was saying other than his shouting some remarks and throwing his fist in
the air and that sort of thing. It’s hard to say what kind of opinion you’d have of a fellow
that you’d just observed there, but considering the stress he must have been under, he
seemed pretty cool and not overly excited. He seemed to be very sure of himself with a
feeling of a sense of accomplishment.
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Vincent Drain to the right of Henry Wade, Will Fritz and Jesse Curry to the left. Screengrab-B.K.

On page 250 of the very same book he states: “At that time, the police had a homicide
captain by the name of Will Fritz who didn’t like to turn anything over to anyone else,
particularly the FBI. So when we arrived back at the police department, I knew better than
to go to the captain. I knew that he wouldn’t turn the evidence over because we really
didn’t have much of an argument for them to turn it over other than for the National
Archives since Oswald was dead and Ruby was in jail.” With which it shows that Drain hung
with the big boys for a reason.

Vincent Drain during Henry Wade’s press conference.
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Secret Service.


Forrest Sorrels was the SS Agent in charge of Dallas, he had been with the S.S. for
over 24 years with Presidential Protection for almost half of that. He testified falsely
in front of the WC, that Curry had radioed "Surround the building." (v7p345). Whereas
the real message was Dallas Police Chief Jesse Curry could never quite explain why he
initially radioed, "Get men on top of that triple underpass and see what happened up
there."
Sorrels took notes and they were buried inside the Warren report, for everyone to
see yet no one picked up on them until Larry Haapanen did. The top half of his
written notes concerns Oswald, the bottom half deals with Ruby as he interviewed
Ruby shortly after he had smoked Oswald. There is nothing of value in these few
sentences scribbled down by Sorrels regarding this particular segment of the case.
One has to wonder whether there was not another page in front of that notebook
with more of Oswald's interrogation. This find by Larry Haapanen was brought to
light in the late nineties.
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Forrest J. Sorrels. Thanks to Vince Palamara.

Sorrels gets to talk to Oswald quite quickly, just after 4 PM on Nov. 22 nd. He gets Oswald
into the back room of Fritz’s office and him and his fellow Secret Service agents manage
to build a report with Oswald. Part 1 of Sorrels’ WC testimony:
At that time, I made a phone call to my office, because I had not been in contact with
them since we had departed from Love Field. I was informed that an FBI agent had called
the office and said that Captain Fritz of the Homicide Bureau had been trying to get in
touch with me, that he had a suspect in custody.
Mr. STERN - About what time was that?
Mr. SORRELS - That would be fairly close to 2 o'clock, I imagine.
Mr. STERN - About an hour after you had returned---Mr. SORRELS - Yes. I would say that it was at least that long--maybe a little bit longer.
So when I got that information, I told Mr. Zapruder that I would contact him later and
get the pictures, because I wanted to get right down to Captain Fritz' office.
So I left then with the same police car and had them take me to Captain Fritz' office.
And upon arrival there, there was many officers around there, there was already cameras
out in the hall, tripods, and so forth, and all of the city hall down there. And .there was a
number of officers in the detective bureau office there, and Captain Fritz' office, which
is an office within the large office, was closed, and the blinds were drawn in his office
there. I did not knock on the door or anything, because I did not want to interfere with
him if he was talking to someone. So I just waited there until Captain Fritz opened the
door, and he had a man who I later found out to be Oswald in custody at the time. And I
told Captain Fritz, I said, "Captain, I would like to talk to this man when I have an
opportunity." He said, "You can talk to him right now."
And he just took him on back around to the side of Captain Fritz' office, and there was
a number of other officers there, might have been some FBI agents too, there, because
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there were numbers of FBI agents around in that vicinity almost all the time from that
time on. And some of the detectives there.
And I started talking to Oswald, started asking him some questions, and he was
arrogant and a belligerent attitude about him.
And he said to me, "I don't know who you fellows are, a bunch of cops."
And I said, "Well, I will tell you who I am. My name is Sorrels and I am with the United
States Secret Service, and here is my commission book."
I held it out in front of him and he said, "I don't want to look at it."
And he held his head up and wouldn't look at it at all. And he said, What am I going to
be charged with? Why am I being held here? Isn't someone supposed to tell me what
my rights are?"
I said, "Yes, I will tell you what your rights are. Your rights are the same as that of any
American citizen. You do not have to make a statement unless you want to. You have
the right to get an attorney."
"Aren't you supposed to get me an attorney?"
"No, I am not supposed to get you an attorney."
"Aren't you supposed go get me an attorney?"
I said, "No, I am not supposed to get you an attorney, because if I got you an attorney,
they would say I was probably getting a rake off on the fee," or words to that effect,
and kind of smiled and tried to break the ice a little bit there.
I said, "You can have the telephone book and you can call anybody you want to."
I said, "I just want to ask you some questions. I am in on this investigation. I just want to
ask you some questions."
Mr. STERN - Was there anything further said about an attorney?
Mr. SORRELS - Not that I recall at that time. I don't recall anything further said about an
attorney. I asked him where he worked. He told me worked at this Book Depository.
And as I recall it, I asked him what his address was and where he was living, and he
explained to me that he was living apart from his wife, and that she was living over in
Irving, Tex. I asked him, as I recall it, what his duties were at this Book Depository, and
he said filling orders. I asked him if he had occasion to be on more than one floor, and
he said, yes. I asked him if he had occasion to be on the sixth floor of the building. He
said, yes, because they fill orders from all the floors.
But he said most of his activity was down on the first floor.
And I think I asked him whether or not he had ever been in a foreign country and he
said that he had travelled in Europe, but more time had been spent in the Soviet Union,
as I recall it.
And then he just said "I don't care to answer any more questions."
And so the conversation was terminated.
Mr. STERN - Did he give you his address?
Mr. SORRELS - As I recall it, he did give me an address. I don't remember what it was
offhand.
Mr. STERN - Then were you finished with your questions, or did he refuse to answer any
more?
Mr. SORRELS - He just said, "I don't care to answer any more questions."
Mr. STERN - You wanted to ask him other questions?
Mr. SORRELS - Oh, yes.
Mr. STERN - And what happened then?
Mr. SORRELS - He was taken by the officers, as I recall it, and was taken out of that area
and I suppose put back in jail.
Mr. STERN - Did you then talk to Captain Fritz?
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Mr. SORRELS - Yes. As I recall it, I asked Captain Fritz whether or not he had gotten
anything out of him or not, and Captain Fritz said that he hadn't been able--that he had
not made any admissions or anything like that at that time, and that he was going to talk
to him again. That is all I recall that transpired at that time. Of course I contacted the
Chief's office, when I got that information as to who he was, and gave that information
to them.
Mr. STERN - This is Chief Rowley?
Mr. SORRELS - I think I talked to Deputy Chief Paterni.
Mr. STERN - Of the Secret Service here in Washington?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes, sir.
Mr. STERN - Did anything else transpire between that time and the Friday night show up?
Mr. SORRELS - I did not talk to Oswald again, and I was around there. When I contacted
Washington, I was informed that Inspector Kelley was being directed to be there, and he
would be there later on that evening, that they had caught him out on the road, and he
would come there to help out.
I also got information to Captain Fritz that I had this witness, Brennan, that I had talked
to, and that I would like very much for him to get a chance to see Oswald in a line-up.
And Captain Fritz said that would be fine.
So I instructed Special Agent Patterson, I believe it was, after I had located Brennan---had
quite a difficult time to locate him, because he wasn't at home. And they finally prevailed
upon his wife to try to help me locate him, and she, as I recall it, said that she would see
if she could locate him by phone. I called her, I believe, the second time and finally got a
phone number and called him and told him we would like for him to come down and
arrange for him to meet one of our agents to pick him up at the place there. And when
they came down there with him, I got a hold of Captain Fritz and told him that the
witness was there, Mr. Brennan.
He said, "I wish he would have been here a little sooner, we just got through with a line
up. But we will get another fixed up."
So I took Mr. Brennan, and we went to the assembly room, which is also where they have
the line-up, and Mr. Brennan, upon arrival at the police station, said, "I don't know if I
can do you any good or not, because I have seen the man that they have under arrest
on television," and he said. "I just don't know whether I can identify him positively or
not" because he said that the man on television was a bit dishevelled and his shirt was
open or something like that, and he said "The man I saw was not in that condition."
So when we got to the assembly room, Mr. Brennan said he would like to get quite a
ways back, because he would like to get as close to the distance away from where he
saw this man at the time that the shooting took place as he could.
And I said, "Well, we will get you clear on to the back and then we can move up forward."
They did bring Oswald in in a line-up.
He looked very carefully, and then we rooted him up closer and so forth, and he said, "I
cannot positively say."
I said, "Well, is there anyone there that looks like him?"
He said, "Well, that second man from the left," who was Oswald--"he looks like him."
Then he repeated that the man he saw was not dishevelled.
Now, mind you, Oswald had a slight wound over here, and he had a black eye, a bruised
eye.
Mr. STERN - When you say "over here"---Mr. SORRELS - Oh, on the left side. He had a mark on his forehead, and his left eye was a
bit puffed.
Mr. STERN - How many other people were in the line-up?
Mr. SORRELS - As I recall it, there were five. In other words, all told there was five or six--I
don't remember. I believe there were five.
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Mr. STERN - Were the others reasonably similar to Oswald in height and physical
appearance, and colour?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes.
Mr. STERN - Dress?
Mr. SORRELS - I noted that to me I thought it was a very fair line-up, because they didn't
have anyone that was a lot taller than he was, or anyone a lot shorter. They didn't have
any big fat ones or anything like that. In other words, to me it was a good line-up.
Mr. STERN - At that time, did Mr. Brennan say anything else to you that you have not told
us, or to anyone else?
Mr. SORRELS - Not that I recall. He says, "I am sorry, but I can't do it. I was afraid seeing
the television might have messed me up. I just can't be positive. I am sorry."
Mr. STERN - As far as you know, had Mr. Brennan been interviewed by anyone after he
gave his statement to the deputy sheriff until the time you had him brought to the
police headquarters?
Mr. SORRELS - No; not to my knowledge.
Mr. STERN - Was he then interviewed by anyone?
Mr. SORRELS - I couldn't say.
Mr. STERN - Did you arrange for him to return to his home?
Mr. SORRELS - As I recall it, I did. I told him "they will take you back to your home."
Mr. STERN - Immediately after the line-up?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes, sir.
Mr. STERN - Have you ever spoken to Mr. Brennan again after that day?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes; I have.
Mr. STERN - When was that?
Mr. SORRELS - We were assisting the Commission in locating witnesses to come to
Washington, to the Commission, and I got in touch with him and arranged for him to go
and procured his ticket and delivered his ticket to him.
Mr. STERN - And when you talked to him then, did he say anything that bears upon our
inquiry that he hadn't said before?
Mr. SORRELS - Not that I recall.
Mr. STERN - Mr. Sorrels, when you were at the police headquarters, after this interview
with Oswald that you have told us about, do you recall talking to any representative of
the FBI?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes.
Mr. STERN - Who was that?
Mr. SORRELS - Now, let's get that question again, because I talked to them several times
down there.
When was that you said?
Mr. STERN - After you interviewed Oswald.
Mr. SORRELS - Oh, yes, yes.
Mr. STERN - Do you know an FBI agent attached to the Dallas office named James Hosty?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes, sir; I do.
Mr. STERN - Did you talk to Mr. Hosty that you recall?
Mr. SORRELS - Not that I recall; no, sir.
Mr. STERN - Might you have spoken to him, or do you think you would remember that?
Mr. SORRELS - I think I would remember it.
Mr. STERN - Do you recall his being there?
Mr. SORRELS - I think I saw him there. Now, whether it was on the 22nd or not, but I think
during along this period, I saw him there one time. But I don't recall talking to Mr. Hosty
at all down there.
Mr. STERN - Did any of the agents attached to your office tell you that they had talked to
Hosty? Or that Hosty had told them anything?
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Mr. SORRELS - Yes; I think Special Agent Patterson, I believe, said that he had seen Hosty
down there, and that Hosty, I believe, had said that he had a file on Oswald.
Mr. STERN - Do you recall anything else that Agent Patterson told you that Mr. Hosty had
told him?
Mr. SORRELS - No; I cannot recall anything else. Because I had information--had also
gotten information from others. In other words, there was general information around
the Police Department there that the FBI had a file on this individual.
Mr. STERN - Any other of your agents tell you that Hosty had said anything to them
about Oswald that you can recall?
Mr. SORRELS - You mean at that specific date, regarding that specific date?
Mr. STERN - Either on Friday or on Saturday.
Mr. SORRELS - No. During the course of this thing, it was my understanding that--I don't
remember how the information came to me---that Hosty had been checking on this
Oswald, and that they had information or knew that he was in this building. I cannot
pinpoint it any way specifically, because the information came several different times to
that effect.

Sorrels in front of the TSBD in the Cooper film. ID by Denis Morissette.
Sorrels’ WC testimony continues:
Mr. STERN - Did you participate in or observe any other interrogation of Oswald following
your own brief interrogation?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes, sir.
Mr. STERN - When was that?
Mr. SORRELS - On the following day---Mr. STERN - That is Saturday, the 23d?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes, sir; I sat in on part of an interview with him, with Captain Fritz. And
then, again, on Sunday the 24th, just before he was shot.
Mr. STERN - Did the question of counsel come up again--that is, a lawyer for Oswald?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes. During the interview with Captain Fritz, when I was in there, he
mentioned the fact that he wanted to get a man by the name of Abt, or some similar
name like that. I never had heard of him before. Apt, or some similar name.
And Captain Fritz said, "Well you can use the phone and you can call him."
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Mr. STERN - When was this?
Mr. SORRELS - That was Saturday morning. And it is my understanding that Oswald did
attempt to reach this man on the phone.
Mr. STERN - But you didn't observe it?
Mr. SORRELS - I did not observe that; no.
Mr. STERN - Did you hear him mention at any time a lawyer from the American Civil
Liberties Union?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes. He said if he could not get this man--I wish I could remember his
name a very short name, Apt or something like that.
Mr. STERN - A-b-t?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes, A-b-t. Yes--if he couldn't get him, he wanted a lawyer supplied by the
Civil Liberties Union.
Mr. STERN - What else occurred at the interview on Saturday that you can remember?
Mr. SORRELS - He was questioned about the rifle, because, at that time, as I recall it, it
had been determined that the rifle had been purchased from Kleins in Chicago, and
shipped to a person using the name of A. Hidell. And he was questioned by Captain Fritz
along those lines. And he denied that the rifle was his. He denied knowing or using the
name of A. Hidell, or Alek Hidell.
He was, of course, questioned about his background and he at that time still maintained
an arrogant, defiant attitude. The questions were, of course, directed towards getting
information. A lot of them he would not answer. And a lot of the answers, of course,
were apparent falsehoods.
And he gave me the impression of lying to Captain Fritz, and deliberately doing so,
maybe with an attempt to get Captain Fritz to become angered, because he, Oswald,
would flare up in an angry manner from time to time.
Mr. STERN - But you think that was acting--not genuine?
Mr. SORRELS - That is the impression I got, that he was just deliberately doing that,
possibly to agitate Captain Fritz and maybe get him to become angry, and maybe do or
say something that he shouldn't do.
That is just the impression I gained from him. And the reason--I guess one reason I
gained that impression is because on the last interview, on Sunday morning, Oswald
seemed to have taken a little bit different attitude. In other words, he was talking a little
bit freer--he wasn't giving out any information of any value particularly, but he wasn't
flaring up like he did before.
Mr. STERN - Was that Sunday interview extended beyond any time that you know of that
it was scheduled to end?
Mr. SORRELS - Yes; it was, because the papers seemed to have gotten the impression
that he was going to be moved at exactly 10 o'clock in the morning, and Captain Fritz
was talking to him even after 11 o'clock in the morning--we were still there. And I recall
that Chief Curry came around and asked Captain Fritz how long he was going to be, or
what was holding it up, or something like that, that they wanted to go ahead and get
him moved as quick as they could.
Mr. STERN - Did he indicate or did you understand that they wanted to move him at 10
o'clock?
Mr. SORRELS - It was after 10 o'clock then, considerably. As a matter of fact, it was after
11 at that time. Captain Fritz remarked to me afterwards, he said, "Well, as long as it
looks like he might talk, I hesitate to quit, or move him out at that time," and he told
Chief Curry, "We will be through in a few minutes."
And shortly after that, Captain Fritz asked if anyone wanted to ask him any questions,
and, at that time, the postal inspector had obtained a change of address card which
Oswald had apparently filled out in which one of the names shown on that change of
address card that was to receive mail at that particular address in New Orleans was
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named A. Hidell. And I desired to question Oswald about that thing, because he had
denied purchasing this rifle under the name of A. Hidell, and he denied knowing anybody
by the name of A. Hidell.
So I showed Oswald this change of address card and said to him, "Now, here is a change
of address card that you filed in New Orleans," and he looked at it.
He did not deny that he had filed the card, because it was apparently in his handwriting,
and his signature. And I said, "Now you say that you have not used the name of A. Hidell,
but you show it on this card here as the name of A. Hidell, as a person to receive mail at
this address. If you do not know anyone by that name, why would you have that name
on that card?"
He said, "I never used the name of Hidell."
Mr. STERN - That was the last question he was asked?
Mr. SORRELS - As far as I know.
Mr. STERN - And then what happened?
Mr. SORRELS - He was told that they were going to move him to the county jail, and he
requested that he be permitted to get a shirt out of his--the clothes that had been
brought in, that belonged to him, because the shirt he was wearing at the time he had
been apprehended was taken, apparently for laboratory examination. And so Captain
Fritz sent and got his clothes and, as I recall it, he selected a dark colored kind of a
sweater type shirt, as I recall it. And then he was taken out, and, at that time, as I recall it,
Inspector Kelley and I left and went up to---I say up---down the hall to the executive
office area of the police department, and to the office of Deputy Chief Batchelor.
And we remained in that vicinity. I looked out the window, and saw the people across
the street, on Commerce Street, people were waiting there. And I saw an individual that I
know by the name of Ruby Goldstein, who is known as Honest Joe, that has a secondhand tool and pawnshop down on Elm Street, and everyone around there knows him. He
was leaning on the car looking over in the direction of the ramp there at the police
station. And we were just waiting around there.
And for a few minutes I was talking to one of the police officers that was on duty up
there in that area. And he had made the remark, "talking about open windows, I see one
open across the street over there" at a building across the street.
I looked over there. I didn't see any activity at the window. And we had walked out into
the reception area of the executive office of the Chief of Police there when this same
police officer said that he just heard that Oswald had got shot in the stomach in the
basement by Jack Rubin, as I understood at that time, R-u-b-i-n--who was supposed to
run a night club.
Inspector Kelley and I then went just as hurriedly as we could to the basement.
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Sorrels with Chief Lumpkin (far left) in front of the TSBD with the Dal-Tex building in the
background. Still from the Cooper film. ID by Denis Morissette.

Sorrels’ WC testimony continues:
Mr. HUBERT. Now, getting into the first matter, can you tell us what you observed
yourself of the security measures which were in effect and actually operating with
reference to Oswald after his arrest.
Mr. SORRELS. The first time that I saw Oswald was on the afternoon of November 22 as he
was coming out of Capt. Will Fritz' office in the Dallas Police Department on the third
floor.
Mr. HUBERT. About what time was that?
Mr. SORRELS. The exact time I cannot give you, because I had been working at a frantic
pace. It was some time probably past the middle of the afternoon. I had previously been
informed by my office that Captain Fritz had endeavoured to locate me because he had
a suspect in custody. And when I arrived there, Captain Fritz was in his office, apparently
talking to the suspect, whom I determined to be Lee Harvey Oswald.
As he was being removed from the office, I told Captain Fritz that I would like to talk to
this man when an opportunity was afforded, and he remarked "You can talk to him right
now--just go right around the corner there by the side of the office," which I did.
Oswald was brought around and was seated there. There were a number of other
officers present, detectives, I think possibly some FBI agents, and maybe some of my
agents had come in in the meantime.
I started to---Mr. HUBERT. Before you go into that, would you tell us about the security measures that
you observed with reference to protecting the person of Oswald from the time you first
saw him, say up until the time you have reached now.
Mr. SORRELS. As far as I know, there was no one except authorized officers in that
particular area at that time. I did not see anyone that I recognized to be other than an
officer.
Mr. HUBERT. No news people in the corridor of the third floor?
Mr. SORRELS. I am talking about inside the office now. In the corridor, that was an
entirely different situation because there were cameras set up, tripods, still
photographers, photographers with cameras in their hands, and newspapermen in large
numbers in the hallways.
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Mr. HUBERT. Well, now, for example, when Captain Fritz afforded you an opportunity to
speak to Oswald and indicated that you could do so at a little office around the corner,
did that mean that you had to pass Oswald out of Fritz' office, and through this third
floor corridor, where all the newsmen were gathered?
Mr. SORRELS. No, sir.
Mr. HUBERT. That was still within Fritz' office?
Mr. SORRELS. Yes, sir; in other words, there was an office there, and Captain Fritz had an
office built within that office just merely to take him out of the door and right around
the corner of his inside office there.
Mr. HUBERT. Then you did interview Oswald.
Mr. SORRELS. I talked to him, started asking him questions, and he was belligerent and
arrogant in his attitude and he said to me, "I don't know who you fellows are, a bunch of
cops."
Mr. HUBERT. How long did you speak to him
Mr. SORRELS. Not very long.
Mr. HUBERT. In point of time.
Mr. SORRELS. Not over--I don't think over 10 minutes at the most.
Mr. HUBERT. Do you know what happened to him after that?
Mr. SORRELS. As far as I know, he was taken back to the jail.
Mr. HUBERT. Now, taking him back to the jail would involve passing him out of Fritz'
office, through the corridor, and to the jail elevator, is that correct?
Mr. SORRELS. That is correct; yes, sir.
Mr. HUBERT. Can you tell us what security precautions you observed with reference to
his person after he was out of Fritz' office?
Mr. SORRELS. They of course had him handcuffed when they removed him, and several
detectives accompanied him as they left out, in front--someone went ahead. And as I
recall it there was at least one on the side, and then some brought up the rear.
Mr. HUBERT. You did not go up to the jail?
Mr. SORRELS. No, sir; I did not.
Sorrels’ WC testimony continues:
Mr. HUBERT. During the period that we are talking about, that is, say, from the arrest of
Oswald the first time you saw him until the 24th, I take it that you observed Oswald
being moved from Captain Fritz' office to the jail elevator at least quite a number of
times.
Mr. SORRELS. I can only recall two times, I believe. The first time is when he was taken out
of Captain Fritz' office on the afternoon of the 22d. Then there were two other
occasions I knew of when he was brought back into Captain Fritz' office and when he
was taken out. I remember that many times. In other words, about three going out and
two coming in I can definitely recall.
Mr. HUBERT. Well, do you recall that while he was being so moved on any one of those
occasions, that he was addressed by the press or questions asked him, or remarks made
to him?
Mr. SORRELS. No, because the time that I saw him he was in Captain Fritz' office or being
removed from his office. I never saw him in the hallway that I can recall.
Mr. HUBERT. Well, I thought you had mentioned a little while ago that on the first
occasion you did observe him---after you had interviewed him for about 10 minutes--you
did observe him move out of Fritz' office and go to the elevator.
Mr. SORRELS. I think your question, as I understand it, sir, was that he was removed from
Captain Fritz' office to the elevator. I did not see him taken down the hallway.
Mr. HUBERT. I see; I did misunderstand you.
Mr. SORRELS. Sorry.
Mr. HUBERT. So you do not know really whether or not any news media or any other
people asked him questions and made remarks to him while he was going from Fritz'
office to the elevator.
Mr. SORRELS. Not of my personal knowledge; no, sir.
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Mr. HUBERT. Could those news people see into Fritz' office from the hallway?
Mr. SORRELS. They could see into the outer office, but they could not very well see into
his office unless they actually came inside the office within which his office is located.
You have got one door that faces on the west side of the office, and then Captain Fritz'
there faces north. So that it would be a question of someone might see just a corner
portion of his office from the hallway door, which is glass at the top, but they would not
be able to see anyone sitting, for example, where Oswald would have been sitting at the
time that I saw him in Captain Fritz' office.
Mr. HUBERT. In other words, there was a glass door to what might be called the outer
office of Captain Fritz' office.
Mr. SORRELS. That's right.
Mr. HUBERT. But the inner office, while it had a glass door, it did not face on an area in
which the press was located.
Mr. SORRELS. That's right. It also had Venetian-type blinds on the doors, and the other
part of his office was glass from the upper part.
Mr. HUBERT. While you were up there at any time during the period we are talking about,
did you ever observe anyone known to you to be a civilian who was not either a police
officer or connected with the news media in some way?
Mr. SORRELS. No; I do not; well, I will take that back. You are talking about when Oswald
was around?
Mr. HUBERT. Well, yes. But also I want to broaden it to any time.
Mr. SORRELS. The reason I asked that question is that Jack Ruby's sister was in his office
with another lady after Ruby was in custody, and at that time they were in there with Mr.
Jim Underwood from radio station KRLD who was trying to make arrangements for
Ruby's sister to get up in the jail to see him. But prior to that, I do not know, sir.
Mr. HUBERT. Now, were you present at a meeting at which the news media were present
and Oswald was brought into an assembly room, in which the news media were
assembled?
Mr. SORRELS. I was present when Oswald was brought into what is called the line-up
room, which is also the assembly room. They have the line-up section at one end of it.
That was on the evening of November 22. At that time it was my request, because a
witness who had been interviewed by me, and who had seen the person fire the-third
shot from the window of the Book Depository Building, I had gotten in touch with him
through one of our agents, and he was brought down there for the specific purpose of
being able to see Oswald, because when he was first interviewed by me he stated that
he thought he could identify him.
Mr. HUBERT. That was in fact, however, a true line-up for the purpose of identification.
Mr. SORRELS. I am sorry--I did not understand the question.
Mr. HUBERT. I said that was a true line-up for the purpose of identification.
Mr. SORRELS. Yes, sir.
Mr. HUBERT. I was speaking of another meeting where the assembly room usually used
for the line-up was used to give the press an opportunity to see Oswald.
Mr. SORRELS. I was not present. That is the only time I saw Oswald in the line-up.
Mr. HUBERT. Were you aware at any time on the 22d of the concern expressed by Mr. J.
Edgar Hoover in regard to the security of Oswald, and allegedly transmitted to the Dallas
people?
Mr. SORRELS. No, sir.
Mr. HUBERT. Did you become aware of that later?
Mr. SORRELS. I do not recall ever having heard anything to that effect.
Mr. HUBERT. Even now you do not?
Mr. SORRELS. No, sir.
And later on
You did see Oswald, I think, on Sunday morning, November 24?
Mr. SORRELS. Yes, sir.
Mr. HUBERT. Could you tell us where and at what time?
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Mr. SORRELS. That was in the office of Capt. Will Fritz of the homicide division of the
Dallas Police Department. It was somewhere around 11 o'clock in the morning, and he
was removed from Captain Fritz' office at approximately I guess about 11:15.
Mr. HUBERT. What was the purpose of your interviewing him that morning?
Mr. SORRELS. We, of course, were interested in any statement that Oswald might make
relating to any phase of the assassination of the President. Particularly, I was interested
in trying to obtain an admission from him that he had used the name of A. Hidell as an
alias, because information had been developed that he had purchased the rifle which
was found on the sixth floor of the Book Depository under the name of A. Hidell.
There was a change of address card which he had filed in New Orleans, as I recall it, on
which it was shown that persons to receive mail at the address given, the name of A.
Hidell appeared. And after Captain Fritz got through questioning him on the morning of
November 24, he asked if any of the officers present in the room desired to ask him any
questions. And I said, "Yes; I would like to ask him a question."
In the meantime, Chief of Police Jesse Curry had come to Captain Fritz' office, and
inquired about the delay in moving him out. And Captain Fritz informed that he was still
talking to him.
Mr. HUBERT. Captain Fritz informed---Mr. SORRELS. Informed Chief Curry---Mr. HUBERT. That he was or you were?
Mr. SORRELS. That he was. And a very short time after that is when I had an opportunity
to ask Oswald some questions. I showed Oswald the change of address card---Mr. HUBERT. Let me ask you this: Was your interrogation of him cut off, as it were, by the
transfer?
Mr. SORRELS. By the transfer?
Mr. HUBERT. Yes.
Mr. SORRELS. No.
Mr. HUBERT. Had you finished with him?
Mr. SORRELS. I had finished---Mr. HUBERT. As to that point?
Mr. SORRELS. As to that point; yes, sir.
Mr. HUBERT. As a matter of fact, you would have had access to him, I think, at the county
jail, anyhow, would you not?
Mr. SORRELS. I had certainly planned on having access to him, and I am sure I would
have. As a matter of fact, I had in my mind to start talking to him that afternoon.
Mr. HUBERT. What I wanted to clarify is whether or not your effort to interrogate him
was interrupted. But I gather that it was not.
Mr. SORRELS. No, I would say not. Possibly, had he remained there, I might have
attempted to ask him more questions. But he was not giving out much information.
Mr. HUBERT. Well, now, during the whole time that Oswald was in custody of the Dallas
Police Department, did you find that any obstacles or hindrances were put in your way
of examining him?
Mr. SORRELS. No, sir; except had he been in our own custody, there would have been a
chance to have questioned him without others being present, or so many others being
present.
Reading all this very interesting Warren Commission testimony by Sorrels you have to
ask yourself the following:
 Why was Sorrels not wired up? Or took notes as such, since he conducted the
interview on Nov. 22nd at 16:00 by himself, Fritz just let him have a go at it. The few
lines of text on the page from his notebook on page 136 amount to not much for
someone who spoke to him over a 3 day period.
 Then from all the pages of testimony above there is not much that points to a
real investigation or questioning whether Oswald had anything to do with The
President’s murder. Or any talk of where he was while the motorcade passed by,
a.k.a. his alibi!
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Thomas J Kelley, with 22 years experience, flew in from Kentucky to Dallas on the
22nd and took charge of a few matters upon his arrival. He wrote a report on Nov
24th entitled “First interview with Lee Harvey Oswald”.

Thomas J. Kelley on the left on top of the steps behind Marina Oswald.

In this Kelley claims that Oswald had stated he had NOT seen the parade, an assertion
which only comes from Kelley and is not supported by anyone else present such as
Bookhout, Hosty or Fritz.
The passage on page 2: “I asked him if he viewed the parade and he said he had not. I
then asked him if he had shot the President and he said he had not. I asked him if he has
shot governor Connally and he said he had not.”
Fritz’s notes corroborate everything above except “I asked him if he viewed the parade
and he said he had not.”! Kelley’s report also confirms Fritz’s notes with regards to
eating lunch in the Domino Room and the mention of ‘Junior’ Jarman and a short little
Negro boy (which in all likelihood is Harold Norman). And furthermore Oswald’s lunch
description coincides with Fritz’s notes as well.
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It’s a pity that Kelley’s report started matters only from Nov. 23rd at 10:30. Condensed
sort of, but holding of plenty of useful info.
“He stated that he wanted to contact a Mr. Abt, a New York lawyer whom he did not
know, but who defended the Smith Act “victims” in 1949 or 1950 in connection with a
conspiracy against the government; that Abt would understand what this case was all
about and that he would give him an excellent defense”.
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This quote by itself is a quite an eye opener, Oswald did not know Abt at all and did not
make an attempt to call himself, until later that day when it was tried by others (i/e Ruth
Paine later that Saturday.

The photograph above brilliantly demonstrates how things happened while Oswald was in captivity. Oswald,
while in transit, is surrounded by various robbery & homicide detectives and officers (Baker, Sims, Hall, Boyd
and others) followed closely by Secret Service Agents Kelley, Grant and Lawson.

Oswald overall, during his interrogations, was willing to discuss anything, but lost his
cool the second they approached the killings of JFK and Tippit at which point he would
vehemently deny anything. And there is a reason for that: he did not shoot at anyone
that day.
Kelley’s W.C. testimony regarding his presence in Dallas later from Nov. 22nd.
Mr. MATTHEWS. I want to call your attention to November 22, 1963. At that time you were
in Louisville, Ky.?
Inspector KELLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MATTHEWS. And you received a communique from Chief Rowley?
Inspector KELLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MATTHEWS. What were the contents of that message?
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Inspector KELLEY. The chiefs office directed me to proceed to Dallas, Tex., to assist Mr.
Sorrels, the agent in charge of the Dallas office, to assist him in finding out what had
happened at Dallas, what were the events surrounding the assassination, and to
coordinate any investigation that might be conducted by the Secret Service concerning
the assassination.
Mr. MATTHEWS. And you arrived in Dallas, Tex., that evening?
Inspector KELLEY. That evening.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Upon your arrival, did you understand that your responsibility was to
conduct a criminal conspiracy investigation?
Inspector KELLEY. No. Actually, at that time it was to find out exactly what happened and
what the role of the Secret Service had been in that tragedy there.
Mr. MATTHEWS. What were your first actions?
Inspector KELLEY. I first met with Mr. Sorrels and we went to the police department
where Oswald was being interrogated. I sat in on, I think it was the second interrogation
of Oswald.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Now in total you were present for at least four interviews with Lee
Harvey Oswald?
Inspector KELLEY. Yes.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Why did you feel it was necessary to be there?
Inspector KELLEY. We were, of course, attempting to find out what had happened,
whether he was the assassin, whether he had accomplices, whether there were other
problems that the Secret Service might be facing in connection with assassination of
other people. It was just generally to find out what had happened.
Mr. MATTHEWS. The Warren Commission has indicated that there were several people
present at the time.
Inspector KELLEY. Yes. In my opinion, there were too many present at the time of the
interrogation of Oswald. The interrogation of Oswald by Captain Fritz of the Dallas Police
Department was conducted under something less than ideal circumstances.
Mr. MATTHEWS. What effect would those circumstances have had upon the interrogation
itself?
Inspector KELLEY. In my opinion, it made the interrogation of Oswald by Captain Fritz,
who at that time had the primary jurisdiction of handling Oswald, made it very difficult
for him to conduct the kind of interrogation that should have been conducted.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Did you engage in any conversation with Lee Harvey Oswald?
Inspector KELLEY. Yes, I did.
Mr. MATTHEWS. What was the nature of that conversation?
Inspector KELLEY. I had asked Oswald if he had assassinated the President. I told him who
I was. I said that the Secret Service had the responsibility for protecting the President,
that he was in custody accused of assassinating the President, and we wanted to know
whether he had done it, and if he hadn't done it, to let us know; if he had done it, to
admit it. He indicated that he would talk to me later on.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Were you also present at the time Lee Harvey Oswald was shot.
Inspector KELLEY. I wasn't in the immediate vicinity. I was upstairs in the police office. We
had just left Oswald in the police headquarters. The police took him down to the
basement to transport him. Mr. Sorrels and I remained upstairs. When we heard that he
had been shot, we immediately went down to the basement. Oswald was still in the
basement. The ambulance had been backed in to take him to the hospital.
I attempted to enter the ambulance with Oswald to go to the hospital. I was prevented
from getting into the ambulance by the Dallas policemen who got into the ambulance
with him.
Mr. MATTHEWS. During the time between your first conversation with Lee Harvey Oswald
and the time the shooting occurred, did you make any attempt to ascertain what his
background had been?
Inspector KELLEY. Let me have the question again.
Mr. MATTHEWS. What investigation did you conduct into the background of Lee Harvey
Oswald?
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Inspector KELLEY. The investigation that the Secret Service conducted personally was,
the interviews with Mrs. Oswald, with Marina. We had put a detail with Marina after Lee
Harvey's assassination and we attempted to get as much background as we could on
Oswald from her.
There was a great deal of information coming to us in the Dallas office at that time from
the other agencies who had information on Oswald. The FBI had information on him. The
agency apparently had some information on him and had furnished it to our
headquarters.
The Dallas police had some information on him and the State Department had some
information on him in connection with his trips to Russia. The military was supplying
information to our headquarters and it was being provided to me at Dallas.
All of this information was coming down to Dallas to me.
And later during that same testimony.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kelley, I notice from some briefing materials that we have in our booklets that you
were present during several interviews by Captain Will Fritz of Lee Harvey Oswald; is that
correct?
Inspector KELLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. EDGAR. Can you indicate for us why none of those interviews were taped?
Inspector KELLEY. The Dallas police didn't have a tape recorder and I didn't have one with
me, and apparently no one else had one. They didn't have a tape recorder for Captain
Fritz anyway.
Mr. EDGAR. Wouldn't it have been a logical thing in 1963 for-Inspector KELLEY. Yes.
Mr. EDGAR [continuing]. For an investigative person like yourself from the Secret Service
to demand or request or require a tape recorder be present when interrogating such a
sensitive witness?
Inspector KELLEY. Well, I didn't feel when I was allowed to come into the interrogation
room that I had the right to insist on a recordation of it. I was there as a guest of the
Dallas Police Department and Captain Fritz was handling it.
On hindsight, I should have wired myself before I went in there. But it was just my own
position that I did not think I should insist on a recording of it.
Mr. EDGAR. You used the phrase "you didn't think you were allowed", or you were given
permission to go in and listen in on the interview. Was there a breakdown in lines and
chains of command that made you feel as though you didn't have full or equal
opportunity with the captain of the Dallas Police Department to interrogate this
witness?
Inspector KELLEY. No, there was certainly no lack of cooperation between the Dallas
Police Department and ourselves and Captain Fritz and me. As a matter of fact, when we
first went in to do the interviews, I didn't know whether they had a recording or not. I
guess I just assumed they had, but I did find out later that the interview was not being
recorded.
Mr. EDGAR. In your conversation with Lee Harvey Oswald, what did he say to you?
Inspector KELLEY. He indicated to me that he was a Communist but not a Marxist. The
only other things he talked to me about, or I talked to him about, was the fact that he
had been accused by the police department as being the assassin and we were
concerned about whether he was or whether there was somebody else that
assassinated President Kennedy and I would like to talk to him about it, and he indicated,
I will talk to you later.
Mr. EDGAR. Did he indicate to you at that time that you were the first Secret Service
agent to talk with him?
Inspector KELLEY. No; I don't recall that conversation with him.
Mr. EDGAR. Had he encountered any other Secret Service agents prior to your
conversation with him?
Inspector KELLEY. No; he hadn't.
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Mr. EDGAR. In his alleged leaving of the Texas Book Depository, did he run into any
agents at all?
Inspector KELLEY. No; he did not. We didn't have any agents there.
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Thomas Kelley (wearing black hat and glasses to the left of the TV camera during Oswald’s press conference.

Kelley’s HSCA testimony brings up tape recording the interrogations and also the so
called encounter with Secret Service agent(s) arriving at the TSBD while Oswald departs.
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The following report, from Dec 5th 1963, puts serious question marks on the validity of
truthfulness of any of the Secret Service’s reports. First the timing of Oswald’s descent,
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the so called immediate arrival of DPD after the shooting which we know took about 7
minutes and last but not least is the fable of Oswald being arraigned for the murder of
JFK which we know is not true either. This report, in short, is an abomination.
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Page 1 of 3 has also been included in the Anatomy Paper, but here is the entire document.
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Winston Lawson, was in charge of planning the Dallas visit.

Winston Lawson of the Secret Service behind Oswald in the corridors. Photo: Houston Chronicle. Thanks to
Steve Roe.

Lawson was a former Army CIC (Counter-intelligence Corps) officer during the mid-1950s
Here is some of Lawson’s Warren Commission testimony in relation to his presence at
DPD HQ.
Mr. STERN. I would like then to cover with you just a few points on your opportunities to
observe Lee Harvey Oswald following his arrest. As I understand it, you returned to the
Dallas Police Headquarters with Chief Curry and other police officials after he was
informed that a suspect has been arrested, and arrived at the police headquarters
somewhere between 3:30 and 3:45; is that correct?
Mr. LAWSON. I believe the Presidential plane took off at 2:40 something, 2:47, so that I
didn't leave Love Field until after that. It was probably at least 10 minutes after that that
we left.
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We made certain that the agents had all arrived back from the various places that they
were to return to Washington, and that the White House staff, none of them had been
left any place, and that the Air Force II was going to pick up any stragglers. The press was
going to depart on a press plane, and so forth, so it was probably a little after 3 o'clock
before we left.
I recall that it was very bad traffic in the downtown area. We were bumper to bumper
and didn't move a few times because apparently the chief thought everybody was
converging on the downtown area to see this, plus all the people who had been there
when it happened and just stayed there. I arrived sometime quite late.
Mr. DULLES. You were still with Chief Curry?
Mr. LAWSON. I was. I was told by Chief Rowley rather than to come back to remain in
Dallas. It was quite late in the afternoon we arrived at police headquarters.
Mr. STERN. What were the conditions at police headquarters when you arrived?
Mr. LAWSON. Quite a bit was happening. I got the impression they had squads of
detectives doing all kinds of things, people working on the Presidential assassination,
people working on the Tippit killing. I know that they had squads of men going out
doing various things and coming back, and it was quite hard just to keep abreast of
things that were breaking as to what each group was finding out as it was happening,
and quite often we were way behind.
Mr. STERN. What about the appearance of the press and television reporters and
cameramen at that time?
Mr. LAWSON. At least by 6 or 7 o'clock they were quite in evidence up and down the
corridors, cameras on the tripods, the sound equipment, people with still cameras,
motion picture-type hand cameras, all kinds of people with tape recorders, and they
were trying to interview people, anybody that belonged in police headquarters that
might know anything about Oswald---Mr. STERN. Can you estimate how many reporters?
Mr. LAWSON. There were quite a few. The corridors, up and down the corridors •towards
the chief's office to the right of the elevator, around the elevator landing and down the
corridors to the left of the elevator towards the homicide area were quite packed. You
had to literally fight your way through the people to get up and down the corridor.
Representative FORD. Did you stay with Chief Curry most of the time?
Mr. LAWSON. No, sir; I was in various rooms and with various people for the rest of the
evening. I saw Chief Curry quite often that evening.
Mr. DULLES. Who was in command at that time of the Secret Service detachment in
giving the orders and coordinating the Secret Service men?
Mr. LAWSON. Sorrels. My advance as such, was over, and I was just another Secret Service
agent.
Mr. DULLES. He was in command?
Mr. LAWSON. Sorrels would be in command of any Secret Service activity.
Mr. DULLES. Subject of course to orders from Washington; I realize that.
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, sir; and we understood that Inspector Kelley, on one of our frequent
phone conversations with Washington, we were told that Inspector Kelley, one of our
inspectors, was being sent out to coordinate the Secret Service investigation and to be
the overall commander of the Secret Service out there, and he did arrive at
approximately 11 o'clock that evening and was met by an agent.
Mr. DULLES. Does the Secret Service have a facility for' commandeering, getting airplanes
when it needs them fast?
Mr. LAWSON. In certain instances, sir, I believe we use the Air Force and the MATS people
for advance trips, or if the Presidential airplanes are full and they still need agents to go
some place, why they will put on another airplane for us. Sometimes we use Air Force
transportation, sometimes commercial.
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Mr. DULLES. You have adequate facilities, have you, to get around in time of emergency
like this, quickly?
Mr. LAWSON. I wouldn't be in a position to answer that, sir.
Mr. DULLES. Chief Rowley would probably be the one.
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. STERN. When did you first observe Lee Harvey Oswald, Mr. Lawson?
Mr. LAWSON. It was early in the evening of November 22. He had been in police
headquarters for a little while at least before I first saw him, and they had already
interrogated him as I understand it, and various detectives, police officials, and Mr.
Sorrels and a couple other agents and myself saw Lee Harvey Oswald when he was
brought in for Mr. Sorrels to talk to at Mr. Sorrels' request.
Mr. STERN. Did you interrogate him?
Mr. LAWSON. No, sir; I did not.
Mr. STERN. Did Mr. Sorrels handle the interrogation alone?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, sir; that particular one.
Mr. STERN. What were the questions and answers as best you can recall?
Mr. LAWSON. He asked information as to name.
Mr. DULLES. Who is "he" How?
Mr. LAWSON. Mr. Sorrels in asking the questions already had some background on Mr.
Oswald before he started questioning Mr. Oswald. The detectives or other individuals
had told them what they knew up to this point about Oswald, his name, that he had
been out of the country previous to this time to Russia, and a few other things. It was
known at the particular time, perhaps 6 or 7 o'clock.
Mr. STERN. I take it you had phoned his name to your headquarters in Washington as
soon as you knew Oswald's name?
Mr. LAWSON. I didn't. Perhaps Mr. Sorrels did.
Mr. STERN. Did your office advise you whether they knew anything about Oswald or had
found out anything about Oswald?
Mr. LAWSON. Not me personally.
Mr. STERN. That you know of?
Mr. LAWSON. Not me personally.
Mr. STERN. Were any other questions asked?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes; I recall Mr. Sorrels asking if he had been out--where he had been living,
where he had been employed over the last years, and other information Mr. Sorrels
already knew about.
Representative FORD. What was his attitude? What was the attitude of Oswald during
this period?
Mr. LAWSON. Oswald just answered the questions as asked to him. He didn't volunteer
any information. He sat there quite stoically, not much of an expression on his face.
Mr. DULLES. Quite what?
Mr. LAWSON. Stoically.
Mr. DULLES. Stoical?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, sir.
Representative FORD. Was he belligerent?
Mr. LAWSON. No, sir; he didn't seem to be belligerent at all.
Representative FORD. Did he resent the interrogation?
Mr. LAWSON. I didn't get the impression that it was a great resentment. He just answered
the questions as they were asked of him.
Mr. DULLES. Did he answer all the questions?
Mr. LAWSON. I believe he did.
Mr. DULLES. These were questions that Mr. Sorrels put to him?
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Mr. LAWSON. Yes; of course, Mr. Sorrels, I don't believe at that time, as I remember it,
didn't ask him everything that we knew about him.
Representative FORD. Was there a transcript kept of this interrogation?
Mr. LAWSON. I don't know.
Mr. STERN. Do you recall any other questions that were asked?
Mr. LAWSON. I don't. At this time they were just general-type questions.
Mr. STERN. What was his physical condition?
Mr. DULLES. Could I ask one question there? The question wasn't asked him at this time,
at least while you were present, whether he was or was not guilty of the attack on the
President?
Mr. LAWSON. This I do not recall. During this I recall I was called out for a phone call a
couple of times. We were given information from Mr. Max Phillips, who was in our PRS
section, and I believe it was during this that someone, an agent, was wanted on the
phone, and I went out and answered this, and they gave us some information on people
that it might have been--a case that wasn't Oswald.
Mr. STERN. What was his physical condition?
Mr. LAWSON. He was quite, well, unkempt looking, and I recall that he had a few bruises
on his face.
Mr. STERN. A few bruises?
Mr. LAWSON. I believe over an eye, a bruise or two. I can recall that he had a bruise over
an eye or on a cheekbone, or someplace on his face, in looking back. And had a shirt and
a pair of pants on. He wasn't very tidy looking, a little unkempt in his appearance.
Mr. STERN. Was he handcuffed, do you recall?
Mr. LAWSON. I don't recall. I know I saw him handcuffed around police headquarters
quite a bit, but during this interrogation I don't remember if he was handcuffed or not.
Representative FORD. How long did this interrogation go on?
Mr. LAWSON. This was not long.
Representative FORD. Five minutes?
Mr. LAWSON. Five to ten minutes at the most; yes, sir.
Mr. STERN. Then what happened? Did Mr. Sorrels finish?
Mr. DULLES. May I ask one other question there? Was there an interrogation just
conducted by Mr. Sorrels, or were there others in on it, the police or the FBI?
Mr. LAWSON. I don't know if there were FBI agents there. There were other
plainclothesmen there, and a few uniformed officers.
Mr. DULLES. Mr. Sorrels conducted the investigation?
Mr. LAWSON. Mr. Sorrels was asking these particular questions, general-type questions,
and when he finished, the police took him back to another area.
Mr. STERN. When did you next see Oswald?
Mr. LAWSON. I recall seeing him in another room in homicide headquarters with a couple
of plainclothes people and their talking to him. I saw him later in the evening, perhaps
9:30, 10 o'clock, when he was brought down to a showup room, because we had
information that a gentleman had seen someone at a window, and so---Mr. STERN. Do you know who that was, the witness?
Mr. LAWSON. I do not know; no, sir.
Mr. STERN. Could it have been someone named Brennan?
Mr. LAWSON. The name doesn't mean anything to me. Mr. Sorrels had sent an agent out
to bring him down to police headquarters to talk to him, and he informed us he had
seen someone in the window, but he had also seen Lee Oswald on television in the
meantime, and he didn't know of how much, value he would be.
Mr. STERN. Did he say anything about whether he thought---Mr. LAWSON. He could not say yes or no, whether Oswald was the individual or not.
Mr. STERN. Did you notice any irregularity in the way the showup was conducted?
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Mr. LAWSON. No, sir.
Mr. STERN. Did it seem like a normal one to you, the size of the people?
Mr. LAWSON. I didn't notice any irregularity.
Mr. STERN. And their dress?
Representative FORD. Had Oswald had any additional physical damage done?
Mr. LAWSON. No, sir.
Representative FORD. The last time you saw him?
Mr. LAWSON. No; he had not. That was not the last time I saw him, however. Then I later,
approximately 11:30, or around midnight, it was announced that there would be a press
conference again down in the showup room, and Inspector Kelley had arrived by that
time, not too long before that, and Inspector Kelley and I and another agent or two went
down to this press conference where it was just completely packed. Everyone couldn't
get in the room, the cameramen, reporters, broadcasters, and so forth. Upon a signal---Mr. DULLES. Who conducted that meeting?
Mr. LAWSON. I believe it was the assistant district attorney and Chief Curry and perhaps
Captain Fritz. We were just there watching.
Mr. STERN. Tell us more about what---Mr. LAWSON. He was brought in through the crowd and through a side door there,
through the corridors, brought in, and I believe the chief and the district attorney each
gave statements, and Oswald was asked a few questions then by the press, but I don't
recall of it except that he was whisked out again fairly rapidly after that.

Winston Lawson on the right while Oswald is being whisked out after the so called press conference. B.K.

Mr. STERN. Do you remember what any of the questions were and his responses?
Mr. LAWSON. No, I don't.
Mr. STERN. How many people were in this room?
Mr. LAWSON. It was overflowing. You could hardly hear because everyone was shouting
questions. That is why I don't remember what the specific questions were and what his
responses were.
Mr. STERN. Do you have any impression why this interview was conducted?
Mr. LAWSON. No; I do not.
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Mr. STERN. Do you recall anything else that was said by the eyewitness that Mr. Sorrels
had arranged to be brought in for the showup, anything else that he said while he was
standing talking to you or Mr. Sorrels or while Oswald and others were on the---Mr. LAWSON. No; I don't
Mr. STERN. Then shortly after this show up, or shortly after this interview in the showup
room, you left for Washington, I take it?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes; there had been quite a bit of discussion during the evening as to what
evidence they had up to this time, the rifle, clothing, et cetera, would be brought to
Washington to the FBI lab to be worked on, or whether the police would keep it in their
custody for a little while longer for their investigation, and there was quite a-bit of
discussion by various People all evening long.
And when it was finally decided it would be released by the Dallas Police, the rifle and
other evidence to return to Washington, Inspector Kelley told me to return on the
special plane that was flying the evidence and the accompanying FBI agent back to
Washington.
Mr. DULLES. Was the evidence turned over to you or the FBI?
Mr. LAWSON. To the FBI, sir. I just returned on the plane.

In the video from 2013, Winston Lawson the assassination became a taboo subject. He
says at 05:57 “we didn’t say anything to one and another”. At the same link a small
gallery is shown of Lawson on duty with JFK from his personal collection.

Winston Lawson in 2013-Screengrab B.K.
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Dave B. Grant was also present and regarding his stay at DPD, his statement as
part of CE 1024 mentions only his presence. There has been no indication that
Grant asked Oswald any questions or took any notes.

Dave B. Grant at the front (left) of the limo. Pic.: Getty Images.
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Mike Howard, another Secret Service Agent was present during one of the
interrogations Howard said he listened in on an interview with Oswald under
the direction of the Dallas Police Department who charged him with the
murder of Dallas Police Officer J.D. Tippit a few hours after the assassination
during a traffic stop in Oak Cliff.

"He denied that emphatically, up and down. They knew he did it but he never did admit
it," Howard said. "He was very arrogant." Howard himself was involved with shielding
Marina Oswald after the assassination away from prying eyes and potential harm.
Howard also spoke with Robert Oswald near midday on the 23rd.

Mike Howard right behind the Oswalds during Lee’s funeral.

Howard also remembered confronting Jesse Curry to clear the reporters out of the
hallways. According to Howard, Curry said that he could not and that they had to be
there otherwise the City Fathers would be all over him. From what I have read and seen
on Mike Howard it’s safe to say that he is sharing disinformation on the case. And his
take on the case ought to be taken with a large grain of salt. Better yet his views are
utterly worthless……
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Charles Kunkel, recognised in the photo below, standing on the left looking
right.

Photo by The Dallas Times Herald.
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U.S. Marshalls.
US Marshal Robert Irvine Nash (1961-1969) was present during some of the
interrogations. I still have to find any of his reports.

.
Nash in 1961 and 1964. Thanks to Steve Roe.
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Texas Rangers.
At this time the only reason for the Texas Rangers to be involved with this case was
because of the assassination attempt on Governor John Connally.
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A.T.F.
Frank Ellsworth of the A.T.F. made his way inside the TSBD at the same time as Will Fritz
did, in an interview, in 1976, with Dick Russell he stated that at that time he was the only
federal agent inside the building.
In Dick Russell’s book “The Man Who Knew Too Much” Ellsworth, who said he was present
during part of the first interrogation, stated that he did not recall any panic in Oswald.
“He appeared to be awfully pleased with himself” (P. 578).
“with a smug look on his face” Ellsworth recalled as Oswald was “surrounded by fourteen
agents and officers and he didn’t look disturbed at all. He had the cat-ate-the-canary
look on his face the whole time.”
There is no written evidence available of any ATF agents being present during these
interrogations. The FBI and Secret Service had to muscle their way in with phone calls
from the top in Washington. At best Ellsworth was a spectator for a brief period while
Oswald was being questioned.
During this very same period Ellsworth is involved in a case involving gun shop owner
John Thomas Maasen, someone Ellsworth described as being a dead ringer for Lee
Oswald, identical build and facial features. He could be his identical twin. It is actually
such a shock to Ellsworth who thinks Oswald is the man he let slip through his
investigations and killed J.F.K. while being confronted with the suspect inside Captain
Fritz’s office. Not realising that this is Lee Harvey Oswald and not John Thomas Maasen.
Nor do I believe he was motioned by Fritz to come with him into the TSBD, something he
claimed to have happened. The reason for that is the footage that is available of Fritz
entering the TSBD where he keeps his head down and this is also where he is shielded
and accompanied by Chief Lumpkin up the steps.

I do believe he was present during the search inside the building, but his way of relaying
his participation is a tad too rich in lingo and detail.
Ellsworth also stated that the rifle was found on a different floor, and that it would
probably be the 4th, something that cannot be true due to the presence of the ladies not
far away from that corner.
I do not have doubts about his presence inside the TSBD as he is listed in Detectives
Sims’ and Boyd’s report on the next page. But my opinion stays as him making his
presence and activities at the TSBD and City Hall a lot more colourful than it ought to be.
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I have not come across any reports from the A.T.F. on Oswald’s interrogations yet. That
would be something to get on with.

Undated report by Detectives Sims and Boyd.
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Highway Patrolmen.

A Dallas Highway Patrolman sitting inside the Homicide and Robbery Bureau. Pic.: Jack Beers..
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Photo: Dallas Times Herald
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Henry Wade.
Henry Wade was elected to become the Dallas District Attorney in 1952 and stayed in that
position until 1988. He was one of the most recognised and known D.A.’s in the U.S.A. He
held a conviction ratio that no other D.A. could match. The motto “conviction at any
cost….” has been used to describe his tenure as a District Attorney. Nineteen
convictions ‹ three for murder and the rest involving rape or burglar won by Wade and
two successors who trained under him have been overturned after DNA evidence
exonerated the defendants. About 250 more cases are under review.
No other county in America ‹ and almost no state, for that matter has freed more
innocent people from prison in recent years than Dallas County, where Wade was DA
from 1951 through 1986. Evidence was ignored and defense lawyers were kept in the
dark. They note that the promotion system under Wade rewarded prosecutors for high
conviction rates.
In the case of James Lee Woodard ‹ released in April after 27 years in prison for a murder
DNA showed he didn't commit ‹ Wade's office withheld from defense attorneys
photographs of tire tracks at the crime scene that didn't match Woodard's car.
Detectives in those cases, they kind of trimmed the corners to just get the case done,
said Michelle Moore, a Dallas County public defender and president of the Innocence
Project of Texas. Whether the fault lies with the detectives or the DA's, is for others to
bicker about…..
Here is a good article from D Magazine in 1977 entitled The Law and Henry Wade, and in
this article it becomes more than evident that Wade liked to win. By being a D.A. there is
nothing wrong with that. However one should ask at the same time at what cost. The
article mentions that in the year before Wade’s election, there had been only 125
convictions for driving while intoxicated. During his first three months, Wade convicted
140 drunken drivers, and sent half of them to jail. By the year’s end, the war on DWI’s had
produced 1,225 convictions.
Wade ended his first year of tenure with a stunning record: 1002 convictions, including 132
trials, only seven of which resulted in acquittals. He had produced 13 death sentences,
seven life imprisonment sentences, and convicted 746 hot check writers, more than half
of whom went to prison. The term ‘overzealous’ springs to mind and this is something
that followed Wade during his tenure as the Dallas District Attorney.
Troubling cases surfaced in the 1980s, as Wade's career was winding down.
Lenell Geter, a black engineer, was convicted of armed robbery and sentenced to life in
prison. After Geter had spent more than a year behind bars, Wade agreed to a new trial,
then dropped the charges in 1983 amid reports of shoddy evidence and allegations Geter
was singled out because of his race.
In Wade's final year in office, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned the death sentence of a
black man, Thomas Miller-El, ruling that blacks were excluded from the jury. Cited in
Miller-El's appeal was a manual for prosecutors that Wade wrote in 1969 and was used for
more than a decade. It gave instructions on how to keep minorities off juries.
A month before Wade died of Parkinson's disease in 2001, DNA evidence was used for the
first time to reverse a Dallas County conviction. David Shawn Pope, found guilty of rape
in 1986, he had spent 15 years in prison.
*****
During Wade’s press conference, on Friday evening Nov. 22nd,
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Pic.: Ft. Worth Star Telegram.

In the very same article from D Magazine it says: The Warren Commission’s
characterization of Wade’s statements at a press conference following the arrest of Lee
Harvey Oswald as “lacking a thorough grasp of the evidence” and creating “the basis for
distorted reconstructions and interpretations of the assassination” also suggests
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something about Wade’s overzealousness. But the criticisms of both the legal community
and the Warren Commission were largely ignored by Wade’s constituency.
Wade relentlessly prosecuted Oswald in the court of public opinion. Before an
investigation had barely begun, Wade was interviewed in the corridor of the third floor
who asked, “And will you ask death in the electric chair for Lee Oswald?” “Yes sir” was
Wade’s reply Wade. Another one asked, “How many cases of this type have you been
involved in, that is when the death penalty is involved?” Wade said, “Since I’ve been
district attorney, we’ve -- I’ve asked the death penalty in twenty-four cases.” “And how
many times have you attained it?” the reporter continued. Wade replied in a blunt,
stone-faced monotone, “Twenty-three.” Ending this up with “I’ve sent people to the
electric chair on less.” This is quite an astonishing thing to say for a D.A. when the
accused has not had his day in court yet and the case is only about a day or so old……
On the 24th Wade gives another press conference. First item of evidence are the many
witnesses who have seen Oswald in the window of the 6th floor of the T.S.B.D. which is
quite an opening statement since no one was ever able to do this! Not to this day! As
Chief Curry would say in 1969. “We don’t have any proof that Oswald fired the rifle and

never did. Nobody’s yet been able to put him in that building with a gun in his hand.
Why Oswald was nevertheless blamed for the crime seems difficult to explain – but it is
what happened.”

Then Oswald’s palm print has been found on the box in the sniper’s nest. What Wade did
not mention that Oswald’s was found among about 23 finger prints and 11 palm prints
unaccounted for.
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Then the rifle is attributed to him by purchasing it from some mail order house under
the name Hidell and mailed to a P.O. Box in Dallas.
The backyard photographs are mentioned. The package is next. And the list goes on with
a lot of so called evidence that can be disputed one way or another.
Regarding the interrogations Wade says he did not participate in any. And that Oswald
did not admit to any of the killings at all. And that he was bitter at all the law
enforcement officers present so he had been told.

As a D.A. he earned a salary of $16,000.00 and had 42 assistant D.A.s under his wing and a
total staff of 80.
Wade got things horribly wrong on quite a few occasions during his career, the article
When Henry Wade Executed An Innocent Man by D Magazine from May 2016 illustrates
this in great detail. It describes the conviction of a black man called Tommy Lee Walker.
“Henry Wade wouldn’t intentionally try to convict someone he knew to be innocent,”
says former Dallas assistant district attorney Edward Gray, “but even in cases where
evidence was weak, he would go all out, go for broke, be super-competitive.” Gray, who
wrote the 2010 book Henry Wade’s Tough Justice and this book gives even greater
insight into the miscarriages of justice during Wade’s tenure. Wade’s office conviction
rate of innocent defendants was ten times the national average! The reader ought to
familiarise themselves with this particular ‘setting’ while the JFK Assassination took
place.
The Wade era, from 1951 to 1986, was marked by take-no-prisoner trial tactics, conviction
rates that topped 90 percent and record-length punishments.

Henry Wade’s press conference just before Lee Oswald’s early in the morning of the 23 rd. Photo: Jim Murray –
Black Star from the Richard E. Sprague collection at the National Archives. ROKC Scan.
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Pic.: Jack Beers, Dallas Morning News.

He believed that Oswald was an FBI informant and he started talking about it in
Washington in Jan. of 1964, which of course became an issue for the head honchos of
the W.C. Earl Warren and J. Lee Rankin. Rankin himself wrote an 8 page memo regarding
this, but there are no straight answers in it, only a listing of a lot of beliefs. And since SS
Inspector Thomas Kelley believes that the SS agent, Sweatt, who created the report not
to be very reliable and that is where it ends.
When Oswald was killed by Jack Ruby, Henry Wade said that he would not divulge any
more evidence they had against Lee Harvey Oswald. "No we had plenty of evidence to
convict Oswald / Fingerprints and everything. But I’ve told the police, and the police have
cooperated very well, that the Oswald case is moot now and we have to get on with the
Ruby case. “
In the Dallas Times Herald of Jan 25th 1964 Wade’s wife is quoted: “I’d be afraid to drink a
glass of light wine and then drive to the drugstore” admitted his wife. “If the police
stopped me, I know what Henry would do.”
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Bill Alexander.

William F. Alexander was one of Wade’s colourful assistant Dallas District Attorneys, he
had fought during W.W.2. in North Africa and carried a pistol during his tenure as an
assistant D.A. Alexander, along with Jim Allen, tried most Dallas’ death penalty cases
during the 50’s and 60’s.

In Gary Shaw’s Cover Up (p. 119): Asked by newsmen on November 22 if he could tell
them anything about suspect Lee Oswald, Alexander snapped, "Yes, he is a Goddamned
Communist." Later that day he was zealously preparing to charge the prisoner with
killing the President "as part of an international Communist conspiracy.” This we know
had to be cancelled since a phone call from Washington strictly forbade linking Oswald
to any conspiracy. The term ‘lone nut’ was deemed more appropriate.
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The Houston Post Nov 23rd 1963. Thanks to Denis Morissette.

In Larry Sneed’s No More Silence, Alexander claims to have been present in the early
evening, with Will Fritz, to interrogate Oswald:
As I understand, Oswald had arrived at the City Hall around two o’clock in the afternoon.
Early that evening Captain Fritz asked me to come in and talk with Oswald. I don’t know,
but if all the people who have claimed to have interviewed Oswald were put in one
group, I doubt if the city auditorium would accommodate them. Every son of a bitch
wants to claim he interviewed Oswald, but I know this: I know that Captain Fritz and I
were alone with Oswald in Captain Fritz’s office the first time that I saw him and Fritz tried
to question him.
At that time, Fritz tried to get some information from him and Oswald was not responsive.
He would answer a question with a question. Fritz asked him if he had a lawyer or wanted
a lawyer, and he said yes, that he wanted John Abt. Well, I’d never heard of John Abt, but I
found out after I left the office, through a discreet inquiry, that Abt was a Communist
lawyer in New York. Captain Fritz said, “We’ll pay for the phone call if you want to call
him.” Oswald didn’t pursue that. So the Captain said, “Well, do you want us to get you a
local lawyer?” But he didn’t want a local lawyer. Fritz tried to talk to him about Tippit.
“Who’s Tippit?” As I’ve said, he responded to almost every question with a question.
I had some phone calls to make to find out this and that. When I returned, a couple of FBI
agents were there. At that time, FBI agents wouldn’t write notes down in front of a
suspect. They’d listen until they thought they’d gotten all they could remember, then
they’d go outside to write up whatever they heard, then others would come in and out.
Throughout these two sessions, Oswald was in command of himself and aware of his
surroundings. He seemed intelligent, used good English and expressed himself well. In
fact, he almost seemed rehearsed for the questions. He wasn’t giving any meaningful
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answers. Personally, I don’t think that he would have ever talked. As time wore on, there
was always the question of conspiracy and what next?

Winnipeg Free Press-Nov. 23 1963-B.K.

From an article in Nov. 1975 in Texas Monthly: Although Alexander, known to members
of the press as “Old Snake Eyes,” was the main reason Henry Wade got all those death
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penalties that the leaders of Dallas were convinced would deter crime, he is no longer
on the DA’s staff. Shortly after his infamous declaration that Chief Justice Earl Warren
didn’t need impeaching, he needed hanging, Alexander resigned to enter private
practice. The remark on Warren was because there were quite a few signs in Texas
calling for Warren’s impeachment because of his liberal views and Supreme Court
decision regarding police activities and the U.S. Supreme Court was getting hostile to
the numerous death sentences imposed by the Texas Courts. Alexander resigned on
Sept. 1st 1968.
And……..wait for it:
“I’d like to kick the dog shit out of every Yankee newspaperman, club the f—ers to the
ground,” he said. You can still see them, right up to this day, hanging around the Book
Depository,” Alexander went on. “Fat-ass Yankees in shorts and cameras getting the roofs
of their mouths sunburned.”
When Fritz passed away in 1984, Alexander stated that "He was one of the few
intellectually honest police officers I ever met." Which by itself is a mind boggling claim.
It is safe to say that Bill Alexander should have never been in such position of power
where he could send anyone to their death, yet one can easily claim as well that he was a
man of that time and that in the end he had quite some support for what he did (his way
of going after the criminals would deter increase in crime).
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Lubbock Avalanche Journal-Nov 27 1963-B.K.

“I’ve probably told you too much as it is”, a perfect example of Alexander leaking and
“Trial by media” sharing of information. By one of the main players in this investigation.
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One of the few newspapers that actually investigated and put things into perspective.
The St Louis Post Dispatch Nov 24 1963.
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“What police officer? Where is Oak Cliff?”, “held a sort of arraignment and advised Oswald that he was being
filed up”

Pulaski Southwest Times November 21, 1973-B.K.
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Oswald’s Shirt.
I could probably create another couple of chapters just on Oswald’s belongings, and that
is not what this paper is about however Oswald’ shirt belongs here especially in
conjunction with Prayer Man.
At some point on the 23rd, meaning after the press conference which was just after
midnight, Oswald has to hand over his shirt which is sent alongside with other evidence
to the FBI lab in Washington for further studies.
Since Oswald only supposedly wore this shirt for about an hour before he was captured
one would have to ask how much value from an evidentiary p.o.v. it would offer
especially when he wore it for several hours afterwards inside City Hall, while being
pulled, pushed and dragged about by several police……
One needs to ask himself why Oswald was allowed to wear his shirt for such a long time,
as Jack Ruby wore a white prison uniform quite quickly after murdering Oswald!
Oswald’s official mug shot is only in his white t shirt plus when he is filmed for some of
the line-ups he is only seen wearing that very same t-shirt. These are all from Nov 23rd.

Oswald’s mugshot, please note it was taken on Nov. 23rd.

Oswald’s shirt is photographed in great detail for the Shaneyfelt exhibition. Named after
Lyndal L. Shaneyfelt who is a special agent for the FBI in the laboratory. I am showing
two of the photographs that are cropped on to the shirt. Compare the pix and see that
the second shot is not Lee Oswald. These and the others can be seen at the Mary Ferrell
website (pgs 467-470).
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The Line-Ups.
Marvin G. Hall’s statements contain very detailed recordings of Oswald’s transfers
between the interrogation and the line-up. See pages 56-59.
Picture this: Lee Oswald with cuts and bruises, lined up among similar males in height
and skin colour only. Would anyone have any trouble picking the guy, with the cuts and
bruises, out?



L.C. Graves in Larry Sneed’s No More Silence: After I got to headquarters, my first
duty was to take a statement from a lady named Helen Markham who was an
eyeball witness to the shooting of Tippit. That took a little while because she was
quite upset, rather hysterical really, but I finally got a statement from her. She was
a terribly upset lady. Under the circumstances her reaction was fairly typical
considering she was close by when it happened, had heard the gun and saw him
fall. I had no doubt about the validity of her statement because we verified
everything she said. She identified Oswald in the line-up, so that pretty well
established the fact that he was the one that did it as far as we were concerned.
The line-up that Mrs. Markham observed was a typical line-up. The authorization
was given by Captain Fritz, and the jail supervisor picked the line-up and brought
them down. All those in the line-up were as similar as possible. The only thing
different about this one was everybody that could get in got in which, in my
opinion, wasn’t good. But I didn’t have any control over it. Other than just a lot of
people being in there, though, that shouldn’t have been, it was conducted in the
same manner as all others. The witness would stand or sit behind a one-way nylon
screen so that they couldn’t be seen by those in the line-up. As I recall, and this
was the only one I attended on Friday, there was definitely shock or excitement
when she saw him. She said something to the effect, “That’s him! That’s the one
that shot Tippit!” She didn’t have to be prompted; she knew him. As she identified
him, Oswald remained quiet like the rest of them.
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L.C. Graves, taken from Larry Sneed’s No More Silence.



Jim Leavelle was deeply involved with the line ups. From his report we can see a
list of all present inside Fritz’s office on Sunday morning the 24th before they
went downstairs.

Jim Leavelle 2nd from left next to Oswald. I cannot remember where I got this from, sorry.
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The handwritten notes of Lee Oswald’s line-ups.
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Nov. 23rd, Oswald is protesting against the unfair line-up while just wearing his dirty white t-shirt. C.W. Brown
on the right. Screengrab B.K. The video can be viewed HERE.
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The Corridor Confrontations and the Press Conference.
Anyone who has watched one or more documentaries about the JFK Assassination has
had a chance to see some footage of Lee Oswald being escorted or better yet dragged
through the corridors inside City Hall. This is where he would make a comment of some
sort with regards to not shooting anyone. I understand there is more footage available
and if you have links to it then I’d love to hear from you.
I have tried to collect all that are available, and is there a picture emerging by putting
these bits of film (some without audio) and photo evidence all together.


Frank Underwood filmed Oswald in the elevator of the DPD station while they
went up. From Richard Trask's Pix of The Pain: "I reached City Hall in time to film
Oswald being brought in, and I rode up in the elevator with him. A police sergeant
said, 'we got witnesses that saw him shoot Tippit.' The police tell us whether or
not a suspect is good for the charges, and we know how to play the story. But
Oswald leaned around and looked straight at me, saying defensively, 'I didn't kill
anybody' (P.421).

Below you see Oswald arriving at the DPD with his shirt hanging off his shoulder and
being led past Billy Lovelady who is sitting down on the right inside the Robbery &
Homicide Bureau.

Oswald’s arrival at City Hall and being led past Billy Lovelady.

In the video below Oswald is being asked directly with the camera shoved into his face
Reporter: “Mr Oswald did you shoot The President” (this question is missing in the vid
below, but can be heard in THIS one-B.K.)
Oswald: “I didn’t shoot anybody, I haven’t been told what I am here for”
Reporter: “Do you have a lawyer”
Oswald: “No Sir, I don’t!”
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The following video shows Oswald being escorted by Elmer Boyd, Richard Sims and M.G.
Hall, but it is silent and Oswald is saying something towards the gathered newsmen.

And on the next page the same sequence slightly longer, with Oswald saying more and
shot from a different angle.
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In this video at first thought the same escort, but it is different. Again without audio.

Then it is 19:50 on the 22nd and the video below is probably the most popular of all, it is
the one where he declared himself to be a ‘patsy’ no less than 6 hours after his arrest
and been paraded around to be present at line-ups and of course to be interrogated by
Will Fritz. But the dialogue before that exclamation is no less valuable, listen carefully to
it at the very beginning of this clip. At 19:50 hrs in the evening of the 22nd Oswald
declared himself a patsy after being denied legal representation and being accused of
killing J.D. Tippit.
Oswald: “I’d like to have some legal representation, these police officers have not
allowed me to have any.” “I don’t know what this is all about”
Reporter: “Did you kill The President?”
Oswald: “No Sir I didn’t, people keep asking me that.”

Reporter: inaudible as another reporter is asking “Did you shoot The President”
Oswald: “I work in that building”
Reporter: “Where you in the building at the time?”
Oswald: “Naturally if I work in that building, yes Sir.”
Reporter: “Did you shoot The President?”
Oswald: “No, they are taking me in because of the fact that I lived in The Soviet Union.”
“I’m just a patsy!”
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Reporter: “Did you shoot The President?”
One ought to ask themselves whether some of the reporters are actually trying to obtain
the truth by constantly baiting Oswald. He already answered the question in the negative
at the very beginning, but for some obscure reason some just keep persisting in re-asking
the very same question in an extremely hostile way.

Jesse Curry mentions in his book (page 76) Retired Dallas Police Chief Jesse Curry Reveals
His Personal JFK Assassination File by Jesse Curry (1969)
“After discussion of this problem with District Attorney Henry Wade, a news conference
was arranged shortly before midnight. Press representatives from all over the world were
carefully screened and brought to the Police Assembly Room. Oswald was then escorted
to the Assembly Room to allow photographs to be taken by newsmen. The press had
agreed to only photograph and observe Oswald's physical condition. The minute Oswald
entered the room newsmen caused an uproar and tried to get statements from him.
Oswald was taken from the room and returned to his cell after only a few minutes with
the newsmen. He seemed to rather enjoy the attention.
That last sentence is a lie, Oswald’s appearance was one of humility and at the end of
complete shock after being told he was being charged with murdering President J.F.K.
See how composed he is for the follow-up question, after he has been told that “he had
been charged……”
Lee Oswald’s Press Conference shown as in Four Days In November and in the CNN
Documentary The 60’s: The JFK Assassination.
Please pay careful attention and make yourself aware of Oswald’s silence while he is
moving inside the corridor to the room where the press conference is about to be held.
Before during that day on the 22nd, Oswald used every opportunity to speak to the press
yet in this instance he kept schtumm until he was “lined-up” for them.
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If you were to ask me then some sort of agreement was made with him so he could
speak freely if he kept quiet on the way down there. Of course he did not know he was
about to be yanked out of that room and dumped back into his cell in a couple of
heartbeats.

And here the same press conference as shown by CNN in 2013 as part of a documentary
series: “The Sixties, the JFK Assassination.”

Oswald’s words are: " I positively know nothing about this situation here. I would like to
have legal representation.
Reporter: [unintelligible]
I was questioned by a judge. However I protested at that time that I was not allowed
legal counsel ... [noise] ... during that short and sweet hearing. I really don't know what
the situation is about. Nobody has told me anything except I'm accused of murdering a
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policeman. I know nothing more than that. I do request someone to come forward to
give me legal assistance."
Reporter: "Did you kill the President?”
“No. I've not been charged with that: In fact nobody has said that to me yet. The first
thing I heard about it was when the newspaper reporters in the hall asked me that
question."
From which the reply comes “You have been charged with killing The President.” This
creates an unforgettable expression of disbelief by Oswald. Below on this page two still
grabs of the video above (CNN, The 60’s: The JFK Assassination) of that particular
moment. His facial expression speaks volumes.
The press conference is abruptly stopped by Jesse Curry who signals Lt. Baker who tells
the escort of detectives to take Oswald away.
ROKC member Jake recently remarked: “thinking about it further, it is striking the way he
goes from being severely downcast about the news of his being charged, to quickly
compartmentalizing that emotion and politely addressing the reporter's question about
his eye. He's very professional in that sense.”
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Oswald has had to give his shirt for forensic analysis by the FBI and is seen on Saturday
the 23rd only in his white t shirt which he wore underneath his rust brownish shirt.

The DPD have learned their lesson from the previous day and Oswald can only be heard
for a very short time in front of any mic.
“I don’t know what dispatches you guys have been giving, but I emphatically deny
these charges!” “I am not having anything against anybody. I did not commit any acts
of violence!”

It is also blatantly more obvious that Oswald is being manhandled in a much stricter way
than the day before. Dallas P.D. is keen on keeping Oswald from talking to the press.

Blink and you miss him……
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In the video below, taken Saturday the 23rd at 18:24, Oswald on his way to Fritz’s office is
heard demanding basic fundamental hygienic rights, such as a shower. This is after he
has been seen by H. Louis Nichols, who was seen talking to the press around the same
time.

Chief Curry is asked about this shortly after. After at about 20.secs in.
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Oswald’s arraignments.
At 7:10 p.m. on the evening of the 22nd, Lee Oswald was charged with the killing of J.D.
Tippit. Bill Alexander told Anthony Summers in 1978 that Oswald’s departure from the
Depository after the assassination, coupled with the “curtain rods” story and the
communist literature found among Oswald’s effects, was enough to justify the second
charge, the one of murdering J.F.K. Which in all seriousness beggars belief.
An arraignment is defined as “the formal summoning of a prisoner in a court of law to
answer an indictment”

The Cuero Record November 24, 1963-pages 1 and 12
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Mattoon Journal Gazette December 13, 1968.

Quite a nifty story in the newspaper article above, whether it is actually true remains to be
seen. More about this later.
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Jesse Curry’s book Retired Dallas Police Chief Jesse Curry Reveals His Personal
JFK Assasssination File by Jesse Curry (1969): Oswald stood with a sullen look on
his face as the charges against him were read, in order to inform him that he was
charged with the slaying of the President. Oswald's response was typical. He said,
I don't know what you're talking about. What's the idea of this. What are you
doing this for." P.80.

And in his W.C. testimony on those arraignments:
Mr. RANKIN - Do you know when Lee Harvey Oswald was arraigned?
Mr. CURRY - It was about 1:30 in the morning. That would be on the morning of the 23d, I
believe.
Mr. RANKIN - How long did he how long had he been in your custody then?
Mr. CURRY - About 11 hours. That was on the Tippit; yes, sir.
Mr. RANKIN - When you say that he was arraigned the following day early in the morning,
did you mean for the Tippit murder or for the assassination?
Mr. CURRY - No; that was for the assassination of the President.
Mr. RANKIN - All right, will you tell us when he was arraigned for the Tippit murder?
Mr. CURRY - I was not present but I believe it was about 7:30.
Mr. RANKIN - That same evening?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; that would be about 5 hours afterwards.
Mr. RANKIN - Do you recall whether he was arrested first for the assassination or for the
Tippit murder?
Mr. CURRY - For the Tippit murder. There were some witnesses to this murder and they
had observed him as he left the scene, and this was what he was arrested for.
The CHAIRMAN - May I interrupt Just to ask the chief a question?
Chief, on your arraignments does the magistrate advice the petitioner as to his right to
counsel?
Mr. CURRY - Yes, sir; he does.
The CHAIRMAN - Does he ask him if he has counsel?
Mr. CURRY - I don't recall him doing that. I am not customarily present when a person is
arraigned.
The CHAIRMAN - You were not present at the arraignment?
Mr. CURRY - I was present when he was arraigned for the assassination of the President.
I was not present when he was arraigned for the murder of Tippit.
The CHAIRMAN - I suppose they make a stenographic record of that, do they not?
Mr. CURRY - Yes, sir; I am sure they do.
The CHAIRMAN - That is all I have.
Mr. RANKIN - Chief, our people made an inquiry whether there was a stenographic
record. They don't believe there was any.
Mr. CURRY - I am not sure of that. I know at the time he was arraigned for the
assassination of the President I was present there at the time. It was decided that we
should, district attorney was there at the city hall. He was there during most of the
evening.
Mr. RANKIN - Will you just describe for the Commission what happened during the
arraignment for the assassination, who was present, what you saw.
Mr. CURRY - As I recall, I know the Justice of the Peace David John Stone was there. It
seemed like Sergeant Warren, but I couldn't be positive but some of the jail personnel
brought him out into the identification bureau.
Mr. RANKIN - How was he taken out? Were there several people around him, what was
the security arrangements?
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Mr. CURRY - At that time there was only, we were inside the offices of the criminal
identification section. He was brought out through a door that opens from the jail into
the criminal identification section. There was only about a half dozen of us altogether
there, I don't recall who all was there.
Mr. RANKIN - What do you mean by the criminal identification section. Could you
describe what that is?
Mr. CURRY - That is the identification bureau.
Mr. RANKIN - Does that have a room that this meeting occurred in?
Mr. CURRY - It is not a room such as this. It was in the little foyer or lobby, and it is
separated from the jail lobby.
Mr. RANKIN - Did the justice of the peace sit or stand or what?
Mr. CURRY - He stood. He stood on one side of the counter and Oswald on the other side
of the counter.
Mr. RANKIN - What floor is this on?
Mr. CURRY - The fourth floor.
Mr. RANKIN - That is nearest the place where there are some filing cabinets?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; it is.
Mr. RANKIN - And besides the people that you have described, I assume that you yourself
were there as you have said?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; I was.
Mr. RANKIN - Was there anyone else that you recall?
Mr. CURRY - Not that I recall, other than the justice of the peace.
Mr. RANKIN - Will you describe what happened?
Mr. CURRY - Lee Harvey Oswald was brought in and the complaint was read to him, and
here again he was very arrogant and he said, "I don't know what you are talking about.
That is the deal, is it," and such remarks as this, and the Justice of the peace very
patiently and courteously explained to him what the procedure was and why it was.
Mr. RANKIN - What did he say about that?
Mr. CURRY - I don't recall his exact words.
Mr. RANKIN - Just tell us in substance.
Mr. CURRY - He didn't--as I recall, he didn't think much of it. He just said, "I don't know
what you are talking about."
Mr. RANKIN - What did the Justice of the peace say about the procedure and any rights
and so forth?
Mr. CURRY - As I recall it, he read to him the fact that he was being charged with the
assassination of the President of the United States, John Kennedy on such and such day
at such and such time.
Mr. RANKIN - Did he say anything about his right to plead?
Mr. CURRY - I don't recall, sir.
Mr. RANKIN - Did he say anything about counsel?
Mr. CURRY - I don't recall whether he did or not.
Mr. RANKIN - What else happened at that time that you recall?
Mr. CURRY - That is about all. After it was read to him, he was taken back to his cell.
Curry was sucking this particular WC testimony out of his thumb as there are a few
issues with all this! There is no transcript of this late night arraignment for starters.
Furthermore Oswald, at that time, would have been required to be checked out of jail
and there is no record of that either!
Curry himself stated that he was not there for the arraignment of the Tippit murder
earlier in the evening of the 22nd. But others were, who had real trouble remembering
things as what Oswald said during that time. Such as David Johnston.
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Mr. JOHNSTON. Yes, sir; but I can't recall what it was. At this particular time he made
some remark. Also at the second arraignment for the murder of President Kennedy,
when he was brought through the door at this time, he said, "Well, I guess this is the
trial," was the statement that he made then, but I don't remember what he said at the
arraignment regarding Officer Tippit.
Or Will Fritz.
Mr. BALL. What happened at 7:10?
Mr. FRITZ. 7:10 we had this arraignment with Judge David Johnston, and present, I was
present, and Officers Sims, Boyd, Hall, and Mr. Alexander from the district attorney's
office, and that was in my office.
Mr. BALL. How was the arraignment conducted?
Mr. FRITZ. Well, the judge gave him a warning, talked to him for a little bit.
Mr. BALL. What warning did he give him?
Mr. FRITZ. He advised him of his rights. I believe he had a form; I couldn't repeat it, of
course, but I believe he had some forms that he went over with him.
Mr. BALL. What rights did he advise him of; do you know?
Mr. FRITZ. Of his rights for an attorney, and everything that he told was supposed to be
voluntary and things of that kind.
Mr. BALL. He was advised that he had a right to an attorney, was he?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir; I am sure he was; I advised him on that on two or three different
occasions.
Mr. BALL. Did---you have a rule in Texas, do you, that whatever a witness, a person in
custody, says cannot be used against him unless he is warned?
Mr. FRITZ. We do have; yes, sir. We have to warn them before we can use the testimony.
We have to warn them in the beginning before he is questioned.
Mr. BALL. Before he is questioned you must warn him?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes.
Mr. BALL. Before you questioned Oswald the first time, did you warn him?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. What did you tell him? What were the words you used?
Mr. FRITZ. I told him that any evidence that he gave me would be used against him, and
the offense for which the statement was made, that it would have to be voluntary, made
of his own accord.
Mr. BALL. Did he reply to that?
Mr. FRITZ. He told me that he didn't want a lawyer and he told me once or twice that he
didn't want to answer any questions at all. And once or twice he did quit answering any
questions and he told me he did want to talk to his attorney, and I told him each time he
didn't have to if he didn't want to. So, later he sometimes would start talking to me
again.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember when you warned him again?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir; I warned him two or three different times; yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember when those times were?
Mr. FRITZ. No, sir; but during the afternoon.
Mr. BALL. They were you were more or less continuously questioning through the
afternoon, were you?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Now, at 7:10, he was arraigned in your office?
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. By arraign you mean he was informed of the charge against him?
Mr. FRITZ. That is right.
Mr. BALL. He wasn't asked to plea.
Mr. FRITZ. Before a judge, before a justice of the peace, a magistrate.
Mr. BALL. It is not your practice to ask for a plea at that stage, is it?
Mr. FRITZ. No, sir; we don't.
Mr. BALL. All you do is advise him of his rights and the charge against him?
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Mr. FRITZ. That is right, I am not a lawyer, you might feel--I don't want to leave a bad
impression, I am just telling you what we do.
Mr. BALL. What the practice is in Texas.
Mr. FRITZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Did Oswald make any reply to Judge Johnston?
Mr. FRITZ. He said a lot of sarcastic things to him.
Mr. BALL. What did he say?
Mr. FRITZ. Irritable, I can't remember all the things that he said. He was that way at each
arraignment. He said little sarcastic things, some of the things were a little impudent
things.
Or Richard Sims.
Mr. BALL. Now, in your report, you mentioned that a murder complaint was signed by
Fritz that evening?
Mr. SIMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Were you present when that happened?
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. BALL. Was Oswald present also?
Mr. SIMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. He was present when the murder complaint was signed?
Mr. SIMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Where did this take place?
Mr. SIMS. In Captain Fritz' office.
Mr. BALL. And who was present?
Mr. SIMS. Well, let me see Justice of the Peace Dave Johnston, and Assistant District
Attorney Bill Alexander, and I don't know who else was there--I don't know who else was
present.
Mr. BALL. Was the judge there--the justice judge--the J.P., Dave Johnston?
Mr. SIMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. And Bill Alexander and Fritz?
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. BALL. And you? And Boyd?
Mr. SIMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. And Oswald was there?
Mr. SIMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. Was anything said to Oswald about the signing of a murder complaint?
Mr. SIMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. What was said, and who said it?
Mr. SIMS. I don't remember what was said--I know Judge Johnston talked to him and
Captain Fritz talked to him.
Mr. BALL. And did Alexander talk to him?
Mr. SIMS. I believe he did, but I'm not positive about that.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what Judge Johnston said?
Mr. SIMS. No, sir; I don't.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what Oswald said?
Mr. SIMS. No, sir.
Mr. BALL. Did anyone tell him that a murder complaint was being filed against him?
Mr. SIMS. I believe so; yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. For what murder?
Mr. SIMS. For Officer Tippit.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what Oswald said?
Mr. SIMS. No, sir; I don't.
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Or Elmer Boyd.
Mr. BALL. Who was present in Captain Fritz' office at that time?
Mr. BOYD. Well that was when Justice of the Peace David Johnston [spelling] J-o-h-n-s-to-n, and our assistant district attorney, Bill Alexander, William F. Alexander, I believe is his
true name they came in with Captain Fritz.
Mr. BALL. Oswald was there too, was he?
Mr. BOYD. Yes.
Mr. BALL. What took place there?
Mr. BOYD. Well, Captain Fritz signed a murder complaint against Lee Harvey Oswald and
that was for the murder of J. D. Tippit.
Mr. BALL. Was there some conversation that took place there at that time in front of
Oswald?
Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. What was it, that you can remember?
Mr. BOYD. Well, I believe Judge Johnston, I believe, read the charge to Oswald, and--well
I don't recall the rest of that conversation.
Mr. BALL. Do you remember what Oswald said?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir.
From the so called Tippit arraignment the four men present besides Oswald do not
remember anything of what the man accused had to say. Pathetic really…….

*****

The Warren Report slithers itself through this, in Chapter 5 by stating: At this time
Oswald had been arraigned only for the murder of Patrolman Tippit, but questioning by
Captain Fritz and others had been substantially concerned with Oswald's connection with
the assassination.
The whole thing is rigged! And to show you by how much, the WC testimony of Lt. T.L.
Baker indicates as to how far the falsifying went. This by itself is a shocking example of
the lying involved by Will Fritz and co.
Here is Fritz’s version from Nov 24th which is complete rubbish as well! What is being
described in this report below cannot be backed up at all.
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In his Dec 5th report Inspector Thomas Kelley states he was present at the arraignment
where Oswald was accused of the murder of The President
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Bill Alexander holding an affidavit charging Lee Oswald with the murder of J.F.K.

And Justice of the Peace David Johnston who is being interviewed by ABC’s Roger Sharp
on the 23rd below states that ‘the complaint’ was not read out to the accused at all, and
that is because Oswald was asleep in his cell. And he confirms it!
The damning Johnston statement in the video below nullifies the fairy tales above
completely and only shows that Oswald was only arraigned for the Tippit murder.

Not enough? He must have misspoken…….on TV no less.
During Henry Wade’s press conference which ran just after Oswald’s the following
exchange takes place: Justice of the Peace Johnston watched with fascination. The
questioning turned a corner when the reporters reminded Wade that Oswald said he
didn’t know he had been charged with the assassination of the President. Wade said he
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had been filed on. Which was right? “I do not know,” the D.A. replied. “He has just been
charged.
I know he has been advised of the other and taken before the magistrate.” One of the
newspapermen put the question to Johnston: “Did he answer that question whether the
man had been advised that he’s been charged? The man said here that he didn’t know
he had been, Dave. How about that?”
David Johnston thought it over. “He has not been advised that the charge of the murder
of the President, because he is on capital offense on the other.” The reporters could not
decipher the sentence. “He has not been advised?” one asked. The judge said: “He has
not been advised.” “When will the arraignment be for the President?” Wade reclaimed
his press conference. “I imagine in—tonight sometime.” The interviewers could not
seem to let go of the question. “He has not been arraigned on the assassination?” “No.”
(The Day Kennedy Was Killed by Jim Bishop, chapter 12 Midnight).

Timothy Cweik starts digging deeper into this shortly after and finds out that only 4
newspapers as reporting ‘the arraignment’ that weekend; the Philadelphia Bulletin (see
next page’s article), the Dallas Times-Herald, the New York Times and the Washington
Evening Star. Of those, only the Bulletin and the Times actually used the word
"arraignment". And Looking into this further, Timothy Cweik found no follow up stories
in any of the 4 papers, including in "wraps-ups" of the entire weekend. Stranger still; no
other publications picked up the story. In an effort to find out more, Cweik contacted
the reporter for the Bulletin who had landed this apparent major scoop, John
McCullough. McCullough declined an interview. He did appear before the Warren
Commission, but did not offer information about the arraignment, nor was he asked
about it. The story got even stranger when Cweik looked more closely at the other 3
papers. The Times article appeared in the microfilm records of the newspaper, but not in
any actual hard copies that were tracked down. And to top it off, the Evening Star
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reporter was Jeremiah O'Leary. O'Leary was once described by Carl Bernstein as having "a
valuable personal relationship" with the CIA during the 1960s.
The article on the next page is littered with mistakes, but the so called fake arraignment
is definitely the crown jewels of this whole fake news article of the Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin…..

Philadelphia Evening Bulletin Nov. 23 1963. Scan by Terry Martin-ROKC
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The Hosty affidavit in Warren Commission Document 5, page 400 below states that since
Oswald was already arraigned for the Tippit murder there was no need to do this again
with regards JFK’s slaying…….mind boggling indeed.
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And then there is Elmer Boyd’s statement which clearly states when they dropped off Oswald and
at what time they picked him up again.
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Oswald’s requests for legal representation.
All available evidence indicates that Oswald was not subjected to any physical hardship
during the interrogation sessions or at any other time while he was in custody. He was
fed and allowed to rest. When he protested on Friday against being handcuffed from
behind, the cuffs were removed and he was handcuffed in front. Although he made
remarks to newsmen about desiring a shower and demanding his "civil rights," Oswald
did not complain about his treatment to any of the numerous police officers and other
persons who had much to do with him during the 2 days of his detention. From: Chapter
5: Detention and Death Of Oswald.
From all the research I have done into the interrogations and Oswald’s legal rights
Harold Weisberg’s Whitewash is one of the first books that delves fairly deep into these
matters (with 20 pages) in Chapter 7 “Oswald’s Legal Rights”.
Lee Oswald never had any legal representation present on Nov. 22nd, something he
requested quite a few times while being hounded by the press in the corridors and
during the so called press conference in the very early morning of the 23rd. From the
Fritz interrogation notes it cannot be ascertained whether Fritz himself offered legal
assistance to Oswald as there is no mention of it, even though there are some reports,
issued much later, of Fritz saying he had offered it to Oswald during the interrogations.
Yet Elmer Boyd during his WC testimony clearly states:
Mr. BALL. Did he ever ask you to get him a lawyer?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir ; he didn’t ask me to get him one.
Mr. BALL. Were you present at any time when a lawyer visited Oswald?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir; I wasn’t present-we asked him, did he want a lawyer here-Captain Fritz
the next morning had asked him, and he said he didn’t want a lawyer, he wanted Mr.
Abt.
Next morning that is Saturday the 23rd!


Will Fritz’s WC testimony: Oswald asked if he was allowed an attorney and I told
him he could have any attorney he liked, and that the telephone would be
available to him up in the jail and he could call anyone he wished. I believe it was
during this interview that he first expressed a desire to talk to Mr. Abt, an
attorney in New York. Interviews on this day were interrupted by showups
where witnesses identified Oswald positively as the man who killed Officer
Tippit, and the time that I would have to talk to another witness or to some of
the officers. One of these showups was held at 4:35 PM and the next one at 6:30
PM and at 7:55 PM At 7:05 PM I signed a complaint before Bill Alexander of the
District Attorney's office, charging Oswald with the Tippit murder. At 7:10 PM.
Oswald was arraigned before Judge Johnston.

The first sighting of reading Oswald his rights is in Bookhout’s and Hosty’s joint FBI
report. Oswald had been in custody for about an hour already by the time (15:15) they
joined Fritz’s interrogation.
There is no evidence available that Oswald was advised to have an attorney present
before the interrogations commenced.
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Gerald Hill on the right, wearing dark suit and hat escorting Lee Oswald, after his arrest in the Texas Theatre,
from the elevator towards the offices.
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Gerald Hill said that Oswald had requested counsel at the time of his arrest inside
the Texas Theatre. During his W.C. testimony. Hill says

Mr. HILL …….Now if we can back up a little bit to where we made the, got him
handcuffed in the theatre, before we started moving out with him, he started, Oswald or
the suspect at this point, we didn't know who he was, so we will keep on calling him the
suspect, started making statements about "I want a lawyer. I know my rights. Typical
police brutality. Why are you doing this to me.
Later during that very same testimony
Mr. HILL .........he had previously in the theatre said he wanted his
attorney.
Mr. BELIN. He had said this in the theatre?
Mr. HILL. Yes; when we arrested him, he wanted his lawyer. He knew his
rights.


Marrion Baker reinforces this, while Oswald is being interrogated, gives his
infamous first statement to Marvin Johnson.

In his HSCA testimony (HERE and HERE), he overheard them say: “Did you kill the
President? Did you kill the President?”
To which Oswald replied, “That’s absurd! I want a lawyer! I want a lawyer!”

Marrion Baker-C.B.S.

 Jesse Curry in his W.C. testimony.
Mr. RANKIN - Did it ever come to your attention that he ever asked for or inquired about
counsel?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; I heard him say something. I asked if he had had an opportunity to use
the phone and Captain Fritz told me they were giving him an opportunity to use the
phone.
Mr. RANKIN - What did he say about counsel?
Mr. CURRY - As I recall he said he wanted to try to get in touch with John Abt.
Mr. RANKIN - A-b-t?
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Mr. CURRY - A-b-t, I believe an attorney in New York, to handle his case and then if he
couldn't get him he said he wanted to get someone from Civil Liberties Union.
Mr. RANKIN - What did you do about that?
Mr. CURRY - I told them to let him talk to them in an attempt to get his attorney and in
an attempt to got some of his relatives so they could arrange for it.
Mr. RANKIN - Will you describe how it was handled for him to be able to talk on the
telephone?
Mr. CURRY - We take them from their cells and we have two telephones that they are
taken to, and they are put on these telephones and they are locked in, and a guard
stands by while they make their calls.
Mr. RANKIN - Is that call secret or is there any listening in on it?
Mr. CURRY - No, sir; it is not supposed to be secret. I mean it is supposed to be secret. It
is privileged communication as far as we are concerned, we don't have a tap on the
phone or anything.
Mr. DULLES - Did he use this?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; he did.

Henry Wade talking to the press in the 3rd floor corridor. Pic.: Jim Murray-Black Star. ROKC scan from the
Richard E. Sprague Archive at the National Archives.



Henry Wade's oral history interview from the 6th floor museum, 1992.

“Well, some of the time. I did once or twice mainly because Dallas was taking a beating
from the national media and I think [it was] announced that it was H. L. Hunt and his
crowd that did it, the right-wing, and if anything, Oswald was leaned to the left, politicalwise. And I went down there in person… the time I was interviewed, I went in Homicide
and talked to Oswald for about ten minutes. He wouldn't say anything other than, "I want
a lawyer" and "police brutality." He had a scratch or a cut on his eye up here that
apparently happened at the time of his arrest at that theatre. And I was receiving a lot of
phone calls—Dean Pound from Harvard Law School, president of American Bar Association
to get him a lawyer—but he named a lawyer in New York. I can't think of his name right
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now. But he said, "He's my lawyer." And I called him in New York. Later one of my
assistants talked to him, and he said, "I'm not representing him. I'm not his lawyer." Then,
I got the President of the Dallas Bar and the President of the Criminal Bar to agree to go
see him and offer to represent him or find a lawyer and told him that lawyer was not
going to represent… I'm not sure what they told him, but both of them went up there.
But it was probably either late that night or early Saturday morning before they got to
talk to him, and he said he didn't want to talk to them. He kept mentioning the lawyer in
New York City that had represented the Civil Liberties Union and some people left in the
spectrum.”
Wade mixes things up here; Charles T. Nichols did not show up until late Saturday
afternoon and got to talk to him. Greg Olds came last Friday night and did not get a face
to face with Oswald.
But the surprising thing here is that Wade claims to have told Oswald that Abt was not
going to represent him. The Question would be when did Wade say this to Oswald? As
Harry Dean Holmes reported that Oswald mentioned Abt for his defense during the
Sunday morning interrogations.

This next part of the interrogations is most interesting with more evidence that the DPD
wasn’t bothered much into helping him with obtaining legal counsel with the part
coming up next. Had they done so things would have turned different! Instead Oswald’s
legal rights were trampled on while he was in custody until his death.


Harold E. McDervid, a lawyer from Chicago, offers his services by sending a
telegram on Nov 23rd. That is after trying to call the DPD first.
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So because Oswald had not requested McDervid’s services, but Abt’s only, this
telegram was not forwarded to him!
To associate McDervid with the Dallas Car Association is a mistake since McDervid
practices from Chicago.
This document was made up in the evening of the 23rd, since H. Louis Nichols had his
chat with Oswald at about 18:00.
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So let’s investigate this guy.
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In this FBI statement, almost 3 months after the assassination, Fritz claimed the
telegram was handed to Oswald which directly contradicts his Nov. 23rd affidavit!
And does not know its whereabouts. Try the D.P.D. JFK Archives!
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The FBI does their enquiry with Western Union, and they could only ascertain that
Chief Curry received the telegram. So from Curry to Fritz to some desk drawer…….
*****
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The newspaper article below from the St Louis Dispatch of Nov 24th is without a
shadow of a doubt one of the most important articles to come out shortly after the
assassination. This is the very same newspaper that asked important questions in
light of the D.P.D.’s handling of the case regarding Oswald’s departure from the TSBD
and I inserted this article in my previous paper Anatomy Of The Second Floor Lunch
Room Encounter (page 8). And as with that article, this one is critical again of how
the D.P.D. is taking care of its investigation, in this case as to Oswald’s civil rights. It is
a concise article as to the involvement of the ACLU, John J. Abt, H. Louis Nichols but
also brings Percy Foreman forward. A name that was not to be repeated much by
other newspapers.

St. Louis Post Dispatch Nov. 24 1963.
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Percy Foreman is quoted from the article above: Authorities are running a

serious risk of jeopardizing their case against Oswald by failing to observe his
constitutional rights...officials may already have committed reversible error in
the case by permitting the accused to undergo more than 24 hours of detention
without benefit of legal counsel. As grounds for reversal, Foreman stated: Under
recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court, federal procedural
guarantees must be observed even in state prosecutions. Their abridgement, he
said, can be grounds for reversal of even a conviction. This is a new law. They
could get a conviction in Texas and get it thrown out on appeal, but it takes a long
time for these law enforcement officers to realize it.
Percy Foreman, a criminal defense attorney from Houston, Tx. Who ended up
defending, Jack Ruby (be it for a few days only as he got dismissed by Ruby’s family),
Major General Edwin Walker, but also James Earl Ray (M.L.K.’s alleged assassin), who
felt being railroaded by him and dismissed him as well. He is not mentioned by many
newspapers with his observations that it would be very hard for Oswald to get a fair
trial and that he was under detention for more than 24 hours without the assistance
of legal council. “And he is entitled to council, whether he requests it or not”.

Percy Foreman at a Ruby trial press conference. A.P. footage. Screen grab B.K.
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Harry Dean Holmes in his Warren Commission testimony:

Mr. BELIN. Was there ever any mention at the time you were there of the fact that he had
a right to have a lawyer present? Do you remember anything about that at all, or not?
Mr. HOLMES. I don't recall.
Mr. BELIN. Did he ever ask to have a lawyer present? Do you remember anything about
that at all?
Mr. HOLMES. Oh, yes; they talked about a lawyer, and he said he had---Mr. BELIN. What was the conversation? Who said what?
Mr. HOLMES. I don't know who started the conversation, but it had gotten into "Do you
have an attorney?" He said, "No."
"Well, do you want an attorney?"
And he said, "No." Then he said, "Well, I tried to get a fellow from New York." But he said
he wasn't able to get hold of him.
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And I think he is a Civil Liberties Union lawyer. He mentioned something about he looks
after their interests in New York. I don't remember the name, but they discussed that.
Mr. BELIN. Would it be something like Abt?
Mr. HOLMES. Yes; short name. That could well be it.
Mr. BELIN. Anything else? Did he ever ask for any other lawyer or for any lawyer?
Mr. HOLMES. No.
This testimony bears on to the Sunday morning Nov 24th interrogations, after which
Oswald got snuffed.

From: Valley Morning Star Nov 25 1963
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The A.C.L.U.

Graphic taken from their 42nd Annual Report 1962.
Thanks to Ed Ledoux for this.

The Dallas A.C.L.U. was started by George Schatzki of the Mullinax & Wells law firm in 1961.
Overall in Texas these local chapters consisted of a handful of lawyers that banded
together. Unlike these days when some of them have thousands of members.
It is worth remembering that in Texas in this era, as far as the general public was
concerned, to be an ACLU lawyer was only a small step away from being a commie
agitator (from The ACLU in Texas – The Early Years). And we all know how commies were
looked upon in the South in that era.
In Kennedy Assassinated The World Mourns, UPI reporter Wilborn Hampton writes “Call
the A.C.L.U.," he appealed to the crowd of reporters on one trip, referring to the
American Civil Liberties Union, an organization known for defending civil rights. "I
demand my hygienic rights," Oswald said on another trip meaning he wanted to have a
shower.
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I am going to stick to Oswald’s relation to the A.C.L.U. and its people involved with it and
present at City Hall while Oswald was in custody. That by itself is an interesting story
with plenty of meat attached to it.
Oswald apparently attended an A.C.L.U. meeting in late October, with Michael Paine no
less, and applies for a membership in early Nov.

Dallas Morning News Nov 26 1963 ROKC Scan-B.K.

It takes the A.C.L.U. a good three weeks to confirm that Oswald did indeed send a cheque
for $ 2.00.
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Chronology, NYT Dec 6th 1963.
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NYT Dec 11 1963m 1963 ROKC Scan-B.K.

Michael Paine’s remark that Oswald never quite got the point of the A.C.L.U. since they
were there to uphold the civil liberties of any citizen, not to defend members of any
crimes. But surely they could point to someone who could do just that.
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Dallas Morning News Dec. 12 1963-ROKC Scan-BK

This is another small matter, and that is whether Oswald spoke in public at this meeting.
Some say they could not recall, some say he spoke with the projectionist and its content
could not be overheard.
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Originally this story is denied by the A.C.L.U., but they end up correcting themselves
after quite some time and admit that Oswald was a member as shown above.

Dallas Times Herald Dec 13th 1963-ROKC Scan-B.K.
‘Of course’, no one recalls Oswald saying anything
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On the next three pages a newsletter from DCLU President Greg Olds, explaining the
D.C.L.U.’s activities during Oswald’s incarceration.
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“Fritz offered the partial explanation that Oswald had been pretty busy with paraffin
tests, questioning and the like.” This is about the flimsiest excuse to withhold legal
representation for a murder suspect, that I can think of.
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Overall my feeling is that Greg Olds and the ACLU representatives were discouraged from
opening a proper line of communication with Lee Oswald.
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From Greg Olds’ WC testimony
Mr. OLDS. Yes. I got a phone call about 10:30 that night from one of our board members
saying they had been called by the President of the Austin affiliate who was concerned
about the reports that were being circulated on the air. I think Oswald was directly
quoted as saying he had not been given the opportunity to have counsel, and the
suggestion was made that it might be well to check into this matter, and I believe I
called this--I first called the police department to inquire about this, and finally talked to
Captain Fritz, Capt. Will Fritz, and was--raised the question, and he said, "No--" that
Oswald had been given the opportunity and declined. And I called--then I called the
board member back who had called me---Mr. STERN. Excuse me. Did Captain Fritz say that Oswald did not want counsel at that
time, or that he was trying to obtain his own counsel?
Mr. OLDS. What I was told, that he had been given the opportunity and had not made
any requests. So, I called our board member back and conferred with him and he
suggested that we go down and see about it at the police department, in person, to get
further assurances.
They go down there and try to get hold of Mayor Earl Cabell on the phone, to no avail as
he is too busy! Then they encounter Professor Charles Webster who has been there for
most part of the day. The A.C.L.U. lawyers wish to get some better assurances and their
first port of call is Captain Glen D. King. They all meet inside his office.
Let’s continue with Old’s testimony:
Mr. OLDS. We went-first, we talked-- conferred with Captain King, I believe is the right
name, who is, I believe, assistant to the chief of police. I’m not sure on that. We all went
in with Mr. Webster, and this was shortly after 11:35, or 11:40, and Captain King was, at
this time, talking to somebody and said that Oswald had just been charged with the
assassination of President Kennedy. He had here--earlier been charged with the
assassination-I mean the murder of the policeman, Tippit, and we told Captain King what
we were there for, and he said, he assured us that Oswald had not made any requests for
counsel. And we went outside of the office and went downstairs, at least I didn’t, but
two of the others, I believe, went downstairs to the basement where Justice of the
Peace David Johnston was. He was the one that had held then believe an arraignment, I
believe is the right term, at 7:30 when the first charge of murder was filed against
Oswald, and he also assured us that there had been an opportunity of-Oswald’s rights
had been explained, and he had declined counsel. Said nothing beyond that. I think that
was the extent of our inquiry.
Mr. OLDS. Also we were-I believe Chief Curry was quoted to us as having said some-also
that Oswald had been advised of his rights to counsel. I am not sure who told me that. I
believe that it was Mr. Webster. That was about all. We felt fairly well satisfied that
Oswald probably had not been deprived of his rights, so, we then broke up. I think the
other men went home, and I went downstairs. I heard that there was going to be a press
conference, so I thought I could stand in on that and-do you want me to go ahead and
detail that?
Later on during his testimony about this press conference
Mr. OLDS. He looked remarkably ‘composed and determined. He had a - I remarked
afterwards that I would have been very much distraught, and he seemed very well selfcontained and determined and maintained his innocence. I heard that, and beyond that
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scratch above--on his forehead and the eye that was swollen and the little-he looked all
right. He looked a little tired, of course, and I think his clothes were dirty, but he looked
remarkably in good shape, I thought.
Mr. STERN. Did this give you any further assurance that-about the right to counsel
question?
Mr. OLDS. Possibly so, it was
Mr. STERN. I don’t want to put the idea in your head.
Mr. OLDS. Well, I know, but we had the idea that Oswald was not being accurate when he
said he had been denied, because in our dealings with the police here, we have had
reason to believe that they are very careful of this sort of thing. And certainly in a case of
this notoriety, certainly, our tendency was to believe that, but I have always been sorry
that we didn’t talk with Oswald, because it was not clear whether we would be
permitted to see him that night or not.
Mr. STERN. But, you did not ask to see him?
Mr. OLDS. NO; we did not, which I think was a mistake on my part.
Mr. STERN. Did anything transpire on Saturday, November 23?
Mr. OLDS. Not SO much. I was watching television most of the day.
So let’s see: we have a suspected cop killer who is also a possible assassin of the
Commander In Chief. He states at many different times that he would like someone to
come forward and give him legally representation and he protests his innocence
wherever and whenever he can as well.
Then Greg Olds tries to speak with Earl Cabell, then gets to speak with Fritz, King and
indirectly to Curry all who profess that Oswald does not want any legal assistance.
Then shortly after while watching the suspect to ask someone to come forward and
professing his innocence again he decides to let it slide to be taken to Oswald and talk to
him directly………………..
It is easy to talk about this with the benefit of 50 odd years of hindsight, but I would have
gone along with Olds’ action up to the press conference, as if he had properly witnessed
and digested what just happened right in front of him it ought to have been a damn
good reason to demand access to Oswald there and then, and clear the fog immediately!
Although the police and certain newsmen say that Oswald does not want just any legal
representation, he wants John Abt to represent him, not once is this heard from Oswald
himself on audio or video and when it is being uttered in public it is late in the afternoon
of the 23rd.
From Jesse Curry's book Retired Dallas police chief, Jesse Curry reveals his personal JFK
assassination file By mid-evening I was concerned that every attempt be made to see
that Oswald's civil rights were not being violated. I escorted Louis Nichols, president of the
Dallas Bar Association, into the jail to confer with the prisoner. Oswald at that time
spurned an offer by the Dallas Bar Association for legal assistance, but Mr. Nichols did
discuss Oswald's right for legal council with him. Oswald indicated that he wanted
Attorney John Abt of New York City to defend him. If that failed his second choice would
have been a member of the American Civil Liberties Union. Oswald seemed well informed
of his rights and had definite ideas about how he would seek legal council. Attorney Louis
Nichols left completely satisfied that Oswald had not been denied council and that his civil
rights were not being violated.
Curry also makes mention of this episode during his W.C. testimony:
Mr. RANKIN - Do you know whether an attorney from Dallas was offered to him and came
to the jail?
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Mr. CURRY - There were some members of the Civil Liberties Union came to see us that
night, and they said they were concerned with whether or not he was being permitted
legal counsel.
Mr. RANKIN - Did they talk to you?
Mr. CURRY - No; they didn't talk to me. They talked to Professor Webster.
Mr. RANKIN - How did this come to you, attention?
Mr. CURRY - He told me.
Mr. RANKIN - I see. Now, tell us what he said.
Mr. CURRY - He said that they had come down to see whether or not he was being
permitted legal counsel, and Professor Webster is in the law school out at Southern
Methodist University and he told them he thought he was being given an opportunity to
get in touch with legal counsel, and they seemed satisfied then about it. We also got Mr.
Nichols.
Mr. RANKIN - Who is he?
Mr. CURRY - He was president of the Dallas Bar Association or criminal bar. I don't know
which, Louis Nichols, and---Mr. RANKIN - What did he do?
Mr. CURRY - He came down, he said he had heard that he was not being allowed the right
to counsel, and they wanted to see and so I took him myself up to Lee Harvey Oswald's
cell and let him go in the cell and talk to Lee Harvey Oswald.
The CHAIRMAN - Who was Mr. Nichols, did you say?
Mr. CURRY - Louis Nichols. He was president either of the Dallas---DEAN STOREY. Pardon me, it is Dallas Bar Association.
Mr. CURRY - Dallas Bar Association.
The CHAIRMAN - Yes.
Mr. CURRY - He went in to talk to him and to see whether or not he was getting an
opportunity to receive counsel and he seemed pleased, I mean he had no complaints. He
told him if he didn't get John Abt then he wanted someone from the Civil Liberties
Union to come up and talk to him. Then Mr. Nichols then went out in front of the
television cameras, I believe and made a statement to the effect that he had talked to
him and he was satisfied that he was being given the opportunity for legal counsel.
The CHAIRMAN - On what day was this?
Mr. CURRY - That was on the same day we arrested him?
The CHAIRMAN - That was Friday?
Mr. CURRY - Yes.
Mr. RANKIN - Do you know whether Mr. Oswald ever did obtain counsel?
Mr. CURRY - I don't believe he did. But I do know he made some telephone contacts.
Mr. RANKIN - Did the police department so far as you know interfere in any way with his
obtaining counsel?
Mr. CURRY - No, sir.
The messages by Oswald on TV are noticed by the ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union).
Greg Parker, who has been on this since 2005, posted the following at ROKC:
November 22, 1963 Evening: Grier gets a call either from an ACLU member in Austin
(according to Greg Olds) or from Washington (according to Louise Raggio, his wife and
also an attorney, concerning either finding out if Oswald was being denied counsel
(according to Olds) or asking that he witness Oswald's arraignment (according to Louise).
Grier phones Olds about this. In turn, Olds phones police, then calls Grier back. Grier
suggests they go down and check out the situation.
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Grier Raggio 2nd from the right.

At, 11:15 PM: Olds, Raggio and 2 other DCLU members meet across from City Hall at Plaza
Hotel, then try to talk to Earl Cabell without success before speaking with Professor
Charles Webster outside the office of Captain Fritz.
Around 11:40 PM: Webster takes the delegation to Captain King.
Ten minutes later at 11:50 PM. According to Wade, Grier Raggio and Charles Webster are
both at a meeting just prior to the midnight press conference regarding the
arraignment in the JFK case. David Johnston however, only named himself, Curry, Fritz,
Wade and 2 or 3 assistant DAs as being present
Midnight: According to Olds, the others in the delegation go home at the time he goes
down to watch the press conference.
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Earl Lively Jnr., writing an apologist Dallas P.D. piece. I have not managed to get the
follow up article as of yet.
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Then there is Professor Charles "Chuck" Webster, a law professor at SMU of who we
know that during the 22nd he was at police HQ for a large part of the day. Why he never
offered any of his services to Oswald, or why he was lurking about all day is one of this
case’s big enigmas……..
In 1941, Webster’s future wife received a bachelor’s degree in journalism from Marquette
University, and this is where she met her husband, Charles. The couple lived in New York
and Wisconsin before moving to Dallas in 1954. Ms. Webster was a stay-at-home mom
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who was actively involved in the community. She and her husband cofounded the Dallas
Catholic Interracial Council.
When Dr. Webster died in 1969, Mrs. Webster went to work at Sears to help make ends
meet, her daughter said. She then returned to school and earned a master’s degree in
social work at the University of Texas at Arlington.
Webster also taught a course in psychiatry at Southern Methodist University and was
asked to get possibly involved in the Ruby case as well. And that is after being asked for
his expertise regarding Major General Edwin Walker a year before all this.

The Montana Standard and The Butte Daily Post Nov 12 1962.
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Waco Tribune Herald Feb. 3 1963. ROKC Scan B.K.

He took the DCLU delegation to Captain King for further assurances, but did not manage
to secure any face to face time with Oswald. Webster is a major person of interest due to
his “role” and involvement that day. A suspicious mind would say that Charles Webster
was used to deflect any attempt for any legal representation for Oswald.
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Captain Glen D. King, centre of group facing camera inside Robbery & Homicide.
Screen shot from Beyond JFK. The Question Of Conspiracy-B.K.
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ROKC Scan-B.K.

*****
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H. Louis Nichols.

Pic from Wikipedia.

H. Louis Nichols was allowed to meet with Oswald in his jail cell late Saturday afternoon
(Nov. 23rd). Oswald told Nichols that he wanted to be represented by John Abt or an ACLU
member. Nichols said that he did not know any ACLU members. He asked if Oswald
wanted him or the Dallas Bar Association to get him an attorney. Oswald said he would
wait until he could see Abt, an ACLU attorney, or at least someone who believed in his
innocence.
In his WC testimony H. Louis Nichols, president of the Dallas Bar Association, and
mentions that he was no criminal lawyer and he talked to a friend who was one and was
told by him that the obligation was only to appoint counsel after a man had been
indicted, and that, as he understood it, since Mr. Oswald had not been indicted there
was no legal obligation to appoint an attorney.
He then speaks to Henry Wade over the phone and asked him whether or not either he
or anybody in his office had been advised that Oswald wanted a lawyer, or had made a
request for a lawyer, and he said as far as he knew he had not asked for a lawyer. Since
this phone call happened on the 23rd and Oswald had made a few public calls for legal
representation on the 22nd we can deduct that Wade was spinning another tall tale….
Nichols knows a fair amount of people inside the DPD and he decides to call Captain Glen
King and asks him the same questions he put forward to Henry Wade, and King pretty
much answers in the same vein as Wade did: Oswald was not represented by anyone, he
did not ask for anyone to represent him nor ask for the right for a phone call to call one.

Glen D. King in the corridor of the 3rd floor talking to the press. Collage B.K.

Jesse Curry mentions in his book (page 75) Retired Dallas Police Chief Jesse Curry Reveals
His Personal JFK Assasssination File by Jesse Curry (1969)
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By mid-evening I was concerned that every attempt be made to see that Oswald's civil
rights were not being violated. I escorted Louis Nichols, president of the Dallas Bar
Association, into the jail to confer with the prisoner. Oswald at that time spurned an offer
by the Dallas Bar Association for legal assistance, but Mr. Nichols did discuss Oswald's right
for legal council with him. Oswald indicated that he wanted Attorney John Abt of New
York City to defend him. If that failed his second choice would have been a member of
the American Civil Liberties Union. Oswald seemed well informed of his rights and had
definite ideas about how he would seek legal council. Attorney Louis Nichols left
completely satisfied that Oswald had not been denied council and that his civil rights
were not being violated.
In his Warren Commission testimony Curry mentions the following.
Mr. RANKIN - Chief Curry, you said that Mr. Nichols came that afternoon. I call to your
attention that we have information that he came there on the Saturday afternoon.
Mr. CURRY - Perhaps it was, not the Friday. That perhaps was on Saturday.
Mr. RANKIN - Yes.
Mr. DULLES - I wonder if you could just summarize briefly where we are.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. RANKIN - Back on the record.
In regard to Mr. Nichols, did you know whether or not he offered to represent or
provide counsel?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; he did.
Mr. RANKIN - What did he say about that?
Mr. CURRY - He said he didn't care to at this time.
Mr. RANKIN - What did Mr. Nichols say about providing counsel?
Mr. CURRY - He said the Dallas Bar would provide counsel if he desired counsel.
Mr. RANKIN - That is to Mr. Oswald?
Mr. CURRY - Oswald.
Mr. RANKIN - What did Mr. Oswald say?
Mr. CURRY - He said, "I don't at this time," he said, "If I can't get Mr. Abt to represent me
or someone from Civil Liberties Union I will call on you later."
Representative FORD. - Did Nichols and Oswald talk one to another?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; he was taken to see Oswald and he talked to him.
Mr. RANKIN - And this all occurred at the meeting you have already described?
Mr. CURRY - Yes, sir.
Mr. RANKIN - Between Mr. Nichols and Mr. Oswald?
Mr. CURRY - That is correct.
From Nichols’ W.C. testimony:
“...call from another friend of mine, and that I had made some inquiry, and at this time I
did not know whether Oswald had a lawyer or was getting a lawyer, but that I was going
to make some inquiry to find out about it. After talking to the second friend about it who
called, I then called Mr. Henry Wade, the district attorney, to see whether or not he knew
whether or not Oswald was represented by a lawyer or not.
I did not know for sure at that time whether he was, simply because I had no way of
knowing whether he was represented or not. I hadn't talked to anybody who was really
informed, and I called Mr. Wade. He said he didn't know for sure whether he was or not, as
far as he knew he hadn't been contacted by any lawyer who purported to represent
Oswald. I asked him whether or not either he or anybody in his office had been advised
that Oswald wanted a lawyer, or had made a request for a lawyer, and he said as far as he
knew he had not asked for a lawyer. I asked him too, as he was going up there, and I asked
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him if Oswald requested a lawyer and didn't have a lawyer would he tell him that the
Dallas Bar Association would get a lawyer if he needed one.
By that time I had time to think about what I thought my obligation should be, and
realizing that under the circumstances maybe some people might overlook the fact that
Oswald had rights that needed to be protected at the same time, and if he didn't have a
lawyer, regardless of what the legal obligation was to appoint him a lawyer, we, the bar
association, ought to look into the matter.
Mr. Wade said he was going to go up there later on in the evening and he would talk to
his assistants who were in closer contact than he was, and if Oswald wanted a lawyer-asked for a lawyer or wanted a lawyer appointed--he would tell him of my conversation. I
then called Glen King, and a captain on the police force that I knew. I used to work for the

city attorney's office, and still represent, the city credit union and have a brother on
the police force, so, I have known many of these people for many years. I called Captain
King and asked him whether or not Oswald was represented by an attorney, if he knew if
there was an attorney up there, or anybody who had been up there representing him,
and Captain King said that as far as he knew there had been no one representing him, and
as far as he knew, Oswald had not asked for a lawyer. He had not asked for the right to call
a lawyer, and or had not asked that a lawyer be furnished to him---and Captain King said,
"If he does, I am certainly going to call you and let you know, because we want to be sure
if he wants a lawyer he gets one. We don't want it to be a situation of anybody saying
that we deprived him of the right to have a lawyer."
About that time Chief Curry looked up and saw me, and he knew me and motioned me in,
and I went in there and he introduced me to one of the FBI agents who was there, and I
told him I was up there as president of the bar association looking for Captain King. I had
talked to him earlier and I had come up: there to see whether or not Mr. Oswald had a
lawyer, or needed a lawyer, or wanted the Dallas Bar Association to do anything.
The chief said that he was glad to see me and would take me up to see Oswald himself
and, so, we immediately left his office and started to another part of the building, and he
asked me where I wanted to talk to him. If I wanted to be taken to a room or some place,
or what would be convenient with me, and I told him that any place would be all--I just
wanted to visit with the man and see what his situation was with regard to him having a
lawyer. So, we then went through a door on the third floor and got into the elevator and
went up to the sixth floor, and the chief again asked me where I wanted to talk to him. I
said, "Well, just any place."
By that time we had gotten to a portion of the jail that was separated by bars and a door.
Beyond that door were three separate cells, and there was an officer seated outside one,
and then we went through the first door and got to that point and Mr. Oswald was in the
centre of the three cells, no one being in the other two, and there was an officer seated
outside there. The chief had the officer open the door, and he introduced me to Oswald,
and told him my name and said that I was the president of the Dallas Bar Association and
had come up to see him about whether or not he needed or wanted a lawyer, and then
the chief stepped back and--I don't really know how far away. He was at least--he was far
enough removed where I couldn't observe him or see him there in the cell. The officer
stayed just right outside the door there. I reintroduced myself to Oswald and told him my
name, and that I was president of the Dallas bar, and that I had come up to see him about
whether or not he had a lawyer, or needed a lawyer, or wanted a lawyer, and suggested
that he sit down.
So, he sat on one bunk and I sat on the other. Maybe 3 or 4 feet apart. When I got there
he was lying on a bunk, and then he stood up when I came in and then he sat on one
bunk and I sat on the other, much as you and I are seated here, only actually, a little bit
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closer, and I asked him if he had a lawyer, and he said, "Well, he really didn't know what it
was all about, that he was--had been incarcerated, and kept incommunicado, and I said,
"Well, I have come up to see whether or not you want a lawyer, because as I under-stand-" I am not exactly sure what I ,said there, or whether he said some-thing about not
knowing what happened to President Kennedy, or I said that I understood that he was
arrested for the shot that killed the President, and I don't remember who said what after
that. This is a little bit vague. I had covered that point in detail, and I don't recall exactly,
but in any event, our conversation was such that I informed him that I was there to see
whether or not he had a lawyer, or wanted a lawyer, and he said--he asked me first did I
know a lawyer in New York named John Abt, and I don't know if it is A-b-t, or A-p-t.
Mr. STERN. I believe it is A-b-t.
Mr. NICHOLS. I believe it is. In New York City, I said I didn't know him, and he said, "Well, I
would like to have him to represent me," and at some period I believe prior to that, either
in talking to the police, or talking to--must have been talking to either Captain King or the
chief---I had been told that some effort had been made to get hold of Mr. Abt, and that
he was in Connecticut at his home, and maybe, and I have forgotten who said who was
trying to get ahold of him. At least, I did vaguely know that someone was trying to get
ahold of him, but I told Mr. Oswald I didn't know him. He said, "Well, that is the man he
would like to have represent him." Then he asked me if I knew any lawyers who were
members of the American Civil Liberties Union, and he said, "Well, I am a member of that
organization, and I would like to have somebody who is a member of that organization
represent me." And I said, "I'm sorry, I don't know anybody who is a member of that
organization."
Although, as it turned out later, a number of lawyers I know are members. Two or three of
them called me later. He said, "Well, if I can't get either one of those, and if I can----"
Mr. STERN. That is either---Mr. NICHOLS. "Either Mr. Abt or someone who is a member of the American Civil Liberties
Union, and if I can find a lawyer here who believes in anything I believe in, and believes as
I believe, and believes in my innocence"-then paused a little bit, and went on a little bit
and said, "as much as he can, I might let him represent me."
I said, "What I am interested in knowing is right now, do you want me or the Dallas Bar
Association to try to get you a lawyer?"
He said, "No, not now."
He said, "You might come back next week, and if I don't get some of these other people
to represent me, I might ask you to get somebody to represent me."
I said, "Well, now, all I want to do is to make it clear to you, and to me, whether or not you
want me or the Dallas Bar Association to do anything about getting a lawyer right now."
And he said, "No." "....As I left the chief asked me whether or not I wanted to make a
statement to the press, and I said, "Well, I don't know whether I do or not. I don't know
whether it is the thing to do or not." And he said, "Well, they are going to be right
outside the door there, and if you want to say anything this would be an opportunity to
do it. Incidentally, I am very glad you came up here. We don't want any question coming
up about us refusing to let him have a lawyer. As far as I know, he has never asked for
one. He has never asked to call one."
Curry lasts for just over five minutes and then makes his exit. Looks like Nichols did his
part to their satisfaction.
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H Louis Nichols talking to the press in the early evening of the 23rd.

Dallas Times Herald Dec 16th 1963.
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In the Dallas Morning News Louis Nichols’ obituary makes a mention of a few interesting
titbits.
Esteemed law school deans from "back East" were calling to express concern that only a
legal backwater would deny an attorney to a murder suspect, Mr. Nichols' friends told
him. Who these ‘friends’ are, or the reason(s) for them all to contact him is a mystery to
this day.
Nichols described Oswald, who was dressed in a white T-shirt and slacks, as calm and
rested. He had a bruise over one eye but appeared to be in good health.
He said that police were holding him "incommunicado" and that he did not know what
had happened to the president, Mr. Nichols told the Warren Commission.
Oswald said he wanted a New York lawyer named John Abt or a lawyer associated with
the American Civil Liberties Union to represent him. Oswald also wanted a lawyer "who
believes as I believe, and believes in my innocence."
"What I am interested in is knowing right now, do you want me or the Dallas Bar
Association to try to get you a lawyer?" Mr. Nichols asked Oswald.
"No, not right now," he replied. And this, knowing that he had appealed to Ruth Paine
and his mom to contact Abt at about the same time, rings true. If only Nichols had
appeared a few hours earlier……
Mr. Nichols, who was 47 at the time, left the jail cell confident that he had done his duty
as bar association president.

And this video by Jessica Smith H. Louis Nichols remembers that day in this edited video segment of the
interview.

Overall Nichols’ story is a little too convenient and Jesse Curry used him by placing him in
front of the press in the corridor.
I also need to take into consideration that a few hours before Nichol’s rendezvous with
Oswald. L.H.O. spoke with Ruth Paine on the phone at about 16:00 hrs. He discussed,
allegedly, for her to contact John Abt.
This also feels odd since Ruth and Lee were both members of the A.C.L.U.
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The Miami News Sun Nov. 24 1963_ crop-BK
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Chicago Tribune Sun Nov. 24 1963-page 1. B.K.
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Chicago Tribune Sun Nov. 24 1963-page 2. B.K.
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This is the earliest available record of Oswald being able to make a phone call. He had
been in custody for more than 24 hours, and already been charged with the murder(s) of
JFK (so it seemed) and JD Tippit. He doesn’t get hold of Abt and makes another attempt
at 8 PM.
This so called 8 PM call is interesting, because it last 30 minutes and the only record that
is available is the affidavit by Lieutenant Thurber T. Lord. But it is more than possible that
this is a phone call to Ruth Paine and Marina his wife.
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The log sheets and the affidavits of the jailers involved are at the Mary Ferrell site.
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Ruth Paine’s W.C. testimony:

Ruth Paine in the ‘Who Was L.H.O.’ documentary-B.K.

Mrs. PAINE - Then about 3:30 or 4 I got a telephone call.
Mr. JENNER - The phone rang?
Mrs. PAINE - The phone rang; I answered it.
Mr. JENNER - Did you recognize the voice?
Mrs. PAINE - I recognized the voice but I don't recall what he said?
Mr. JENNER - What did the voice say?
Mrs. PAINE - The voice said: "This is Lee."
Mr. JENNER - Give your best recollection of everything you said and if you can, please,
everything he said, and exactly what you said.
Mrs. PAINE - I said, "Well, Hi." And he said he wanted to ask me to call Mr. John Abt in New
York for him after 6 p.m. He gave me a telephone number of an office in New York and a
residence in New York.
Mr. JENNER - Two telephone numbers he gave you?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - One office and one residence of Mr. John Abt. Did he say who Mr. John Abt
was?
Mrs. PAINE - He said he was an attorney he wanted to have.
Mr. JENNER - Represent him?
Mrs. PAINE - To represent him. He thanked me for my concern.
Mr. JENNER - Did he tell you or ask you what you were to do or say to Mr. Abt if you
reached him?
Mrs. PAINE - I carried the clear impression I was to ask him if he would serve as attorney
for Lee Oswald.
Mr. JENNER - All right.
Have you given the substance of the conversation in as much detail, of the entire
conversation, as you now can recall?
Mrs. PAINE - There is a little more that is.
Senator COOPER - Why don't you just go ahead and tell it as you remember it, everything
that he said and you said?
Mrs. PAINE - I can't give the specific words to this part but I carry a clear impression, too,
that he sounded to me almost as if nothing out of the ordinary had happened.
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I would make this telephone call for him, would help him, as I had in other ways
previously. He was, he expressed gratitude to me. I felt, but did not express,
considerable irritation at his seeming to be so apart from the situation, so presuming of
his own innocence, if you will, but I did say I would make the call for him.
Then he called back almost immediately. I gather that he had made the call to me on the
permission to make a different call and then he got specific permission from the police
to make a call to me and the call was identical.
Mr. JENNER - This is speculation?
Mrs. PAINE - This is speculation but the content of the second call was almost identical.
Mr. JENNER - The phone rang?
Mrs. PAINE - He asked me to contact John Abt.
Mr. JENNER - He identified himself and he asked you to make the call?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - What did he say?
Mrs. PAINE - He wanted me to call this lawyer.
Mr. JENNER - Did you express any surprise for him to call back almost immediately giving
you the same message that he had given previously?
Mrs. PAINE - I think somebody must have said, that the officers had said he could call,
make this call.
Mr. JENNER - Did you say anything about the fact that he had already just called you
about the same subject matter?
Mrs. PAINE - He may have added.
Mr. JENNER - Did you, please?
Mrs. PAINE - No. I was quite stunned that he called at all or that he thought he could ask
anything of me, appalled, really.
Mr. McCLOY - Did he say he was innocent, or did he just have this conversation with
respect to the retention of a counsel?
Mrs. PAINE - That is all.
Mr. JENNER - At no time during either of these conversations did he deny that he was in
any way involved in this situation?
Mrs. PAINE - He made no reference to why he was at the police station or why he needed
a lawyer.
Mr. JENNER - He just assumed that you knew he was at the police station, did he?
Mrs. PAINE - That is right,
Mr. JENNER - That was your impression?
Mrs. PAINE - That is right,
Mr. JENNER - He didn't say where he was?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
Mr. JENNER - He just started out saying what you now say he said?
Mrs. PAINE - That is right.
Mr. JENNER - But in no respect did he say to you that he was entirely innocent of any
charges that had been made against him?
Mrs. PAINE - He did not say that.
Mr. JENNER - Did he mention the subject at all of the assassination of the President or
the slaying of Officer Tippit?
Mrs. PAINE - No; he did not.
Mr. JENNER - What you have given is your best recollection of the entire conversation?
Mrs. PAINE - That is correct.
Representative FORD - This was Saturday afternoon, November 23?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Representative FORD - About what time?
Mrs. PAINE - Four, perhaps in the afternoon.
Representative FORD - Had you seen him the day before?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
Mr. McCLOY - Who was in the house with you when that call came in?
Mrs. PAINE - Just my children.
Mr. McCLOY - Just your children.
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And later on:
Mr. JENNER - All right. The phone rang, you answered it.
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - Did you recognize the voice?
Mrs. PAINE - I recognized the voice.
Mr. JENNER - Whose was it?
Mrs. PAINE - It was Lee Oswald's.
Mr. JENNER - What did he say and what did you say?
Mrs. PAINE - He said, "Marina, please," in Russian.
Mr. JENNER - Please, Mrs. Paine, did he speak to you in English in the conversations in the
afternoon or in Russian?
Mrs. PAINE - He spoke in English the entire conversation.
Mr. JENNER - The two in the afternoon?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - Now, however, he resorted to Russian, did he?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes. He planned to speak to Marina.
Mr. JENNER - I beg your pardon?
Mrs. PAINE - He planned to speak to Marina, and this opening phrase was one he
normally used calling as he had many previous times to speak to her.
Mr. JENNER - He was under the assumption, you gathered, that Marina was in your
home?
Mrs. PAINE - He certainly was.
Mr. JENNER - All right.
Mrs. PAINE - And I would be fairly certain that I answered him in English. I said she was
not there, that I had a notion about where she might be, but I wasn't at all certain. That I
would try to find out. He said, he wanted me to--he said he thought she should be at my
house. He felt irritated at not having been able to reach her. And he wanted me to-Mr. JENNER - Did he sound irritated?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes; he sounded just a slight edge to his voice. And he wanted me to deliver
a message to her that he thought she should be at my house.
Mr. JENNER - And he so instructed you?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - That is what he said?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes. That was so far as I remember, the entire conversation.
Mr. JENNER - What response did you give to his direction?
Mrs. PAINE - I said I would try to reach her.
Mr. JENNER - His direction-Mrs. PAINE - And tell her his message.
Mr. JENNER - All right.
Mrs. PAINE - In the meantime, had you sought to reach John Abt?
Mrs. PAINE - I had, after 6 o'clock, thank you. I had dialled both numbers and neither
answered.
Mr. JENNER - Neither answered. Was there any conversation between you and Lee
Oswald in the evening conversation to which you reported to him your inability to reach
Mr. Abt?
Mrs. PAINE - I do not specifically recall.
Mr. JENNER - Or the subject of Mr. Abt at all?
Mrs. PAINE - I don't want to get in, to rationalization. I can judge that something was said
but I do not recall it specifically.
Mr. JENNER - Now, have you given the full extent of that conversation?
Mrs. PAINE - To the best of my recollection.
Mr. JENNER - At any time during that conversation with Lee Harvey Oswald did he assert
or intimate in any form or fashion his innocence of any charges against him?
Mrs. PAINE - No; he did not.
Mr. JENNER - Was the assassination mentioned at all?
Mrs. PAINE - No; it was not.
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Mr. JENNER - Was the shooting or murder of Officer Tippit mentioned?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
And later on
Mr. JENNER - Tell us what your activities--you are a member of the American Civil
Liberties Union?
Mrs. PAINE - I am.
Mr. JENNER - What have been your activities in connection with that organization?
Mrs. PAINE - Primarily to send in my membership fee each year. I have been a member
for some years prior--that is to say, going back to the time prior to my marriage. I have
recently, perhaps a year ago, became on the membership committee for the local
chapter in Dallas. That chapter, I might say, only just opened a year and a half ago.
Mr. JENNER - And have you, as part of those activities, sought to enlist others to become
members of the American Civil Liberties Union?
Mrs. PAINE - I have talked to perhaps half a dozen people, to encourage them; yes.
Mr. JENNER - Did you ever discuss this organization with Lee Oswald?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes; I did.
Mr. JENNER - Have you told us in your testimony up to this moment all of your discussion
of that organization with Lee Oswald?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes; I have. I call your attention to my testimony of a conversation with Lee
over the phone saying that I thought that if he was losing his job because of his political
views, that this would be of interest to the Civil Liberties Union.
Mr. JENNER - Did any of those discussions embrace the question of what possible help
this organization might be to him if he got into trouble eventually?
Mrs. PAINE - My judgment is that he took that statement I have just referred to as an
implication of the possibility of help from that organization to him personally.
Mr. JENNER - With reference particularly to the possible need at any time for counsel?
Mrs. PAINE - He may have assumed such a thing. My understanding of the Civil Liberties
Union is that they are not interested in just defending people, but in defending rights or
entering a case where there is doubt that a person's civil liberties have been properly
upheld.
Mr. JENNER - Or might be?
Mrs. PAINE - Or there might be such doubt; yes. I wouldn't know whether Lee
understood that.
Mr. JENNER - At least your discussions with him do not enable you to proceed to the
point at which to enable you to voice any opinions in this area or subject than you have
now given?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
Mr. JENNER - Were you aware of the name John Abt before you received the telephone
call you testified about from Lee Oswald?
Mrs. PAINE - No; I had not heard that name.
Mr. JENNER - And, therefore, you never suggested it to Lee Oswald?
Mrs. PAINE - No; that is right.
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John J. Abt.

John Jacob Abt made himself a career of defending accused communists.
From the many appearances that Oswald had in front of the press there is no evidence
that he actually requested Abt. On the 22nd there is absolutely none, he actually
complained on at least two occasions that he was being denied legal representation.
And not until 6PM on the 23rd, when H. Louis Nichols of the Dallas Bar Association is
talking to the press is his name made public, and spelled out. There is no other evidence
available that his name was outed by Oswald or anyone else before that. I shall place a
few documents below
Even Oswald’s mother Marguerite told the Warren Commission that on the day following
the assassination, Oswald told her he “requested to get in touch with Attorney Abt, I
think is the name”
In the afternoon of the 23rd Oswald makes a phone call to Ruth Paine to ask her to call
Abt for him. Ruth Paine was a member of the ACLU so if anyone should have made haste
to get Oswald an attorney while he was locked up it was her.
The New York lawyer who has gone for a break with his wife to his cabin in Ct. is hard to
get hold off. That hard that Oswald has to ask others to try and contact him while the
press does manage to get hold of him….they keep on getting phone calls on Saturday
afternoon and Sunday morning, but not from LHO.
Furthermore even on a Saturday Oswald had to ask Ruth Paine, according to her WC
testimony, in the late afternoon of the 23rd between 15:30 and 16:00 to contact Abt for
him after 18:00 as he was not able to. When Oswald called back at 9:30 pm, she said that
she "couldn't recall" whether she reported to him that she was unable to contact Abt.
She could only tell the Commission that "something was said but I do not recall it
specifically" When the Warren Commission inquired if Mrs. Paine had ever attempted to
report to Oswald that she was unable to contact attorney Abt, she was forced to admit
that she "made no effort" to call the police station and speak with him.
Mrs. PAINE - He asked me to contact John Abt.
Mr. JENNER - He identified himself and he asked you to make the call?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - What did he say?
Mrs. PAINE - He wanted me to call this lawyer.
Mr. JENNER - Did you express any surprise for him to call back almost immediately giving
you the same message that he had given previously?
Mrs. PAINE - I think somebody must have said, that the officers had said he could call,
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make this call.
Mr. JENNER - Did you say anything about the fact that he had already just called you
about the same subject matter?
Mrs. PAINE - He may have added.
Mr. JENNER - Did you, please?
Mrs. PAINE - No. I was quite stunned that he called at all or that he thought he could ask
anything of me, appalled, really.
Mr. McCLOY - Did he say he was innocent, or did he just have this conversation with
respect to the retention of a counsel?
Mrs. PAINE - That is all.
Mr. JENNER - At no time during either of these conversations did he deny that he was in
any way involved in this situation?
Mrs. PAINE - He made no reference to why he was at the police station or why he needed
a lawyer.
Mr. JENNER - He just assumed that you knew he was at the police station, did he?
Mrs. PAINE - That is right,
Mr. JENNER - That was your impression?
Mrs. PAINE - That is right,
Mr. JENNER - He didn't say where he was?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
Mr. JENNER - He just started out saying what you now say he said?
Mrs. PAINE - That is right.
Mr. JENNER - But in no respect did he say to you that he was entirely innocent of any
charges that had been made against him?
Mrs. PAINE - He did not say that.
Mr. JENNER - Did he mention the subject at all of the assassination of the President or
the slaying of Officer Tippit?
Mrs. PAINE - No; he did not.
Mr. JENNER - What you have given is your best recollection of the entire conversation?
Mrs. PAINE - That is correct.
Representative FORD - This was Saturday afternoon, November 23?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Representative FORD - About what time?
Mrs. PAINE - Four, perhaps in the afternoon.
*****
On the 23 Bob Clark of ABC approaches Jesse Curry and asks him whether he knew
anything about the fact that Oswald had asked for Abt. Curry replied that he did not
know anything about it. Strange that the Chief of Police would have no knowledge of
this at all almost 24 hours later! Will Fritz reported it! Then there is David Johnston who
testified in front of the W.C. that at the 01:30 arraignment Oswald had specifically asked
for Abt’s representation. Quite a thing when the arraignment did not happen at all as
admitted 2x by David Johnston himself. Curry should have remembered since he claimed
to be at that very same arraignment! Had Will Fritz spoken the truth with Abt and the
Nov. 22nd then Greg Olds of the A.C.L.U. could have easily been told so. But they did not
because they did not know about him until later the next day.
rd

Where and how Abt exactly enters this chapter is a bit of a tough one. A few individuals
have claimed to have overheard Oswald in the morning, yet there is no recording
present for any of it. The closest I could find were a newspaper article and a time
stamped article putting it close to midday on the 23rd.
*****
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Altoona Mirror-Nov 25th 1963. B.K. Mentioning Abt at 11:17 AM Nov 23rd
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This is timed as 11:58AM Nov 23rd.
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And
Mrs. PAINE - It was around 9:30 in the evening.
Mr. JENNER - Who was home? Was your husband there on that occasion?
Mrs. PAINE - I don't recall.
Mr. JENNER - Was anyone else other than your children and yourself in your home at the
time of the receipt of the call in the evening?
Mrs. PAINE - It could only have been Michael. I would remember someone else.
Mr. JENNER - But you have no definite recollection that even he was present?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
Mr. JENNER - All right. The phone rang, you answered it.
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - Did you recognize the voice?
Mrs. PAINE - I recognized the voice.
Mr. JENNER - Whose was it?
Mrs. PAINE - It was Lee Oswald's.
Mr. JENNER - What did he say and what did you say?
Mrs. PAINE - He said, "Marina, please," in Russian.
Mr. JENNER - Please, Mrs. Paine, did he speak to you in English in the conversations in the
afternoon or in Russian?
Mrs. PAINE - He spoke in English the entire conversation.
Mr. JENNER - The two in the afternoon?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - Now, however, he resorted to Russian, did he?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes. He planned to speak to Marina.
Mr. JENNER - I beg your pardon?
Mrs. PAINE - He planned to speak to Marina, and this opening phrase was one he
normally used calling as he had many previous times to speak to her.
Mr. JENNER - He was under the assumption, you gathered, that Marina was in your
home?
Mrs. PAINE - He certainly was.
Mr. JENNER - All right.
Mrs. PAINE - And I would be fairly certain that I answered him in English. I said she was
not there, that I had a notion about where she might be, but I wasn't at all certain. That I
would try to find out. He said, he wanted me to--he said he thought she should be at my
house. He felt irritated at not having been able to reach her. And he wanted me to-Mr. JENNER - Did he sound irritated?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes; he sounded just a slight edge to his voice. And he wanted me to deliver
a message to her that he thought she should be at my house.
Mr. JENNER - And he so instructed you?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes.
Mr. JENNER - That is what he said?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes. That was so far as I remember, the entire conversation.
Mr. JENNER - What response did you give to his direction?
Mrs. PAINE - I said I would try to reach her.
Mr. JENNER - His direction-Mrs. PAINE - And tell her his message.
Mr. JENNER - All right.
Mrs. PAINE - In the meantime, had you sought to reach John Abt?
Mrs. PAINE - I had, after 6 o'clock, thank you. I had dialled both numbers and neither
answered.
Mr. JENNER - Neither answered. Was there any conversation between you and Lee
Oswald in the evening conversation to which you reported to him your inability to reach
Mr. Abt?
Mrs. PAINE - I do not specifically recall.
Mr. JENNER - Or the subject of Mr. Abt at all?
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Mrs. PAINE - I don't want to get in, to rationalization. I can judge that something was said
but I do not recall it specifically.
Mr. JENNER - Now, have you given the full extent of that conversation?
Mrs. PAINE - To the best of my recollection.
Mr. JENNER - At anytime during that conversation with Lee Harvey Oswald did he assert
or intimate in any form or fashion his innocence of any charges against him?
Mrs. PAINE - No; he did not.
Mr. JENNER - Was the assassination mentioned at all?
Mrs. PAINE - No; it was not.
Mr. JENNER - Was the shooting or murder of Officer Tippit mentioned?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
Mr. JENNER - You have given everything that was said in that conversation as best you
are able to recall it at the moment?
Mrs. PAINE - That is right. I then tried the only thing I knew to do, to try to reach Marina. I
had heard one of the FBI agents try to find her when he was at my home, had dialed the
hotel where the Life people were staying, and asked to be put in contact with Marina
and was told, I judge, because he repeated it and wrote it down. Executive Inn. Here I am
turning detective in this small way.
Mr. JENNER - You also mentioned now for the first time there were FBI agents in your
home?
Mrs. PAINE - That day.
Mr. JENNER - During the course of the day?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes. I then dialled-Mr. JENNER - You shook your head, did you shake your head in the affirmative?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes; there were FBI agents in my home during the day. One I recalled made
this telephone call. I was waiting to hear from Marina to see if she wanted to talk with
me. I had no desire to press her or to attempt to reach her unless she wanted to reach
me, but then with this message, I went ahead and dialled the Executive Inn and asked for
Tommy Thompson, and Marguerite Oswald answered, and I said I would like to talk to
Marina, and she said, "Well, Marina is in the bathroom," and I said to Marguerite that Lee
had called me, that he wanted me to deliver a message to Marina, that he wished for her
to be at my home, and Marguerite Oswald said, "Well, he is in prison. he don't know the
things we are up against, the things we, have to face. What he wants doesn't really
matter," which surprised me. And again I asked to speak to Marina and waited until I did
speak to her and delivered the same message in Russian to her but there was no further
Mr. JENNER - What response did Marina make to the message that you conveyed to her?
Mrs. PAINE - She said she was very tired and wanted to get to bed, as I recall, and
thought it was certainly best to stay there that night.
Mr. JENNER - Is that your best recollection?
Mrs. PAINE - Yes. And I certainly agreed with her.
Mr. JENNER - Did she say anything in response to your delivery of Lee Oswald's message
about Marina staying with you, of the possibility of her staying with you, say, the next
day?
Mrs. PAINE - Nothing of that nature was said. I think I remember that we did discuss
whether she had seen Lee during the day, and on that occasion it seems to me I learned
that she had seen him around noon but I may be wrong about when I learned that. I
knew she had seen him.
Mr. JENNER - Either in that conversation or any other conversation with Marina that you
may have had, was the subject of Lee Oswald's attitude or any comments he made
mentioned?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
Mr. JENNER - Nobody reported to you anything about any conversation they might or
did have with Lee Oswald either on the 22d or 23d or even on the 24th of November
1963?
Mrs. PAINE - No. I am of the impression I again tried the home telephone of John Abt on
Sunday morning, but I am not certain, and there was no answer. That I certainly
remember.
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Mr. McCLOY - Did you ever reach Abt?
Mrs. PAINE - No.
Mr. JENNER - Did you ever attempt to report to Lee Oswald that you had been unable to
reach Mr. Abt?
Mrs. PAINE - Not unless such transpired in our 9:30 conversation Saturday evening, but I
made no effort to call the police station itself.
Mr. JENNER - Excuse me?
Mrs. PAINE - I made no effort to call the police station.
And there you have it!
What are friends for……
Abt’s Warren Commission testimony ranks as one of the shortest ones and considering
Oswald’s request to have him represent him while being detained this is quite odd.
Mr. RANKIN - Will you state your name?
Mr. ABT - John J. Abt.
Mr. RANKIN - Where do you live?
Mr. ABT - 444 Central Park West, New York City.
Mr. RANKIN - You are a practicing attorney in the city of New York?
Mr. ABT - I am.
Mr. RANKIN - How long have you been practicing law?
Mr. ABT - A long time, Mr. Rankin, since 1927. You do the mathematics.
Mr. RANKIN - You have been informed, I am sure, that Lee Harvey Oswald, after his arrest,
tried to reach you to request that you act as his counsel. I don't know how you were
informed, but I have seen it in the newspapers. When did it first come to your
attention?
Mr. ABT - May I tell you the story, Mr. Rankin? Perhaps that is the simplest way.
Mr. RANKIN - Yes.
Mr. ABT - On Friday evening, the 22d, my wife and I left the city to spend the weekend at
a little cabin we have up in the Connecticut woods. Sometime on Saturday, several
people phoned me to say that they had heard on the radio that Oswald had asked that I
represent him, and then shortly after that the press--both the press, radio, and TV
reporters began to call me up there. I may say we have a radio but we have no TV there.
And in the interim I turned on the radio and heard the same report.
I informed them--and these calls kept on all day and night Saturday and again Sunday
morning--I informed all of the reporters with whom I spoke that I had received no
request either from Oswald or from anyone on his behalf to represent him, and hence I
was in no position to give any definitive answer to any such proposal if, as and when it
came. I told them, however, that if I were requested to represent him, I felt that it
would probably be difficult, if not impossible, for me to do so because of my
commitments to other clients. I never had any communication, either directly from
Oswald or from anyone on his behalf, and all of my information about the whole matter
to this day came from what the press told me in those telephone conversations and
what I subsequently read in the newspapers.
Mr. RANKIN - Mr. Abt, did you learn that Lee Harvey Oswald was interested in having you
represent him apparently because of some prior connection of yours with the American
Civil Liberties Union?
Mr. ABT - No. My assumption was, and it is pure assumption, that he read about some of
my representation in the press, and, therefore, it occurred to him that I might be a good
.man to represent him, but that is pure assumption on my part. I have no direct
knowledge of the whole matter.
Mr. RANKIN - You have told us all that you know about it?
Mr. ABT - Yes. I may say that I have had no prior contact with Oswald, knew nothing
about him, did not know the name, and this request came as something entirely new
and surprising to me when it came.
Mr. RANKIN - None of your clients had ever communicated to you about him prior to that
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time you heard about it over the radio?
Mr. ABT - No; I had no recollection of even having heard the name, his name, before that
time.
Mr. RANKIN - Thank you.
Mr. ABT - Right.

The Miami News_Wed Dec_4 1963. B.K.
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 Henry Wade during his Oral History interview for the 6th floor museum in 1992.
Well, some of the time. I did once or twice mainly because Dallas was taking a beating
from the national media and I think [it was] announced that it was H. L. Hunt and his
crowd that did it, the right-wing, and if anything, Oswald was leaned to the left, politicalwise. And I went down there in person… the time I was interviewed, I went in Homicide

and talked to Oswald for about ten minutes. He wouldn't say anything other than, "I
want a lawyer" and "police brutality." He had a scratch or a cut on his eye up here that
apparently happened at the time of his arrest at that theatre. And I was receiving a lot of
phone calls—Dean Pound from Harvard Law School, president of American Bar Association
to get him a lawyer—but he named a lawyer in New York. I can't think of his name right
now. But he said, "He's my lawyer." And I called him in New York. Later one of my
assistants talked to him, and he said, "I'm not representing him. I'm not his lawyer." Then,
I got the President of the Dallas Bar and the President of the Criminal Bar to agree to go
see him and offer to represent him or find a lawyer and told him that lawyer was not
going to represent… I'm not sure what they told him, but both of them went up there.
But it was probably either late that night or early Saturday morning before they got to
talk to him, and he said he didn't want to talk to them. He kept mentioning the lawyer in
New York City that had represented the Civil Liberties Union and some people left in the
spectrum.
Wade is being economical with the truth here as well since it was only Nichols that
managed to talk to Oswald, no one else. And if you compare the above segment with the
newspaper article on page 41, you will see that Wade is contradicting himself with his so
called questioning of Oswald and blends in the request for Abt from Oswald being made
on the 22nd. It is rubbish.
 Jesse Curry in his W.C. testimony states his view on Abt.
Mr. RANKIN - Did it ever come to your attention that he ever asked for or inquired about
counsel?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; I heard him say something. I asked if he had had an opportunity to use
the phone and Captain Fritz told me they were giving him an opportunity to use the
phone.
Mr. RANKIN - What did he say about counsel?
Mr. CURRY - As I recall he said he wanted to try to get in touch with John Abt.
Mr. RANKIN - A-b-t?
Mr. CURRY - A-b-t, I believe an attorney in New York, to handle his case and then if he
couldn't get him he said he wanted to get someone from Civil Liberties Union.
Mr. RANKIN - What did you do about that?
Mr. CURRY - I told them to let him talk to them in an attempt to get his attorney and in
an attempt to get some of his relatives so they could arrange for it.
Mr. RANKIN - Will you describe how it was handled for him to be able to talk on the
telephone?
Mr. CURRY - We take them from their cells and we have two telephones that they are
taken to, and they are put on these telephones and they are locked in, and a guard
stands by while they make their calls.
Mr. RANKIN - Is that call secret or is there any listening in on it?
Mr. CURRY - No, sir; it is not supposed to be secret. I mean it is supposed to be secret. It
is privileged communication as far as we are concerned, we don't have a tap on the
phone or anything.
Mr. DULLES - Did he use this?
Mr. CURRY - Yes; he did.


Elmer Boyd who sat next to Oswald during the interrogations and escorted him
many times, states in his WC testimony:
Mr. BALL. Did he ask for a lawyer?
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Mr. BOYD. Well, let me see, he wanted to get in touch with a lawyer I believe it was a
lawyer by the name of Abt [spelling] A-b-t in New York City.
Mr. BALL. When did he say that? When did he tell you that?
Mr. BOYD. It was-either-right before the first show up, or right after the first show up.
Mr. BALL. What did you tell him?
Mr. BOYD. Captain Fritz said he would, he didn’t ask me, he was talking to Captain Fritzyes.
Mr. BALL. This was in Captain Fritz’ office?
Mr. BOYD Yes.
Mr. BALL. What did Fritz say?
Mr. BOYD. He said he would see if he could make arrangements later on for him to use
the telephone later on and call him.
Mr. BALL. Was anything said about who would pay for the call?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir.
Mr. BALL. No mention of that?
Mr. BOYD. I think he said he would call collect-I’m not sure.
Mr. BALL. Who said that-Oswald?
Mr. BOYD. Oswald.
And later on during that very same testimony.
Mr. BALL. Did he ever ask you to get him a lawyer?
Mr. BOYD. No Sir, he didn’t ask me to get him one.
Mr. BALL. Were you present at any time when a lawyer visited Oswald?
Mr. BOYD. No, sir; I wasn’t present-we asked him, did he want a lawyer here-Captain Fritz
the next morning had asked him, and he said he didn’t want a lawyer, he wanted Mr.
Abt.
According to Will Fritz’s report on the interrogation from Nov 24 th ( page 4) Oswald
stated his desire to have Abt represent him on the 22nd, yet Oswald did not make a sound
about this publicly, besides ‘someone’ to come forward to him for legal representation
later that evening during the press conference. Fritz is most likely lying here. Whereas
the scriptures on page 7 make more sense.
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On the 24th at about 09:35 NBC reported that Abt would not be defending Oswald.
Something that was not relayed to him as according to Harry Dean Holmes, Oswald was
still requesting Abt to be his lawyer during his interrogations that Sunday morning.
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Another fine example of Will Fritz’s lies on the next page in a memo from Samuel Stern
to J. Lee Rankin in April. 1964 with regards Will Fritz’s testimony. Had Oswald been
allowed to call Abt on the Friday in the afternoon then he would have caught Abt before
he went away for his weekend break. The telegram Fritz mentions on page 3 has been
archived at Dallas Police and can be seen on page 202. Not surpised that Fritz had no clue
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as to where the telegram was since he was busy keeping Oswald away from all kinds of
legal representation on Friday.
Fritz and Baker are not even certain whether Howard Brennan was present for a line-up.
Brennan their star witness when it came to ID-ing Oswald in the 6th floor window…..
Memo from Samuel Stern and John Hart Ely to J. Lee Rankin April 7th 1964 concerning Will Fritz’s statements.
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From an article by Mike Cochran, Dec. 2nd 1963. No mention of Abt whatsoever.
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The above document by SA Vincent Drain documents a piece of paper with code prefixes and telephone
numbers behind it, found on Lee Oswald’s body.
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Robert Oswald at DPD HQ Nov 22nd. UPI Telephoto. ROKC Scan from the Richard E. Sprague collection at the
National Archives in Washington.

When Lee spoke to his brother Robert, Secret Service agent Mike Howard and Charlie E.
Kunkel had been trying for about 2 hours to obtain a pass for him to see Lee. He
eventually gets one through the help from Secret Service Inspector Thomas J. Kelley. Lee
said among other things to his brother Robert: "I don't know what is going on. I just
don't know what they are talking about. . . . Don't believe all the so-called evidence.”
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The Assassination Tapes.
There are quite a few books that deal with the interrogations. But this one deserved a
bit more of a write-up due to its unique angle and now many years later with all the
other info available above this book deserves its own place due to its findings.
In 1975 a former CIA staffer by the name George O’Toole becomes newsworthy. His
book: The assassination tapes: An electronic probe into the murder of John F. Kennedy
and the Dallas cover-up. No mainstream publisher wanted to touch this book, not even
with a barge pole. So Penthouse’s Bob Guccione, in 1975, decided to publish it.
A press release can be read at The Weisberg Archive.
The book itself is about use of the Psychological Stress Evaluator, a tool of voice stress
analysis which functions somewhat similarly to a traditional lie detector. It deals a lot
with Oswald and his “guilt” in Chapter 7 “The Man Who Did Not Kill The President”.
Oswald’s press conference, but also some of the banter in the corridor while being
“questioned” by the gathered press is carefully looked upon. The PSE tests show that
Oswald spoke the truth when he proclaimed his innocence with shooting J.F.K. and J.D.
Tippit.
In this same chapter the second floor lunch room encounter is addressed as well. Baker,
Truly and Reid all get mentioned. The encounter gets more questioned from a timing
p.o.v. in comparison to Victoria Adams’ descent, than any P.S.E. tests from available
audio. If only he had tested the CBS audio of The Warren report with Baker and Truly in
it…..if only!
What is the relevancy of this book in conjunction with the work above? The fact that it
went into some of the audio of Oswald while in custody and had an extremely close look
at it.
Today’s technology would be a lot better into translating the audio used and the many
hours of audio still available.
Buell Wesley Frazier’s audio gets a grilling as well in chapter 10 “The Phantom Polygraph
Test” and in chapter 11 “Finding Frazier” he manages to obtain an interview of him.
Penthouse Magazine publishes an article where the P.S.E. technique is explained and
applied to the many witnesses and staffers’ audio attached to this vast case.
In April 1975 Penthouse publishes another article written by George O’Toole. And this
particular piece goes into great depth explaining the stress levels from Lee Oswald’s
press conference and during his corridor transfers, a very interesting, but incomplete,
read.
Overall no other author approached this area of the J.F.K. assassination in such a unique
way and it has to be said that the book is a riveting read. The Dallas Police gets it fair bit
of investigation as well. Gerald Hill, Paul Bentley and Richard Stovall all get interviewed
and have their audio analysed accordingly.
There is some video on O’Toole at Helmer Reenberg’s channel.
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Conclusions:
Lee Oswald vehemently denied shooting anyone during his interrogations and while in
transit inside the DPD station. This has been recorded numerous times on camera and
relayed in the newspapers by various members of the press and the DPD.




















It is easy to place judgement on an event more than 50 years ago. It just so seems
that things were done differently in Texas when it came to record keeping and
especially how it came to solving crime. Fritz did it in his own way like he had
done for many years before. And none of the other law enforcement agents
would not dare to step on his toes.
Oswald would calmly answer many questions such as about his stay in Russia, but
would get upset when any of the law enforcement officers present asked him
whether he had shot J.D. Tippit and/or John F. Kennedy.
The other occasion when Oswald’s calmness evaporated, during the
interrogations, was when Fritz showed him the so called back yard photos.
Those who were in Captain Fritz’s office when Lee Harvey Oswald was
interrogated, all expressed the belief that Oswald was not only a cool and
composed customer, but believed that he had been trained in counterinterrogation techniques.
Justice of the peace David Johnston confirmed on two occasions that Oswald had
not been arraigned for the murder of JFK.
Oswald felt he was held incommunicado as told to Charles Nicholls of the Dallas
Bar Assoc. on Saturday the 23rd at about 5:30 PM.
It is pretty obvious that Will Fritz and others prevented any legal assistance to be
available for Oswald on the 22nd up to day time of the 23rd where Oswald was
finally given phone access.
Oswald ate his lunch inside the Domino Room, where he noticed James Jarman
and possibly Harold Norman grabbing their lunches. This happened between 12
and the shooting. The timing of this vital as all other TSBD employees ‘officially’
accounted for Oswald’s whereabouts until 12 o’clock. Fritz’s neglected to pursue
this part of Oswald’s testimony. Fritz actually worked hard on destroying
Oswald’s alibi.
Once the commotion started of the motorcade, Oswald made his way just outside
the front door, where he stood a few feet away from Bill Shelley. This can all be
found back in the statements by Fritz and Holmes.
Oswald was confronted by a policeman (most likely not Marrion Baker) on the first
floor.
Oswald’s name is the first one on the list of names and addresses of all people
present inside the TSBD, this means that he left much later than the WC stated.
There are newspaper reports that Oswald stayed until 12:45 which of course clash
with his journey to his rooming house to get changed and pick up ‘his .38’
Another item he denied of owning.
Painting Oswald as a commie defector in a conservative southern state did him
no favours either, not with his interrogators and nor with his colleagues from the
TSBD who distanced themselves from knowing and seeing him. The so called
loner thing does not wash since the wide cast of characters Oswald associated
himself with such as Michael Pain, Volker Schmidt, George DeMohrenschildt and
quite a few other white Russian émigrés.
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The solo report by James Bookhout, which directly contradicts the joint Hosty
report from the day before, is a premeditated attempt to make Oswald a guilty
man.
The same can be said of Sorrels and Kelley who showed very little interest in
interrogating him about J.F.K.’s death. The 5-10 mins Sorrels had at around 4 PM
went without making a record of that conversation.
Will Fritz made a colossal blunder by stating that Oswald usually worked on the
second floor and therefore leant more credence to the sighting of Oswald in
that particular area, whereas Oswald’s working base was the first floor instead.
Overall he was being extremely sloppy with his paperwork, I presented some
samples of that already in my previous essay.
Will Fritz lied about offering Oswald legal assistance, by name John Abt on the
22nd. Greg Olds could not obtain access to Oswald late Friday evening after
being told that Oswald did not want a lawyer. Shortly after this Oswald asked
during the press conference for “someone to come forward” to offer legal
assistance. After this Greg Olds should have stepped up the plate.
On the 23rd Oswald is seen protesting against the way the line-ups are being
conducted. He stands out in his t-shirt. But even so, several eyeball witnesses
have trouble picking him out as THAT guy who shot The President. In addition
various DPD detectives who escorted him stated that Oswald made no
complaint which is a complete fabrication proven by the various video
recordings present showing the complete opposite.
Oswald protested against his first arraignment for the Tippit murder and after
being charged with it he exclaimed: “that is ridiculous”. Then again at the same
time 4 of the main participants in this ‘arraignment’ could not recall what
Oswald had said.
The collective amnesia of the D.P.D. detectives is simply based on keeping your
mouth shut. Detective Richard Sims wins the price for obedience. Overall hardly
anyone said what Oswald said during his interrogations at any time.
J. Edgar Hoover had his tentacles all over the DPD, with Vincent Drain closely
attached to Wade and Curry. Bookhout, Hosty and Clements inside the
interrogation sessions. Postal inspector Harry Dean Holmes, being an FBI
informant, present during the Sunday morning interrogations. And who knows
else relaying info back to Washington to keep Hoover up to speed.
Greg Olds should have stepped up after Oswald’s press conference.
H. Louis Nichols overall showed very little interest to be of any assistance to Lee
Oswald.
Charles Webster, a major person of interest, due to his presence all day at
D.P.D. on the 22nd and not step forward to give legal assistance to Oswald and
preferring to stay in the shadows and appear only after being called upon when
needed to deflect.

On Dec. 4 the chancellor-elect of the Philadelphia Bar Association stated that Lee Oswald
had been “lynched” and that this was an “indictment” of the legal profession for its
failure to protect Oswald (NYT, Dec. 5 1963). This was the only instance when someone
spoke out for Oswald, as the rest of the mainstream media collectively attacked him
instead after his death.
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